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Alessio Figalli (ETH Zürich, Switzerland)
The Monge-Ampère Equation and Its Applications (Zürich Lectures in Advanced Mathematics)

ISBN 978-3-03719-170-5. 2017. 208 pages. Hardcover. 17 x 24 cm. 34.00 Euro

The Monge–Ampère equation is one of the most important partial differential equations, appearing in many problems in analysis and 
geometry.
This monograph is a comprehensive introduction to the existence and regularity theory of the Monge–Ampère equation and some se-
lected applications; the main goal is to provide the reader with a wealth of results and techniques he or she can draw from to understand
current research related to this beautiful equation.
The presentation is essentially self-contained, with an appendix wherein one can find precise statements of all the results used from 
different areas (linear algebra, convex geometry, measure theory, nonlinear analysis, and PDEs).
This book is intended for graduate students and researchers interested in nonlinear PDEs: explanatory figures, detailed proofs, and 
heuristic arguments make this book suitable for self-study and also as a reference.

Nicolas Raymond (Université de Rennes, France)
Bound States of the Magnetic Schrödinger Operator (EMS Tracts in Mathematics, Vol. 27)

ISBN 978-3-03719-169-9. 2017. 398 pages. Hardcover. 17 x 24 cm. 64.00 Euro

This book is a synthesis of recent advances in the spectral theory of the magnetic Schrödinger operator. It can be considered a catalog 
of concrete examples of magnetic spectral asymptotics.
Since the presentation involves many notions of spectral theory and semiclassical analysis, it begins with a concise account of concepts 
and methods used in the book and is illustrated by many elementary examples.
Assuming various points of view (power series expansions, Feshbach–Grushin reductions, WKB constructions, coherent states de-
compositions, normal forms) a theory of Magnetic Harmonic Approximation is then established which allows, in particular, accurate 
descriptions of the magnetic eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Some parts of this theory, such as those related to spectral reductions 
or waveguides, are still accessible to advanced students while others (e.g., the discussion of the Birkhoff normal form and its spectral 
consequences, or the results related to boundary magnetic wells in dimension three) are intended for seasoned researchers.

Dynamics Done with Your Bare Hands. Lecture notes by Diana Davis, Bryce Weaver, Roland K. W. Roeder, Pablo Lessa
Françoise Dal’Bo (Université de Rennes I, France), François Ledrappier (University of Notre Dame, USA) and Amie Wilkinson (University 
of Chicago), Editors

ISBN 978-3-03719-168-2. 2016. 214 pages. Softcover. 17 x 24 cm. 36.00 Euro

This book arose from 4 lectures given at the Undergraduate Summer School of the Thematic Program Dynamics and Boundaries held 
at the University of Notre Dame. It is intended to introduce (under)graduate students to the field of dynamical systems by emphasizing 
elementary examples, exercises and bare hands constructions.
The lecture of Diana Davis is devoted to billiard flows on polygons, a simple-sounding class of continuous time dynamical system for 
which many problems remain open. Bryce Weaver focuses on the dynamics of a 2 × 2 matrix acting on the flat torus. This example intro-
duced by Vladimir Arnold illustrates the wide class of uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems, including the geodesic flow for negatively 
curved, compact manifolds. Roland Roeder considers a dynamical system on the complex plane governed by a quadratic map with a 
complex parameter. Pablo Lessa deals with a type of non-deterministic dynamical system: a simple walk on an infinite graph, obtained 
by starting at a vertex and choosing a random neighbor at each step. 

Representation Theory – Current Trends and Perspectives (EMS Series of Congress Reports)
Henning Krause (Universität Bielefeld, Germany), Peter Littelmann (Universität Köln, Germany), Gunter Malle (Universität Kaiserlsau-
tern), Karl-Hermann Neeb (Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg) and Christoph Schweigert (Universität Hamburg), Editors

ISBN 978-3-03719-171-2. 2017. 773 pages. Hardcover. 17 x 24 cm. 98.00 Euro

From April 2009 until March 2016, the German Science Foundation supported generously the Priority Program SPP 1388 in Repre-
sentation Theory. The core principles of the projects realized in the framework of the priority program have been categorification and 
geometrization, this is also reflected by the contributions to this volume.
Apart from the articles by former postdocs supported by the priority program, the volume contains a number of invited research and 
survey articles. This volume is covering current research topics from the representation theory of finite groups, of algebraic groups, of 
Lie superalgebras, of finite dimensional algebras and of infinite dimensional Lie groups.
Graduate students and researchers in mathematics interested in representation theory will find this volume inspiring. It contains many 
stimulating contributions to the development of this broad and extremely diverse subject.
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ner. This collaboration was terminated by the GDR in 
1977. Currently, zbMATH has three editorial institutions:

-  European Mathematical Society (EMS).
-  Heidelberg Academy of Sciences.
-  FIZ Karlsruhe.

These organisations are jointly responsible for the con-
tent and scientific quality of the database. The financial 
and organisational responsibilities lie with Fachinforma-
tionszentrum (FIZ) Karlsruhe, whereas Springer Verlag 
remains responsible for distribution and marketing.

FIZ Karlsruhe (Leibniz Institute for Information In-
frastructure) is a member of the Leibniz Association, 
a group of independent German research institutes. 
As such, it receives funding from the federal and state 
governments but also generates substantial revenues 
of its own. The German Mathematical Society (DMV) 
was a founding member of FIZ Karlsruhe (established 
in 1977). Mathematicians are typically familiar with the 
Leibniz Association through the Oberwolfach Research 
Institute (MFO) or the Weierstrass Institute for Ap-
plied Analysis and Stochastics (WIAS) in Berlin, both of 
whom are member institutes.

This structure ensures that zbMATH is not run pri-
marily as a commercial enterprise. The income generated 
is used to finance the Berlin office of zbMATH with its ap-
proximately 30 full-time positions, as well as to maintain 
and develop the necessary infrastructure for the database. 
After all, it is crucial that the (currently approximately) 
120,000 mathematical publications that appear each year 
in different sources (such as research monographs, con-
ference proceedings, collected volumes, more than 2,200 
journals and roughly 1,000 book series) are documented 
and reviewed in a timely fashion. For this, the contribu-
tions of our 7,000 reviewers are essential. Without these 
reviewers, zbMATH would not be possible. 

zbMATH caters for the needs of the mathematical 
community. As such it provides a number of free services: 

-  Free access for developing countries.
-  Free access for individual members of the EMS.
-  Free access to author and journal profiles.
-  Free information on mathematical software through 

the database swMATH.
-  Free access to three search results, in particular to indi-

vidual reviews.

The transition from print version to modern 
database
When I was a young researcher, I went to the library once 
a week, typically on Friday afternoon, to check Zentral-

After 9 years in office as Vice-President for Research at 
Leibniz Universität Hannover, it had not been my inten-
tion to take on another administrative position. Conse-
quently, I was somewhat reluctant (but still honoured) 
when representatives of FIZ Karlsruhe and Springer 
Verlag contacted me with the offer to become the new 
Editor-in-Chief of zbMATH. However, discussions with 
colleagues soon convinced me that this was not only an 
interesting and challenging task but also one that could 
provide a useful service to the mathematical community. 
I took over my new responsibilities in April 2016, suc-
ceeding (after an interlude with Olaf Teschke as acting 
Editor-in-Chief) Gert-Martin Greuel, who was Editor-
in-Chief 2012–2015, and Bernd Wegner, who had held 
the office for 37 years before that. 

The Editorial Institutions of zbMATH
zbMATH was founded as “Zentralblatt für Mathematik 
und ihre Grenzgebiete” by Otto Neugebauer and other 
prominent mathematicians in 1931 on the initiative of 
Harald Bohr and Richard Courant, among others. In 
1939, it amalgamated with the even older “Jahrbuch über 
die Fortschritte der Mathematik”, which was founded in 
1868 by Carl Ohrtmann and Felix Müller. After the Sec-
ond World War, Zentralblatt was re-established jointly 
by the Academy of Sciences and Springer Verlag. Even 
after the partitioning of Germany, Zentralblatt at first 
remained as one of the few German-German collabora-
tions of that time, edited by both the Academy of Sci-
ences in Berlin (East) and the Heidelberg Academy of 
Sciences, with Springer remaining the commercial part-

Editorial
zbMATH – Looking to the Future*

Klaus Hulek (Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany), Editor-in-Chief of zbMath

* This is the adapted English version of an article that ap-
peared in Mitteilungen der DMV 24, No. 3, 140–143 (2016). 
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blatt and Mathematical Reviews for recently published 
articles. At that time, this meant consulting the printed 
versions, which filled awe-inspiring yellow (Zentralblatt) 
and red (Mathematical Reviews) shelves in the library. 
Now that the print versions have been terminated, this 
is history. Also, it is now the mathematics arXiv that pro-
vides, at least in my field of research, much of the infor-
mation about the latest articles – long before they are 
published. However, it should be noted that the maths 
arXiv so far covers 3.5% of all publications listed in zb-
MATH (even for current research, this figure only stands 
at 20% [1]).

The transition from printed journal to modern data-
base started under the aegis of Bernd Wegner and fur-
ther important steps were taken in recent years when 
Gert-Martin Greuel was Editor-in-Chief. The challenges 
involved are considerable: the digitisation of the content 
from the 1980s and 1990s required a substantial invest-
ment and the same is true for making additional levels of 
information available. 

The first of these is author disambiguation. Currently, 
the zbMATH author database comprises 950,000 entries 
with more than 6 million authorships, distributed among 
3.6 million publications. In more than 20% of these cases, 
at least two authors share the same surname and abbre-
viated first name. Even with full names, it often happens 
that there are multiple possibilities. To take an example, 
the name “Alexander Schmidt” could be any of seven ex-
isting authors or, as an eighth possibility, it could refer to 
a new author. Similarly, there are many variants of names 
that could refer to the same person. This could, for exam-
ple, be because a person has changed their name through 
marriage or it could be due to different transcriptions: 
the name Chebyshev, for example, can be found as 15 dif-
ferent variations.   

Clearly, this work cannot be done solely intellectually. 
zbMATH combines advanced algorithms, information 

provided by users and editorial efforts in order to ensure 
optimally precise information. While the first version of 
the author database from 2008 still required substantial 
corrections, zbMATH has since advanced its algorithms 
and adapted them specifically to the needs of the zb-
MATH data. In addition, many manual checks have been 
carried out. The result is that the percentage of uncertain 
attributions has dropped to below 4% – and this refers 
not only to current publications but also to historic data, 
many of which come with a high share of uncertainty [2]. 

Another area of increasing importance concerns cita-
tion data. Combining references available in the database 
with full texts provides an additional tool, permitting us 
to trace mathematical developments. This often allows us 
to recognise unexpected connections or applications of 
our own research. Admittedly, it was MathSciNet which 
initiated this development in 2001, with zbMATH to fol-
low somewhat later. However, in the last few years, the 
situation has improved significantly: while there were 3 
million references available in 2010 for 150,000 articles, 
of which 30% were linked within the database, the figure 
now stands at 16 million references for more than 750,000 
publications in the period 1873–2016, with 10.5 million 
linkages within the database. Due to the introduction of 
a new search interface, the information available through 
zbMATH can be accessed much more easily and com-
fortably, e.g. by using the new filter and profile functions.  

Meanwhile, zbMATH has introduced new functions 
that allow access to information beyond the realm of 
classical literature search. One example is the widely 
used platform swMATH, which originated from a joint 
project of the Leibniz Association in 2011–2013, involv-
ing MFO, FIZ Karlsruhe and other partners. There have 
been previous collections of mathematical software, such 
as the “Guide to Mathematical Software” of NIST or the 
“Oberwolfach References on Mathematical Software”. 
However, it is only the timely connection with the acces-
sible research literature that makes it possible to provide 
a service allowing not only the researching and highlight-
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ing of software use but also access to information about 
what software has been used for comparable research 
problems. 

When Gert-Martin Greuel took over as Editor-in-
Chief, this database was developed further. Since 2013, 
swMATH has been run by FIZ Karlsruhe, which pro-
vides it as a free service to the community. Since then, 
the service has grown tremendously – it now covers over 
15,000 software packages and provides approximately 
125,000 records of use in research publications [3]. Un-
der the aegis of the research campus MODAL, the Zuse 
Institute Berlin (ZIB) has been a cooperation partner of 
swMATH since 2015.

Another new feature of zbMATH is the search for 
mathematical formulae. Based on the MathML stand-
ardisation of zbMATH contents, this allows a search 
for contents that are often difficult to describe or locate 
based solely on a textual description. Variables allow the 
user to search for potentially substitutable terms. Re-
cently, this feature has been extended to a formula search 
in more than 120,000 full arXiv texts (see the zbMATH 

column in this issue [4]). Even though this development 
is in its infancy, it allows us to glimpse the enormous po-
tential that modern information technology can provide 
for mathematics. This has found expression in the vision 
of the Global Digital Mathematics Library: to provide an 
as complete as possible collection of all mathematical re-
search in a highly standardised form, which, for example, 
relieves the mathematician of tedious routine tasks by 
providing access to suitable mathematical software via 
adapted interfaces [5].

Another important feature of a database such as zb-
MATH is completeness. This is a challenge that must not 
be underestimated. Each year, around 300 new journals 
apply to zbMATH asking to be listed, all of them claim-
ing to publish serious research whose quality is assured 
by a peer review process. Clearly, some very good new 
journals have been founded in recent years. At the same 
time, it is also obvious that not all of the new journals 
conform to these strict requirements. Indeed, there are 
fewer than 100 journals a year that are added to zb-
MATH, although the overall number of journals is grow-
ing at an even lower rate, since some journals are discon-
tinued and other journals no longer fulfil the required 
quality standards. It is a complex challenge to observe 
the ever-changing landscape of publications and to ad-
just the necessary decisions concerning their indexing. In 
addition to this, roughly 3,000 research monographs and 
conference proceedings are published every year and it 
has always been a top priority of zbMATH to provide 
coverage of these as complete as possible.

The Future
With the rapid development of information technology, 
the conditions under which a database like zbMATH op-
erates are constantly changing. Thus, it is vital that zb-
MATH constantly reassesses where it stands and where 
it wants to go. An immediate task in hand is updating the 
MSC classification. While this system may have lost some 
of its historic importance as a tool for bibliographic clas-
sification, its importance has grown in connection with 
derived semantics, data analysis and profiling informa-
tion. For this reason, it is of great importance that new 
branches of mathematics are adequately represented. 
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This revision will be undertaken jointly with MathSci-
Net, as announced at 7ECM and in the Newsletter of 
the EMS and the Notices of the AMS. The restructuring 
will be done on the basis of comments received from the 
mathematical community. You are invited to submit your 
suggestions either at msc2020.org or by email to feed-
back@msc2020.org.

There are, however, a number of much more fun-
damental challenges. Information and relevant data on 
mathematical publications can nowadays be obtained in 
many ways. Apart from the specialised service provided 
by the mathematics arXiv, this includes such different 
sources as Google, Google Scholar, Researchgate, Sco-
pus or the Web of Science. Why then do we still need zb-
MATH or MathSciNet? 

There are several special features concerning infor-
mation about mathematical research. One is the longev-
ity of mathematical results: the average halftime regard-
ing the citation of mathematical publications is currently 
15 years and indicators predict that this will grow even 
further [6]. Another is the immense importance of a 
consistent corpus and the necessity of error detection 
and correction. Finally, mathematical publications are 
characterised by a high degree of formalisation and an 
enormous density of information encoded in the math-
ematical language. It is high quality reviews, written by 
mathematical experts, summarising the results and put-
ting them into the context of current research, that have 
hitherto proven an excellent tool in making this informa-
tion accessible. In future, this will be further supported 
by the database for software (swMATH) and formula 
search. But there are many other aspects, and I would 
like to conclude by briefly mentioning some, which, I be-
lieve, will play an important role in the future. 

Bibliometric data
We are all acutely aware that bibliometric data are play-
ing an increasingly important role. Many of us are scep-
tical, and with good reason. At the same time, if we are 
honest, most of us also use them in some form or another, 
not least in hiring processes or peer reviews of research 
proposals. What is important is to know which data are 
reliable, and for which purposes and in which form they 
can be used without giving wildly distorted results. On 
one hand, this requires a reliable high quality database, 
such as zbMATH, and, on the other hand, it needs the 
expertise of how these data can be used and how they are 
to be interpreted. These are questions that can only be 
answered in collaboration with the mathematical com-
munity.

Research data
Research data and big data are buzz words that many 
mathematicians do not immediately connect with their 
own research. But this is no longer a tenable attitude. 
Clearly, mathematics can and will play a major role in 
the handling and analysis of big data. At the same time, 
mathematics has started producing its own research data 
on a large scale. Mathematical statistics is obviously 
concerned with data from diverse areas, ranging from 

medicinal data to data from highly sophisticated physi-
cal experiments; modelling and simulation requires and 
generates terabytes of data. Mathematical software, and 
the resulting research and benchmarks, has become its 
own ecosystem of data. In the meantime, we have a huge 
set of mathematical objects that have been collected and 
described in various forms: these range from integer se-
quences in the On-line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequenc-
es, mathematical functions in the NIST Digital Library of 
Mathematical Functions, manifolds in the Manifold At-
las, and lists of Calabi-Yau varieties and modular forms 
in the L-functions and modular forms database, to collec-
tions of formalised mathematical definitions, theorems 
and proofs in systems such as Coq, HOL or Mizar. To 
produce sustainable access to and linking of this infor-
mation produces many questions to which we currently 
have, at best, rudimentary answers. 

Non-textual material
Printed or electronic articles and books are now far from 
being the only ways in which mathematical informa-
tion is documented and distributed. Numerous lectures 
(which have always been an essential form of mathemat-
ical communication) are now available on the internet, 
be it as videos or presentations. Some of these, but by no 
means all, are directly associated to traditional publica-
tions and can thus be linked with these. Should zbMATH 
take this up and incorporate this material in its database? 
The answer to this question will also depend on how the 
behaviour of users and working styles develops. The 
questions raised here concern most of the mathematical 
community and will, in the future, be discussed at various 
levels, in private discussions as well as in official commit-
tees of professional societies. zbMATH is prepared to 
face these challenges and I am looking forward to any 
comments or suggestions you may have. 

In the wake  of 7ECM, the EMS has conducted a zbMATH 
user survey. While a detailed analysis will be given in the 
zbMATH column of a subsequent issue, I would like to 
mention two interesting conclusions here. The first, and 
for us a gratifying result, is that the community values the 
great effort zbMATH has made over the last few years to 
update its web interface and to provide new services such 
as author and citation profiles and swMATH. The second, 
and this was not at all clear to us, is that formula search 
seems to be considered a valuable asset, in particular in 
connection with search in full texts. We look forward to 
giving a detailed analysis of the feedback in a future col-
umn of this newsletter. 
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Report from the EMS Council  
Meeting, Berlin, 16 –17 July 2016 
Richard Elwes, EMS Publicity Officer

The EMS Council is our society’s governing body and 
meets every two years, most recently in 2014 in Donostia/
San Sebastián, Spain. When the year coincides with a Eu-
ropean Congress of Mathematics (ECM), as happened 
this Summer, the council meeting traditionally immedi-
ately precedes the ECM. Thus, on 16–17 July 2016, 82 del-
egates gathered with 17 guests at Humboldt University 
in sunny Berlin, to hear reports, debate motions and hold 
elections, as well as to set the direction of our society for 
the coming years.

Reports & Finance
After welcoming the delegates and guests, EMS Presi-
dent Pavel Exner briefly reported on his activities. The 
Secretary Sjoerd Verduyn Lunel then summarised the 
activities of the Executive Committee over the last two 
years (reports from all its meetings have appeared in in 
this newsletter). The Treasurer Mats Gyllenberg followed 
with an account of the society’s finances, including audi-
tor reports for 2014–15. Broadly speaking, the society’s 
financial position is very healthy. The EMS Publishing 
House supports the EMS by providing the newsletter and 
the Mathematical Surveys at no cost to the society. With 
interest rates currently low, around half the society’s  
financial resources are currently invested in a scheme 
with a ‘medium’ risk profile. Given this positive situa-
tion, the treasurer proposed to increase the budget for 
scientific activities and not to increase membership fees. 
The council approved the budget for 2017–18 and also 
appointed auditors.

Membership
Discussion then turned to the topic of membership. The 
EMS currently has 2721 individual members (an increase 
from 2445 in 2014). After a presentation by the President 
of the Armenian Mathematical Union (AMU) Tigran  
Harutunyan, the council approved by acclamation  the 

application of the AMU to become a full member of the 
EMS. Four new institutional members have also joined: 
the Department of Mathematical Sciences at Aalborg 
University (Denmark), the Basque Center for Applied 
Mathematics (Bilbao, Spain), the University of Primor-
ska’s Faculty of Mathematics, Natural Sciences and Infor-
mation Technologies (Koper, Slovenia) and the Depart-
ment of Mathematics, Stockholm University (Stockholm, 
Sweden).

By-laws
The council approved modifications to Rules 8 and 23 
of the society’s by-laws, along with a more significant 
change to Rule 30 on student membership, which now 
reads: “Anyone who is a student at the time of becoming 
an individual EMS member, whether PhD or in a more 
junior category, shall enjoy a three-year introductory 
period with membership fees waived. All the standard 
benefits will be granted during this time, except printed 
copies of the Newsletter.”

Elections to the Executive Council
The day-to-day running of the society is by its executive 
committee of ten members, all elected by the council.  
On this occasion, there were vacancies for two vice-
presidents and five members-at-large. Two candidates 
for vice-president were proposed by the executive com-
mittee: Volker Mehrmann and Armen Sergeev (both 
currently members of the executive committee). Each 
gave a short presentation before leaving the room. Both 
were then elected unopposed by a show of hands. Volker 
Mehrmann will therefore serve as vice-president for the 
term 2017–2018 and Armen Sergeev will serve for the 
term 2017–2020.

The elections for members-at-large were more com-
petitive, with 13 candidates contesting 5 positions. Each 
candidate delivered a short presentation and delegates 

[5] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_digital_Mathematics_Li-
brary.

[6]  Th. Bouche, O. Teschke and K. Wojciechowski, Time lag in math-
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then voted in two rounds. The final result saw Nicola 
Fusco, Stefan Jackowski, Vincente Muñoz, Beatrice 
Pelloni  and Betül Tanbay elected to the executive com-
mittee for the term 2017–2020. The president extended 
the society’s sincere gratitude to all candidates who had 
put themselves forward.

ECMs 7 & 8
One major decision to be taken by the council was the 
venue of the 8th ECM, to be held in 2020. Two bids rep-
resenting Seville (Spain) and Portorož (Slovenia) were 
presented and discussed. Whilst each was of an impres-
sively high quality, the bids were strikingly different in 
style, presenting delegates with an intriguing dilemma. 
The president conveyed the society’s thanks to everyone 
involved in preparing both bids and expressed regret that 
one must fail. He encouraged the unsuccessful bidders to 
try again in the future. In the subsequent vote, Portorož 
won by 45 votes to 33. Thus, the European mathematical 
community will gather for ECM8 on the beautiful Slove-
nian coast, 5–11 July 2020.

The council also heard from organiser Volker Mehr-
mann on the preparations for ECM7, starting imminently  
in Berlin. The delegates expressed their enthusiastic 
thanks to all the local organisers for their tireless efforts 
and for an exciting meeting in prospect.

Committees
The council next heard reports from the 11 standing com-
mittees of the EMS (excluding the executive committee): 
Applied Mathematics, Developing Countries, Education, 
Electronic Publishing, ERCOM (Scientific Directors of 
European Research Centres in the Mathematical Scienc-
es), Ethics, European Solidarity, Meetings, Publications, 
Raising Public Awareness and Women. The members of 
these committees carry out many, varied and valuable 
tasks for the European mathematics community. The 
council expressed warm gratitude for all their hard work.

European Projects
The president reported on the latest developments 
around Horizon 2020, with the recent EU open consulta-
tion on mathematics due to be discussed in September. 

With Jean-Pierre Bourguignon (President of the Euro-
pean Research Council (ERC)) absent, the president 
also led a discussion on the ERC report, recalling that 
its inauguration was a successful outcome of lobbying by 
the Initiative Science Europe (ISE), of which the EMS 
is a member. With the midterm evaluation of Horizon 
2020 due shortly, it is important that the ERC portfolio 
continues to grow and stabilise over the coming years. 

Maria Esteban delivered a presentation on EU-
MATHS-IN (the European Service Network of Math-
ematics for Industry and Innovation), reporting that the 
national networks that make up EU-MATHS-IN are 
now active and cooperative. On 15 July, shortly before 
the council meeting, there was some welcome news that 
the proposal “Mathematical Modelling, Simulation and 
Optimization for Societal Challenges with Scientific 
Computing” had been granted under the Horizon 2020 
programme on user-driven e-infrastructure innovation.

The EMS is supporting a bid from Paris to host the 
International Congress of Mathematicians in 2022. If an-
other serious European bid materialises, the society will 
support this as well.

Jiří Rákosník gave a presentation on the European 
Digital Mathematics Library (EuDML), reporting that 
a Scientific Advisory Board of EuDML with Frédéric 
Hélein as chair was installed earlier this year. The En-
cyclopedia of Mathematics (www.encyclopediaofmath.
org) was also discussed and Vice-President Martin 
Raussen delivered a short presentation on a new collab-
oration between the EMS and MathHire (www.math-
hire.org) to provide a new job portal for recruitment in 
mathematics.

Close
On behalf of all the delegates and guests, the president 
expressed the society’s appreciation, to the local organ-
isers, to Humboldt University and to those who had 
assisted by acting as scrutineers for the elections, for a 
very successful council meeting. He also thanked the del-
egates and guests for their participation and expressed 
hope that the discussions and decisions taken over the 
two days will set the society on a positive trajectory for 
the next two years.

Mathematics and Society
Wolfgang König (WIAS Berlin and Technical University Berlin, Germany), Editor 

ISBN 978-3-03719-164-4. 2016. 314 pages. Hardcover. 17 x 24 cm. 42.00 Euro

The ubiquity and importance of mathematics in our complex society is generally not in doubt. However, even a scientifically intere-
sted layman would be hard pressed to point out aspects of our society where contemporary mathematical research is essential. 
Most popular examples are finance, engineering, wheather and industry, but the way mathematics comes into play is widely 
unknown in the public. And who thinks of application fields like biology, encryption, architecture, or voting systems?
This volume comprises a number of success stories of mathematics in our society – important areas being shaped by cutting edge 
mathematical research. The authors are eminent mathematicians with a high sense for public presentation, addressing scientifi-
cally interested laymen as well as professionals in mathematics and its application disciplines.

European Mathematical Society Publishing House
Seminar for Applied Mathematics
ETH-Zentrum SEW A27, CH-8092 Zürich, Switzerland
orders@ems-ph.org / www.ems-ph.org
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The 50th jubilee Sophus Lie Seminar took place at the 
Mathematical Research and Conference Centre of the 
Institute of Mathematics, Polish Academy of Sciences. 
The centre is located in a beautiful 19th century palace in 
the village of Będlewo near Poznań, Poland. In the won-
derful surroundings of the palace, gardens and nearby 
forest and lakes of the Greater Poland National Park, 75 
participants from 21 countries worked on various aspects 
of Lie theory and celebrated the 25th anniversary and 
50th meeting of the renowned seminar.

The Sophus Lie Seminar was founded around 1989–1990 
after political changes in Eastern Europe made it pos-
sible to establish contact between mathematicians from 
the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Re-
public of Germany. The collaboration was initiated by 
mathematicians from four universities in Darmstadt, 
Erlangen, Greifswald and Leipzig. Initially, meetings of 
the seminar took place in Germany in one of the found-
ing universities. Quite soon, however, the seminar started 
to grow, including researchers from more countries from 
both Eastern and Western Europe. Now it is clearly an 
international event, this year even intercontinental since 
participants came from Europe, North America and Asia. 

Due to its special character, the 50th Seminar Sophus 
Lie was longer than usual. Instead of a two or three day 
weekend meeting, the conference lasted for full five days 
form Monday to Friday. There was the chance to listen 
to 15 invited lectures, with 12 contributed lectures and 
a poster session of 12 posters. There was a vote on the 
best poster and, on the last day, a talk from the winner. 
Invited speakers presented both their new achievements 
on various aspects of Lie theory as well as survey lectures 
to serve simultaneously as a summary and an introduc-
tion to research on specific topics. There were lectures on 

50th Sophus Lie Seminar, 
Będlewo, Poland, 
September 2016

Katarzyna Grabowska (University of Warsaw, Poland)

classical subjects of Lie theory such as representations 
of Lie groups and Lie algebras, addressing structural 
and classification questions and infinite dimensional Lie 
groups. Fairly new branches of mathematics associated to 
Lie theory were represented as well, e.g. Lie groupoids 
and algebroids, and the even more contemporary super-
geometry and supergroups. For this jubilee meeting, par-
ticipants could listen to talks about aspects of Lie theory 
that have not been covered at previous seminars, like lec-
tures on Lie-Sheffers systems of differential equations. 
This branch of Lie theory is very close to works of So-
phus Lie himself, since Lie groups were initially invented 
as a tool for understanding and solving systems of dif-
ferential equations.  One of the most interesting lectures, 
“Short SL(3)-structures on Lie algebras”, was given by 
this year’s European Mathematical Society distinguished 
speaker, Professor Ernest B. Vinberg from Moscow State 
University. The opportunity to listen to his lecture and 
discuss with him during the conference was a great hon-
our and pleasure for all the members of this anniversary 
meeting. One of the invited lectures was given by Profes-
sor Karl Strambach, who was among the founders of the 
Sophus Lie Seminars 25 years ago. His historical lecture 
gave the participants an insight into this series of semi-
nars.

It was a common opinion of many of the participants of 
the conference that the scientific level of the meeting 
was very high. It was therefore decided that it would be 
a good idea to share the lectures with the broader math-
ematical community. We will be working toward prepar-
ing a special volume of Banach Center Publications with 
the proceedings of the conference. 

Mathematical Research and Conference Center in Będlewo, Poland. 
(All photos in this article by Janusz Grabowski.)

Professor Ernest B. Vinberg.
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I would like to point out one more value of the 50th 
Sophus Lie Seminar that cannot be seen by looking at 
the programme of the conference or even reading the 
upcoming proceedings. As a member of the local organ-
ising committee, I was mostly occupied by practical mat-
ters, running from lecture room to reception and dining 
hall. And what I saw was that throughout the rooms of 
the conference centre, including the poster room, there 
were groups of people gathering by every piece of black-
board and discussing their work with each other. I am 
convinced that these informal meetings are perhaps even 
more important than the carefully prepared lectures and 
posters. I sincerely hope that besides the proceedings, 
there will be one more outcome of this jubilee seminar – 
new collaborations between people who had the chance 
to meet and share their interests with each other. Look-
ing forward to future meetings of the Seminar Sophus 
Lie, we should keep in mind its history. It is probably 
unbelievable to younger participants of the seminar that 
not that long ago there were times when the possibility of 
meeting researchers with similar interests from countries 
from the other side of the Iron Curtain was a luxury, ac-
cessible to very few, if any.

The organisation of the jubilee seminar would not have 
been possible without the financial support of several 
scientific institutions. The Scientific and Organising 
Committee is very grateful to the Banach Center of 
the Polish Academy of Sciences, the Warsaw Center of 
Mathematics and Computer Sciences, the University of 
Luxembourg, the European Mathematical Society and 
the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation for supporting 
this event. More details, including the programme of the 
conference and abstracts of all the talks and posters, can 
be found at the webpage http://50sls.impan.pl/.

Finally, let me say a few words about the Interna-
tional Banach Center. The centre was founded in 1972. 
Initially, it was established by seven academies of science 
of Eastern European countries. From the very beginning, 
it was a part of the Institute of Mathematics of the Polish 
Academy of Sciences. The aim of the centre has always 
been the promotion and stimulation of international co-
operation in mathematics. After political changes, the 
agreement between academies was terminated but the 
centre continues to run successfully. Its scientific council 
consists of renowned mathematicians from the founding 
countries as well as representatives from the European 
Mathematical Society and the Polish Academy of Scienc-

es.  The palace in Będlewo became a part of the Banach 
Center at the beginning of the 21st century. The palace 
itself was renovated and new hotel buildings were added 
to create a lovely and quiet place to host international 
mathematical conferences. The centre offers accommo-
dation and full board for about 80 participants. The staff 
of the conference centre are experienced, professional 
and very helpful. For the typically weekly conferences, 
groups of scientists can apply with a detailed project, in-
cluding proposed participants, scientific and local organ-
ising committees, shape of conference and budget, and 
the desired time period (with a possible second choice). 
It is advised to look for financial support. If approved, the 
Banach Center can cover up to one third of the planned 
budget. The registration fee is then decided by the organ-
isers, depending on what kind of additional support be-
comes available. The fee covers all local expenses (lodg-
ing and dining). The deadline for submitting applications 
is 15 April for the following year. In order to avoid time 
conflicts, it is advisable to send proposals as early as pos-
sible. If you plan to apply for a smaller conference, two 
of these can run simultaneously. Shorter conference ap-
plications are also welcome. Application forms and all 
details about procedures are available on the webpage 
of the Banach Center https://www.impan.pl/en/activities/
banach-center. More information about Będlewo, in-
cluding photos of the palace and the surroundings, can 
be found on the webpage https://www.impan.pl/en/activi-
ties/bedlewo-conference-center/about-center.

Katarzyna Grabowska [konieczn@fuw.
edu.pl] is an assistant professor at the De-
partment of Mathematical Methods in 
Physics, Department of Physics, University 
of Warsaw. Her current research interests lie 
in applications of differential geometry to 
classical and quantum physics. She worked 

as the Head of the Local Organising Committee of the 
50th Sophus Lie Seminar. She wants to thank Alice Fi-
alowski and Vladimir Salnikov for their help in the prepa-
ration of this document. 

Participants of the 50th Sophus Lie Seminar.
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Selected Advances in
Quantum Shannon Theory
Dedicated to the 100th Birthday of Claude E. Shannon

Nilanjana Datta (Statistical Laboratory, University of Cambridge, UK)

The last few years have witnessed various significant ad-
vances in quantum Shannon theory. In this article, we briefly
review the salient features of three of them: a counterexample
to the additivity conjecture, superactivation of the quantum
capacity of a channel and one-shot quantum information the-
ory. The first two pertain to information-transmitting proper-
ties of quantum channels whilst the third applies to a plethora
of information-processing tasks, over and above information
transmission.

The biggest hurdle in the path of information transmission
is the presence of noise in communication channels, which
can distort messages sent through them and necessitates the
use of error-correcting codes. There is, however, a fundamen-
tal limit on the rate at which information can be transmitted
reliably through a channel. The maximum rate is called the
capacity of the channel and was originally evaluated in the
so-called asymptotic, memoryless (or i.i.d.) setting. In this set-
ting, it is assumed that the channel is: (i) available for an un-
limited number of uses (say, n) and (ii) memoryless, i.e. there
is no correlation in the noise acting on successive inputs to
the channel. Classically, such a channel is modelled by a se-
quence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) ran-
dom variables. The capacity of the channel is the optimal rate
at which information can be reliably transmitted through it in
the asymptotic limit (n→ ∞).

The capacity of a memoryless classical channel was de-
rived by Claude Shannon in his seminal paper of 1948 [1],
which heralded the birth of the field of classical information
theory. His Noisy Channel Coding Theorem gives an explicit
expression for the capacity of a discrete memoryless channel
N . Such a channel can be completely described by its condi-
tional probabilities pY |X(y|x) of producing output y given input
x, with X and Y denoting discrete random variables character-
ising the inputs and outputs of the channel. Shannon proved
that the capacity C(N) of such a channel is given by the for-
mula

C(N) = max
{pX (x)}

I(X : Y), (1)

where I(X : Y) denotes the mutual information of the random
variables X and Y , and the maximisation is over all possible
input probability distributions {pX(x)}.

In contrast to a classical channel, a quantum channel has
many different capacities. These depend on various factors,
e.g. on the type of information (classical or quantum) being
transmitted, the nature of the input states (entangled or not),
the nature of the measurements made on the outputs of the
channel (collective or individual) and whether any auxiliary

resources are available to assist the transmission. Auxiliary
resources, like prior shared entanglement between the sender
and the receiver, can enhance the capacities of a quantum
channel. This is in contrast to the case of a classical chan-
nel, where auxiliary resources, such as shared randomness
between the sender and the receiver, fail to enhance the ca-
pacity.

Let us briefly recall some basic facts about quantum chan-
nels. For simplicity of exposition, we refer to the sender
as Alice and the receiver as Bob. A quantum channel N is
mathematically given by a linear, completely positive trace-
preserving (CPTP) map, which maps states (i.e. density ma-
trices) ρ of the input quantum system A to states of the output
system B. More generally, N ≡ NA→B : B(HA) → B(HB),
where HA (HB) denote the Hilbert spaces associated with
the system A (B) and, in this article, they are considered
to be finite-dimensional. By Stinespring’s dilation theorem,
any such quantum channel can be seen as an isometry fol-
lowed by a partial trace, i.e. there is an auxiliary system
E, usually referred to as the environment, and an isometry
UN : HA → HB ⊗ HE , such that N(ρ) = TrE UNρU

†
N . This,

in turn, induces the complementary channel Nc ≡ NA→E
c :

B(HA) → B(HE) from the system A to the environment E,
given by Nc(ρ) = TrB UNρU

†
N . Physically, the complemen-

tary channel captures the environment’s view of the channel.
A quantum channel is said to be anti-degradable if there ex-
ists a CPTP map E : B(HE) → B(HB) so that the composi-
tion of the maps Nc and E satisfies the identity N = E ◦ Nc.
So, an eavesdropper (Eve), who has access to the environ-
ment of the channel, can simulate the channel from A to B by
locally applying the map E. An anti-degradable channel has
zero quantum capacity since it would otherwise violate the
so-called no-cloning theorem, which forbids the creation of
identical copies of an arbitrary unknown quantum state. This
can be seen as follows. Suppose there is an encoding and de-
coding scheme for Alice to communicate quantum informa-
tion reliably at a non-zero rate over such a channel. Then,
by acting on the output that she receives by the CPTP map
D ◦ E, where D is the decoding map that Bob uses, Eve
could obtain the quantum information sent by Alice. How-
ever, the ability for both Bob and Eve to obtain Alice’s in-
formation violates the no-cloning theorem. Hence the quan-
tum capacity of an anti-degradable channel must be zero.
In contrast, a quantum channel is said to be degradable if
there exists a CPTP map E′ : B(HB) → B(HE) such that
Nc = E′ ◦ N . In this case, Bob can simulate the comple-
mentary channel from A to E by locally applying the map
E′.

Selected Advances in
Quantum Shannon Theory
Dedicated to the 100th Birthday of Claude E. Shannon

Nilanjana Datta (Statistical Laboratory, University of Cambridge, UK)
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The problem of determining the different capacities of a
quantum channel have only been partially resolved, in the
sense that the expressions obtained for most of them thus far
are regularised ones. They are therefore intractable and can-
not be used to determine the capacities of a given channel in
any effective way. If entanglement between inputs to succes-
sive uses of a quantum channel is not allowed, its capacity
for transmitting classical information is given by an entropic
quantity, χ∗(N), called its Holevo capacity [2]. The general
classical capacity of a quantum channel, in the absence of
auxiliary resources and without the above restriction, is given
by the following regularised expression:

C(N) = lim
n→∞

1
n
χ∗(N⊗n). (2)

Similarly, the capacity Q(N) of a quantum channel for trans-
mitting quantum information (in the absence of auxiliary re-
sources) is also known [3] to be given by a regularised expres-
sion:

Q(N) = lim
n→∞

1
n

Ic(N⊗n), (3)

where, for any quantum channel Ñ , Ic(Ñ) is an entropic quan-
tity referred to as its coherent information.

Another important capacity of a quantum channel is its
private capacity P(N), which is the maximum rate at which
classical information can be sent through it in a way such
that an eavesdropper, Eve, who has access to the environment
of the channel, cannot infer the transmitted information. The
private classical capacity P(N) of a quantum channel is also
given by the regularisation of an entropic quantity, which we
denote P(1)(N). Unfortunately, these intractable, regularised
expressions are in general useless for computing the actual
capacities of a channel. Regarding the quantum capacity, an
exception to this is provided by so-called degradable chan-
nels, for which the coherent information is additive and so
the quantum capacity reduces to a single-letter formula. Other
than the Holevo capacity, there are only a few other capacities
which have a single-letter (and hence not-regularised) expres-
sion for any arbitrary quantum channel. The most important
of these is the entanglement-assisted classical capacity [4],
which is the maximum rate of reliable classical communica-
tion when Alice and Bob are allowed to make use of entangled
states that they initially share.

An important property of the capacity of a classical chan-
nel is its additivity on the set of channels. Given two classi-
cal channels N1 and N2, the capacity of the product channel
N1 ⊗ N2 satisfies C(N1 ⊗ N2) = C(N1) + C(N2). In fact,
many important questions in information theory can be re-
duced to the purely mathematical question of additivity of
certain entropic functions on the set of channels. In particu-
lar, the regularised expressions for the classical, quantum and
private capacities of a quantum channel N would reduce to
tractable single-letter expressions if its Holevo capacity, co-
herent information and P(1)(N) were respectively additive.
However, it has been proved that the coherent information
and P(1)(N) are not necessarily additive for all channels. It
was conjectured that the Holevo capacity of a quantum chan-
nel is indeed additive, i.e. for any two quantum channels N1

and N2,

χ∗(N1 ⊗ N2) = χ∗(N1) + χ∗(N2).

This conjecture is directly related to the important question:
‘Can entanglement between successive input states boost
classical communication through a memoryless quantum chan-
nel?’ The answer to this question is “no” if the Holevo ca-
pacity of the channel is additive, since in this case C(N) =
χ∗(N), i.e. the general classical capacity reduces to the clas-
sical capacity evaluated under the restriction of unentan-
gled input states. The additivity conjecture had been proved
for several channels (see, for example, [5] and references
therein). However, proving that it is true for all quantum
channels had remained an important open problem for more
than a decade. Shor [6] provided useful insights into the
problem by proving that the additivity conjecture for the
Holevo capacity was equivalent to additivity-type conjec-
tures for three other quantities arising in quantum informa-
tion theory, in the sense that if any one of these conjec-
tures is always true then so are the others. One of these
conjectures concerns the additivity of the minimum out-
put entropy (MOE) of a quantum channel, which is defined
as

Hmin(N) = min
ρ

H(N(ρ)),

where, for any state σ, H(σ) := −Tr
(
σ logσ

)
is its von Neu-

mann entropy. The additivity conjecture for the MOE is that,
for any pair of quantum channels N1, N2, the minimum en-
tropy of the product channel N1 ⊗ N2 satisfies

Hmin(N1 ⊗ N2) = Hmin(N1) + Hmin(N2). (4)

Note that we always have ≤ in (4). This can be seen by
considering the product state ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 as input to N1 ⊗ N2,
with ρ1 and ρ2 being the minimisers for MOEs of N1 and
N2 respectively. The conjecture amounts to the claim that
we cannot get a smaller MOE by entangling the inputs to
N1 ⊗ N2.

These longstanding additivity conjectures were finally re-
solved in 2008 by Hastings [7], who built on prior work by
Hayden and Winter [8]. He proved the existence of a pair of
channels for which the above conjecture is false. By Shor’s
equivalence, this in turn implied that all the additivity conjec-
tures (including that for the Holevo capacity) are false. Hence,
we can conclude that there exist quantum channels for which
using entangled input states can indeed enhance the classical
capacity.

The product channel considered by Hastings has the form
N ⊗ N , where N is a special channel called a random uni-
tary channel, andN is its complex conjugate. This means that
there are positive numbers ν1, ν2, . . . , νd, with

∑d
i=1 νi = 1, and

unitary n× n matrices U1,U2, . . . ,Ud, chosen at random with
respect to the Haar measure, such that for any input state ρ,

N(ρ) =
d∑

i=1

νiUiρU
†
i ; N(ρ) =

d∑
i=1

νiUiρU
†
i .

The probabilities νi are chosen randomly and depend on the
integers n and d, where n is the dimension of the input
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space of the channel and d is the dimension of its environ-
ment. Hastings’ main result is that for n and d large enough,
there are random unitary channels for which Hmin(N ⊗N) <
Hmin(N) + Hmin(N), thus disproving (4).

A key ingredient of Hastings’ proof is the relative val-
ues of the dimensions, namely n >> d >> 1. The details of
Hastings’ original argument were elucidated later by Fukuda,
King and Moser [9]. These authors also derived explicit lower
bounds to the input, output and environment dimensions of
a quantum channel for which the additivity conjecture is vi-
olated. A simplified proof of Hastings’ result was given by
Brandao and Horodecki [10] in the framework of concentra-
tion of measure. They also proved non-additivity for the over-
whelming majority of channels consisting of a Haar random
isometry followed by partial trace over the environment, for
an environment dimension much bigger than the output di-
mension, thus extending the class of channels for which ad-
ditivity can be shown to be violated. Remarkably, in 2010,
Aubrun, Szarek and Werner [11] proved that Hastings’ coun-
terexample can be readily deduced from a version of Dvoret-
zky’s theorem, which is a fundamental result of Asymptotic
Geometric Analysis – a field of mathematics concerning the
behaviour of geometric parameters associated with norms in
Rn (or equivalently, with convex bodies) when n becomes
large. However, the violation to additivity in Hastings’ ex-
ample is numerically small and the question of how strong a
violation of additivity is possible is the subject of active re-
search.

The year 2008 also saw the discovery of a startling phe-
nomenon in quantum information theory, again related to
the question of additivity of capacities. Smith and Yard [12]
proved that there are pairs of quantum channels each having
zero quantum capacity but which have a non-zero quantum
capacity when used together. Hence, even though each chan-
nel in such a pair is by itself useless for sending quantum
information, they can be used together to send quantum in-
formation reliably. This phenomenon was termed “superac-
tivation”, since the two channels somehow “activate” each
other’s hidden ability to transmit quantum information. Su-
peractivation is a purely quantum phenomenon because clas-
sically if two channels have zero capacity, the capacity of the
joint channel must also be zero. This follows directly from
the additivity of the capacity of a classical channel, which in
turn ensures that the capacity of a classical channel is an in-
trinsic measure of its information-transmitting properties. In
the quantum case, in contrast, the possibility of superactiva-
tion implies that the quantum capacity of a channel is strongly
non-additive and does not adequately characterise its ability
to transmit quantum information, since the usefulness of a
channel depends on what other channels are also available.
A particular consequence of this phenomenon is that the set
of quantum channels with zero quantum capacity is not con-
vex.

Superactivation of quantum capacity continues to be the
subject of much research and is still not completely under-
stood. However, it seems to be related to the existence of
channels, called “private Horodecki channels”, which have
zero quantum capacity but positive private capacity. The key
ingredient of Smith and Yard’s proof of superactivation is a
novel relationship between two different capacities of a quan-

tum channel N , namely, its private capacity P(N) and its as-
sisted capacity QA(N). The latter is the quantum capacity of
the product channel N ⊗ A, where A is a symmetric chan-
nel. Such a channel maps symmetrically between its output
and its environment, i.e. for any input state ρ, the joint state
σBE := UAρU

†
A of the output and the environment after the

action of the channel A is invariant under the interchange of
B and E. A symmetric side channel is anti-degradable and
hence has zero quantum capacity. Smith and Yard proved that

QA(N) ≥ 1
2

P(N).

This in turn implies that any private Horodecki channel, NH ,
has a positive assisted capacity and hence the two zero-
quantum-capacity channels NH and A exhibit superactiva-
tion:

QA(NH) = Q(NH ⊗A) > 0.

The particular symmetric side channel that Smith and Yard
considered was a 50% erasure channel, which, with equal
probability, faithfully transmits the input state or outputs an
erasure flag.

Later, Brandao, Oppenheim and Strelchuk [13] proved
that superactivation even occurs for pairs of channels (NH ,N)
where N is anti-degradable but not necessarily symmetric.
Specifically, they proved the occurrence of superactivation
for two different choices of N : (i) an erasure channel that
outputs an erasure flag with probability p ∈ [1/2, 1) and
faithfully transmits the input state otherwise; and (ii) a de-
polarising channel that completely randomises the input state
with probability p ∈ [0, 1/2] and faithfully transmits the in-
put state otherwise. It is known that the output of any arbi-
trary quantum channel can be mapped to that of a depolaris-
ing channel by an operation known as “twirling”. The latter
consists of Alice applying some randomly chosen unitary on
the input state before sending it through the channel and in-
forming Bob as to which unitary operator U she used, with
Bob subsequently acting on the output state of the channel
by the inverse operator U†. This special feature of the depo-
larising channel and the fact that it can be used for superac-
tivation, suggests that superactivation is a rather generic ef-
fect. Superactivation has also been proven for other capaci-
ties of a quantum channel (see, for example, [14] and refer-
ences therein), namely its zero-error classical and quantum
capacities, which are, respectively, the classical and quan-
tum capacities evaluated under the requirement that the prob-
ability of an error being incurred in transmitting the infor-
mation is strictly zero (and doesn’t just vanish asymptoti-
cally).

All the capacities mentioned above were originally evalu-
ated in the limit of asymptotically many uses of a memoryless
channel. In fact, optimal rates of most information-processing
tasks, including transmission and compression of informa-
tion, and manipulation of entanglement, were originally eval-
uated in the asymptotic, memoryless setting. As mentioned
above, in this setting, one assumes that there is no correla-
tion in successive uses of resources (e.g. information sources,
channels and entanglement resources) employed in the tasks,
and one requires the tasks to be achieved perfectly in the limit
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of asymptotically many uses of the resources. These asymp-
totic rates, e.g. the various capacities discussed above, are
seen to be given in terms of entropic functions that can all be
derived from a single parent quantity, namely, the quantum
relative entropy.

In reality, however, the assumption of resources being un-
correlated and available for an unlimited number of uses is
not necessarily justified. This is particularly problematic in
cryptography, where one of the main challenges is dealing
with an adversary who might pursue an arbitrary (and un-
known) strategy. In particular, the adversary might manipu-
late resources (e.g. a communications channel) and introduce
undesired correlations. A more general theory of quantum
information-processing tasks is instead obtained in the so-
called one-shot scenario in which resources are considered to
be finite and possibly correlated. Moreover, the information-
processing tasks are required to be achieved only up to a finite
accuracy, i.e. one allows for a fixed, non-zero but small error
tolerance. This also corresponds to the scenario in which ex-
periments are performed since channels, sources and entan-
glement resources available for practical use are typically fi-
nite and correlated, and transformations can only be achieved
approximately.

The last few years have witnessed a surge of research
leading to the development of one-shot quantum informa-
tion theory. The birth of this field can be attributed to Ren-
ner (see [15] and references therein) who introduced a math-
ematical framework, called the smooth entropy framework,
which facilitated the analysis of information-processing tasks
in the one-shot scenario. He and his collaborators introduced
new entropy measures of states, called smooth min- and
max-entropies, which depend on a parameter (say, ε), called
the smoothing parameter. The smooth entropies Hεmin(ρ) and
Hεmax(ρ) of a state ρ can be defined as optimisations of the rel-
evant non-smooth quantities, the (non-smooth) min- and max-
entropies, over a ball Bε(ρ) of neighbouring states, which are
at a distance of at most ε from ρ, measured in an appropriate
metric. For a bipartite state ρAB, they also define conditional
min- and max-entropies.

Subsequently, it was proved (see, for example, [16]) that
these conditional and unconditional smooth min- and max-
entropies characterise the optimal rates of various information-
processing tasks in the one-shot scenario, with the smoothing
parameter corresponding to the allowed error tolerance. For
example, the one-shot ε-error quantum capacity of a chan-
nel, which is the maximum amount of quantum information
that can be transmitted over a single use of a quantum chan-
nel with an error tolerance of ε, has been proven to be given
in terms of a smooth conditional max-entropy [22, 17]. Note
that a single use of a channel can itself correspond to a finite
number of uses of a channel with arbitrarily correlated noise.
Hence the one-shot analysis indeed includes the consideration
of finite, correlated resources. Furthermore, one-shot rates of
all the different information-processing tasks studied thus far
readily yield the corresponding known rates in the asymptotic
limit, in the case of uncorrelated (i.e. memoryless) resources.
Moreover, they also yield asymptotic rates of tasks involv-
ing correlated resources via the so-called Quantum Informa-
tion Spectrum method (see, for example, [18] and references
therein). Hence, one-shot quantum information theory can be

viewed as the fundamental building block of quantum infor-
mation theory and its development has opened up various new
avenues of research.

In [20], we defined a generalised relative entropy called
the max-relative entropy, from which the min- and max-
entropies can be readily obtained, just as the ordinary quan-
tum (i.e. von Neumann) entropies are obtained from the quan-
tum relative entropy. Hence, the max-relative entropy plays
the role of a parent quantity for optimal rates of various
information-processing tasks in the one-shot scenario, analo-
gous to that of the quantum relative entropy in the asymptotic,
memoryless scenario. Moreover, it has an interesting oper-
ational interpretation, being related to the optimal Bayesian
error probability in determining which one, of a finite num-
ber of known states, a given quantum system is prepared in.
The max-relative entropy also leads naturally to the definition
of an entanglement monotone, which is seen to have an in-
teresting operational interpretation in the context of entangle-
ment manipulation [19]. The different information-processing
tasks in the one-shot scenario were initially studied sepa-
rately. However, we subsequently proved [22] that a host of
these tasks can be related to each other and conveniently ar-
ranged in a family tree, thus yielding a unifying mathemati-
cal framework for analysing them. Recently, we introduced a
two-parameter family of generalised relative entropies, called
the α− z relative Rényi entropies, from which the various dif-
ferent relative entropies (including the quantum relative en-
tropy and the max-relative entropy) that arise in quantum in-
formation theory can be derived. This family provides a uni-
fying framework for the analysis of properties of these differ-
ent relative entropies, which are both of mathematical interest
and of operational significance.
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Quantum Footprints of
Symplectic Rigidity
Leonid Polterovich (Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel)

Suddenly the result turned out completely different
from what he had expected: again it was 1 + 1 = 2.
“Wait a minute!” he cried out, “Something’s wrong
here.” And at that very moment, the entire class began
whispering the solution to him in unison: “Planck’s
constant! Planck’s constant!”

After M. Pavic, Landscape Painted with Tea, 1988

In this note, we discuss an interaction between symplectic
topology and quantum mechanics. The interaction goes in
both directions. On one hand, ideas from quantum mechanics
give rise to new notions and structures on the symplectic side
and, furthermore, quantum mechanical insights lead to use-
ful symplectic predictions when topological intuition fails. On
the other hand, some phenomena discovered within symplec-
tic topology admit a meaningful translation into the language
of quantum mechanics, thus revealing quantum footprints of
symplectic rigidity.

1 What is . . . symplectic?

A symplectic manifold is an even-dimensional manifold M2n

equipped with a closed differential 2-form ω that can be writ-
ten as

∑n
i=1 dpi ∧ dqi in appropriate local coordinates (p, q).

For an oriented surface Σ ⊂ M, the integral
∫
Σ
ω plays the

role of a generalised area, which, in contrast to the Rieman-
nian area, can be negative or vanish.

To have some interesting examples in mind, think of sur-
faces with an area form and their products, as well as complex
projective spaces equipped with the Fubini-Study form, and
their complex submanifolds.

Symplectic manifolds model the phase spaces of systems
of classical mechanics. Observables (i.e. physical quantities
such as energy, momentum, etc.) are represented by functions
on M. The states of the system are encoded by Borel proba-
bility measures µ on M. The simplest states are given by the
Dirac measure δz concentrated at a point z ∈ M.

The laws of motion are governed by the Poisson bracket,
a canonical operation on smooth functions on M, given by

{ f , g} = ∑ j

(
∂ f
∂q j

∂g
∂p j
− ∂ f
∂p j

∂g
∂q j

)
. The evolution of the system

is determined by its energy, a time-dependent function ft :
M → R called its Hamiltonian. Hamilton’s famous equation
describing the motion of a system is given, in the Heisenberg
picture, by ġt = { ft, gt}, where gt = g ◦ φ−1

t stands for the time
evolution of an observable function g on M under the Hamil-
tonian flow φt. The maps φt are called Hamiltonian diffeomor-
phisms. They preserve the symplectic form ω and constitute a
group with respect to composition.

In the 1980s, new methods, such as Gromov’s theory
of pseudo-holomorphic curves and the Floer-Morse theory
on loop spaces, gave birth to “hard” symplectic topology. It
detected surprising symplectic rigidity phenomena involving
symplectic manifolds, their subsets and diffeomorphisms. A
number of recent advances show that there is yet another
manifestation of symplectic rigidity taking place in function
spaces associated to a symplectic manifold. Its study forms
the subject of function theory on symplectic manifolds, a
rapidly evolving area whose development has led to the in-
teractions with quantum mechanics described below.

2 The non-displaceable fiber theorem

In 1990, Hofer [21] introduced an intrinsic “small scale” on a
symplectic manifold: a subset X ⊂ M is called displaceable if
there exists a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism φ such that φ(X)∩
X = ∅.

Let us illustrate this notion in the case when M = S 2 is
the two-dimensional sphere equipped with the standard area
form. Any disc lying in the upper hemisphere is displaceable:
one can send it to the lower hemisphere by a rotation. How-
ever, the equator (a simple closed curve splitting the sphere
into two discs of equal area) is non-displaceable by any area-
preserving transformation (see Figure 1). This example de-
monstrates the contrast between symplectic “smallness” and
measure theoretic “smallness”: the equator has measure 0, yet
it is large from the viewpoint of symplectic topology.

The central result discussed in this note brings together
(non)-displaceability and Poisson commutativity.

Theorem 2.1 (Non-displaceable fiber theorem, [12]). Let
�f = ( f1, . . . , fN) : M → RN be a smooth map of a closed
symplectic manifold M whose coordinate functions fi pair-
wise Poisson commute: { fi, f j} = 0. Then, �f possesses a non-
displaceable fiber: for some w ∈ RN , the set �f −1(w) is non-
empty and non-displaceable.

Figure 1. (Non)-displaceability on the sphere

Quantum Footprints of
Symplectic Rigidity
Leonid Polterovich (Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel)
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Maps with pairwise commuting components naturally ar-
ise in the theory of integrable systems and in Hamiltonian tori
actions (the moment maps). Roughly speaking, the theorem
above states that each such map necessarily possesses a sym-
plectically large fiber. Let us note that interesting classes of
maps that necessarily possess “large” fibers appear in several
seemingly remote areas of mathematics, from combinatorics
to Riemannian geometry [20]. It would be interesting to ex-
plore this analogy.

Detecting non-displaceability of subsets of symplectic
manifolds is a classical problem going back to Arnold’s semi-
nal Lagrangian intersections conjecture. In fact, the very exis-
tence of subsets that can be displaced by a volume preserving
diffeomorphism but not by a Hamiltonian one is a manifes-
tation of symplectic rigidity. Theorem 2.1 provides a useful
tool in the following situation. Assume that we know a priori
that all but possibly one fiber of a map �f : M → RN with
Poisson-commuting components are displaceable. Then that
particular fiber is necessarily non-displaceable.

As an illustration, assume that M = S 2×S 2 is the product
of two spheres, and �f = (z1, z2), where zi is the height func-
tion on the i-th copy of S 2. One can see that all the fibers,
except possibly the Clifford torus L given by the product of
the equators, are displaceable (see Figure 2). Therefore, L is
non-displaceable (see [29]).

The non-displaceable fiber theorem has the following
equivalent formulation.

Theorem 2.2 (Rigidity of partitions of unity, [13]). A finite
open cover of a closed symplectic manifold by open displace-
able sets does not admit a Poisson-commuting partition of
unity.

Interestingly enough, both the proof and the interpretation of
this result involve quantum mechanics.

×

Figure 2. The Clifford torus

3 Encountering quantum mechanics

The mathematical model of quantum mechanics starts with a
complex Hilbert space H. In what follows, we shall focus on
finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces only, as they are quantum
counterparts of closed symplectic manifolds. Observables are
represented by Hermitian operators whose space is denoted
by L(H). The states are provided by density operators, i.e.
positive trace-one operators ρ ∈ L(H). Pure states are given
by rank-one projectors. They are usually identified with the
unit vectors in H generating their images and defined up to a
phase factor.

Quantization is a formalism behind quantum-classical
correspondence, a fundamental principle stating that quantum

Table 1. Quantum-classical correspondence

Classical Quantum

Symplectic manifold (M, ω) C-Hilbert space H
Observables f ∈ C∞(M) T�( f ) ∈ L(H)
States Probability measures on M ρ ∈ L(H), ρ ≥ 0, trace(ρ) = 1
Bracket { f , g} −(i/�)

[
T�( f ), T�(g)

]

mechanics contains the classical one as a limiting case when
the Planck constant � → 0. Mathematically, the correspon-
dence in question is a linear map f �→ T�( f ) between smooth
functions on a symplectic manifold and Hermitian linear op-
erators on a complex Hilbert space H depending on �. The
dimension of H grows to∞ as �→ 0. The map T� is assumed
to satisfy a number of axioms, some of which are summarised
in Table 1. Let us emphasise that the quantum-classical cor-
respondence is not precise. It holds true up to an error that is
small with �.

In finite-dimensional quantum mechanics, observables
take a finite number of values only. Given an observable A,
let A =

∑k
i=1 λiPi be its spectral decomposition, where the Pi’s

are pairwise orthogonal projectors. According to the main sta-
tistical postulate, in a state ρ the observable A takes the values
λi with probabilities trace(Piρ).

The finiteness is well illustrated by the famous Stern-
Gerlach experiment dealing with the deflection of a beam of
atoms passing through a specially chosen magnetic field. This
experiment highlighted the following phenomenon: the verti-
cal component of the angular momentum of the atoms takes
only two values ±1, as opposed to the classical prediction
that its values fill the interval [−1, 1]. Recall that the angu-
lar momentum L = (L1, L2, L3) is an attribute of a rotating
body depending on its angular velocity and shape. Its phase
space is the unit sphere S 2 ⊂ R3. Its components satisfy the
commutation relation {L1, L2} = L3 and its cyclic permuta-
tions. In quantum mechanics, the components of the angular
momentum correspond to 2 × 2 Pauli matrices whose com-
mutator relations are (up to a factor) the same as of Li’s and
whose eigenvalues are ±1. This perfectly explains the Stern-
Gerlach phenomenon. However, we immediately arrive at the
following paradox [33]. Look (on the quantum side) at the
projections of L on three unit vectors u, v and w in R3, with
u + v + w = 0. By symmetry considerations, each of these
projections also takes a value ±1, while their sum equals 0,
and we get a contradiction! One of the resolutions of this
paradox is as follows: the quantum-classical correspondence
takes these projections to pairwise non-commuting matrices,
hence we cannot measure them simultaneously. In quantum
mechanics, we face a new role of the bracket: it controls un-
certainty. According to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle,
for every pair of observables A, B ∈ L(H) and a state ρ,

Variance(A, ρ) · Variance(B, ρ) ≥ 1
4
· |trace([A, B] · ρ)|2 .

4 From quantum indeterminism to quasi-states

In his foundational 1932 book [42], von Neumann defined
quantum states as real valued functionals ρ : L(H) → R
satisfying three simple axioms: ρ(1l) = 1 (normalization),
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Figure 3. Grete Hermann (1901–1984)

ρ(A) ≥ 0 if A ≥ 0 (positivity) and linearity. Next, he showed
that each such functional can be written as ρ(A) := trace(ρA),
where ρ is a density operator. Interpreting ρ(A) as the expec-
tation of the observable A in the state ρ, von Neumann con-
cluded that for any quantum state ρ, there exists an observable
A such that the variance ρ(A2) − ρ(A)2 is strictly positive. In
other words, in sharp contrast to Dirac δ-measures in classical
mechanics, there are no quantum states in which the values of
all observables are deterministic.

This conclusion, known as the impossibility to introduce
hidden variables in quantum mechanics, caused a passionate
discussion among physicists. According to Grete Hermann
(1935), a German physicist and philosopher, the linearity ax-
iom only makes sense for observables A, B that can be mea-
sured simultaneously, i.e. that commute: [A, B] = 0. It should
be mentioned that Hermann’s criticism went unnoticed for al-
most three decades until the work of Bell, perhaps because the
times were tough and Hermann had no opportunity to prop-
erly advertise her ideas as she became active in the under-
ground movement against the Nazis. An account of this story
is given in a lovely book by L. Gilder [16]; one could also see
the Wikipedia article about Grete Hermann (from where the
photo in Figure 3 has been sourced) and references therein.
An attempt to incorporate Hermann’s criticism leads to the
following definition. A quantum quasi-state is a functional
ρ : L(H) → R that satisfies the normalization and positivity
axioms, while linearity is relaxed as follows: ρ is linear on
every commutative subspace of L(H) (quasi-linearity).

However, in 1957, Gleason proved the following remark-
able theorem. If H has complex dimension 3 or greater, any
quantum quasi-state is linear, that is, it is a quantum state.
This confirms Neumann’s conclusion. Citing Peres [33, p.
196], “Gleason’s theorem is a powerful argument against the
hypothesis that the stochastic behavior of quantum tests can
be explained by the existence of a subquantum world, en-
dowed with hidden variables whose values unambiguously
determine the outcome of each test.”

Let us now mimic the definition of a quantum quasi-state
in classical mechanics, using the quantum-classical corre-
spondence and keeping in mind that commuting Hermitian
operators correspond to Poisson-commuting functions. Let
(M, ω) be a closed symplectic manifold. A symplectic quasi-
state on M is a functional ζ : C(M) → R such that ζ(1) = 1

(normalization), ζ( f ) ≥ 0 for f ≥ 0 (positivity) and ζ is linear
on every Poisson-commutative subspace (quasi-linearity).

In contrast to quantum mechanics, certain symplectic ma-
nifolds admit nonlinear symplectic quasi-states. Starting from
[12], this “anti-Gleason phenomenon” in classical mechanics
has been established for various manifolds, including com-
plex projective spaces and their products, toric manifolds,
blow ups and coadjoint orbits [32, 40, 15, 6].

In terms of the existence mechanism for symplectic quasi-
states, there is a mysterious dichotomy (vaguely resembling
the rank-one versus higher rank dichotomy in Lie theory). In
dimension 2 (i.e. for surfaces), symplectic quasi-states exist
in abundance. Their construction is provided by the theory of
topological quasi-states by Aarnes [1], whose motivation was
to explore the validity of the Gleason theorem for algebras of
functions on topological spaces, where the quasi-linearity is
understood as linearity on all singly-generated subalgebras. In
fact, in dimension 2, topological and symplectic quasi-states
coincide. However, all known nonlinear symplectic quasi-
states in higher dimensions come from Floer theory.

Interestingly enough, Floer-theory quasi-states come with
a trove of additional features, which make them useful for
various applications in symplectic topology. In particular,
ζ( f ) = 0 for every function f with displaceable support
(vanishing property). This immediately yields the rigidity of
partitions of unity, which in turn is equivalent to the non-
displaceable fiber theorem (see Theorems 2.2 and 2.1 above).
Indeed, assume that f1, . . . , fN are pairwise commuting func-
tions with displaceable supports that sum to 1. By the vanish-
ing property, ζ( fi) = 0. By normalization and quasi-linearity,
1 = ζ

(∑
fi
)
=
∑
ζ( fi) = 0, and we get a contradiction.

5 Quasi-states from Floer theory

Here, the reader is invited to catch a glimpse of Floer theory,
with a focus on the construction of symplectic quasi-states.
To this end, it is time to reveal the main secret of “hard” sy-
mplectic topology: the actual object of study is not the sy-
mplectic manifold itself but the space LM of all contractible
loops z : S 1 → M. The symplectic structure ω induces a
functional A : LM → R as follows. Given a loop z, take any
disc D ⊂ M spanning z (see Figure 4) and putA(z) = −

∫
D ω.

Since ω is a closed form, the integral does not change under
homotopies of the disc with fixed boundary and, therefore,A
is well defined up to the homotopy class of D, an ambiguity
we shall ignore. Its critical points are degenerate: they form
the submanifold of all constant loops. In order to resolve this
degeneracy, fix a time-dependent Hamiltonian ft : M → R,
t ∈ S 1, and define a perturbation A f : LM → R of A by

z(t)

D

Figure 4. A disc spanning a loop
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Figure 5. A topological “phase transition”

A f (z) = A(z)+
∫ 1

0 ft(z(t))dt. This is the classical action func-
tional. Ironically, the perturbations become the main object of
interest.

Roughly speaking, Floer theory is the Morse theory for
A f . The space LM carries a special class of Riemannian met-
rics associated to almost complex structures on M. Pick such a
metric and look at the space of the gradient trajectories ofA f

connecting two critical points (i.e. two periodic orbits). Note
that in M such a trajectory is a path of loops, i.e. a cylinder.
It was a great insight of Floer [14] that these cylinders sat-
isfy a version of the Cauchy-Riemann equation with asymp-
totic boundary conditions and, in particular, they can be stud-
ied within Gromov’s theory of pseudo-holomorphic curves
[18]. Even though the gradient flow of A f is ill-defined, this
asymptotic boundary problem is well posed and Fredholm.
With this key ingredient at hand, one can build a meaningful
version of the Morse theory of the action functional on the
loop space. It is powerful enough to detect topological “phase
transitions” of the sublevel sets Ys := {A f < s} as s runs
from +∞ to −∞ (see Figure 5). They happen at special crit-
ical values s = c( f ) of A f , called spectral invariants, which
were discovered and studied by C. Viterbo [41], M. Schwartz
[38] and Y.-G. Oh [30] (also see [28, 36, 31]). The symplectic
quasi-state ζ introduced in [12] captures such transitions for
high energies: ζ( f ) := limE→+∞ c(E f )/E.

6 An example: The median quasi-state

In general, Floer-homological quasi-states do not admit a sim-
ple description. However, there is one exception. First, we de-
fine a quasi-state ζ : C(S 2) → R on smooth Morse functions
f ∈ C∞(S 2), where the sphere S 2 is equipped with the area
form ω of total area 1. Recall that the Reeb graph Γ of f is
obtained from S 2 by collapsing connected components of the
level sets of f to points (see Figure 6). In the case of S 2, the
Reeb graph is necessarily a tree. Denote the natural projection
by π : S 2 → Γ. The push-forward of the symplectic area on
the sphere is a probability measure on Γ. It is not hard to show

Γ

π π

Γ

ff

Figure 6. The Reeb graph

(and, in fact, it is well known in combinatorial optimisation)
that there exists a unique point m ∈ Γ, called the median of Γ,
such that each connected component of Γ \ {m} has measure
≤ 1

2 (see [11, Section 5.3]). Define ζ( f ) as the value of f on
the level π−1(m). It turns out that ζ is Lipshitz in the uniform
norm and its extension to C(M) is a nonlinear quasi-state –
the one which comes from Floer theory on S 2.

7 Noise-localization uncertainty

Recall that a finite open cover of a closed symplectic man-
ifold by open displaceable sets does not admit a Poisson-
commuting partition of unity. Can the functions entering the
partition of unity “almost commute”? It turns out that the
rigidity of partitions of unity phenomenon admits the follow-
ing quantitative version. Throughout this section, we fix a fi-
nite coverU = {U1, . . . ,UN} of M by open displaceable sets.

For a finite collection �f = ( f1, . . . , fN) of smooth func-
tions on M, define the quantity

ν( �f ) = max
x,y∈[−1,1]N

∥∥∥∥
{∑

i

xi fi,
∑

i

yi fi
}∥∥∥∥ ,

which measures the magnitude of non-commutativity of these
functions. Here || · || stands for the uniform norm.

Now introduce the Poisson bracket invariant [34] of the
coverU:

pb(U) = inf
�f
ν( �f ) ,

where the infimum is taken over all partitions of unity subor-
dinated toU. It measures the minimal possible magnitude of
non-commutativity of a partition of unity subordinated toU.

Next, define the symplectic size Size(U) of a displaceable
subset U ⊂ M as the minimal time T needed in order to
displace U with unit energy, i.e. by using a Hamiltonian ft,
t ∈ [0, T ], with || ft || = 1 for all t. The size is a fundamen-
tal symplectic invariant (which is usually called the displace-
ment energy) introduced by Hofer [21]. It is an important fact,
proved in full generality by Lalonde and McDuff [24], that the
size of a ball of sufficiently small radius r in M is ∼ r2. Define
the size of the coverU by Size(U) := maxi Size(Ui).

It turns out that

pb(U) · Size(U) ≥ C > 0 , (1)

where the constant C depends, roughly speaking, on the local
geometry and combinatorics of the cover. We refer to works
by the author [34], Seyfaddini [39] and Ishikawa [22] for
more information about this constant.

An interpretation of this result comes from the phase lo-
calization problem in quantum mechanics. Here we think of
the coverU = {U1, ...,UN} as a small scale coarse-graining of
M. Given a particle z on M, we wish to localize it in the phase
space, i.e. to provide an answer to the following question: to
which of the sets Ui does z belong? Of course, the question
is ambiguous due to overlaps between the sets Ui. Following
an idea of I. Polterovich, we illustrate this by a toy model of a
cellular communication network consisting of a collection of
access points u1, . . . , uN . Each access point u j can be reached
from a domain U j, the so-called location area. The location
areas U j cover some territory M (e.g. Europe). Your phone
at a given location z ∈ M must register in exactly one access
point u j, whose location area U j contains z (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. The registration procedure

In order to resolve the ambiguity, let us make the re-
quired assignment z �→ U j at random: fix a partition of unity
�f = ( f1, . . . , fN) subordinated to U and register z in U j with
probability f j(z). Since f j is supported in U j, this procedure
provides “the truth, but not the whole truth”.

Now, consider the quantum version of the registration pro-
cedure. Let us assume that the quantum-classical correspon-
dence takes a function f j to a positive Hermitian operator Aj

on a Hilbert space H. This holds, for instance, in the frame-
work of Berezin-Toeplitz quantization [2, 3, 19, 4, 25, 7], (see
[37] for a beautiful survey). With this assumption at hand, in
a state ρ the probability of registration of the particle in the
set U j equals trace(T�( f j)ρ).

The quantum registration procedure exhibits noise (“an
increment of variances”), which is governed by the operator
norms of the commutators ||[Ai, Aj]||op ≈ �||{ fi, f j}||. The noise
and the symplectic size turn out to be related by the following
noise-localization uncertainty relation [34]:

Noise × Size(U) ≥ C� ,

where the constant C is related to the one in (1). Its physical
meaning fits the uncertainty principle: a sufficiently fine lo-
calization yields a large noise. In fact, inequality (1) was dis-
covered after a translation into quantum language: a purely
symplectic intuition yields a much worse lower bound.

We refer to a survey by Bush, Lahti and Werner [5] for a
discussion of noise in quantum measurements, and to Kalai’s
article [23] for an intriguing link between quantum noise pro-
duction and non-commutativity in the context of quantum co-
mputing.

8 Classical vs. quantum speed limit

How long does it take to displace with unit energy a state
concentrated in a subset U of the phase space? In the classical
framework, this speed limit is governed by the symplectic size
introduced above.

ξ

Vξ

V π
2 h̄

SPEED
LIMIT

Figure 8. “Displacing” a pure quantum state

In the quantum world, the dynamics of a system with
(time-dependent) energy Ft ∈ L(H) are described by the uni-
tary evolution Vt : H → H satisfying the Schrödinger equa-
tion V̇t = −(i/�)FtVt. The displacement (at least, for pure
states ξ ∈ H, |ξ| = 1) corresponds to orthogonalisation: a uni-
tary transformation V displaces ξ if 〈Vξ, ξ〉 = 0 (see Figure 8).
Interestingly enough, the universal quantum speed limit was
discovered by the physicists Mandelstam and Tamm [26] as
early as 1945 and refined by Margolus and Levitin [27] in
1998. It turns out that the minimal possible orthogonalisation
time with unit energy, i.e. with ||Ft ||op = 1 for all t, equals
(π/2)�. Thus (carrying out reverse engineering of the past in
the spirit of the Ministry of Truth), one can argue that the def-
inition of symplectic size could have been found over four
decades before Hofer if somebody would have taken the trou-
ble to dequantize it!

On a more serious note, in a recent work with Charles [9],
we addressed a question about semiclassical “displacement”
of semiclassical states. It turns out that if such a state is con-
centrated in a ball of radius ∼ �ε , ε ∈ [0, 1/2), the minimal
displacement time is ∼ �2ε . Thus, on the scale exceeding the
quantum length scale ∼

√
�, the semiclassical speed limit is

more restrictive. The proofs involve both symplectic topol-
ogy and semiclassical analysis and, in particular, the sharp
remainder estimates for Berezin-Toeplitz quantization found
in [8].

9 Epilogue

Nowadays, symplectic geometry is a well developed subject.
Its many facets include, in particular, “hard” symplectic topol-
ogy (notably, Floer theory) and quantization. In this note, we
have described some first steps toward understanding the in-
teractions between these areas, which highlight quantum me-
chanics as a playground for testing and applications of “hard”
symplectic methods. In general, a meaningful translation of
symplectic rigidity phenomena involving subsets and diffeo-
morphisms into the language of quantum mechanics faces se-
rious analytical and conceptual difficulties. However, such a
translation becomes possible if one shifts the focus from sub-
sets and morphisms of manifolds to function spaces. The lat-
ter exhibit interesting structures and features such as symple-
ctic quasi-states and rigidity of partitions of unity, which are
systematically studied within function theory on symplectic
manifolds.
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Michael Atiyah and his collaborators have changed the 
face of mathematics in recent decades. In his work, one 
could single out, among other fundamental works, the in-
dex theorem (in collaboration with Isadore Singer) and 
the study of the geometry of the Yang–Mills equations, 
with important applications in theoretical physics. His 
contributions wonderfully illustrate the unity of math-
ematics and show, in particular, the importance of the in-
teraction between geometry and physics. He is a key actor 
with tremendous influence on the work of the scientific 
community devoted to these subjects. Among other prizes, 
he has been awarded the Fields Medal in 1966, the Copley 
Medal in 1988 and the Abel Prize in 2004. He was also 
one of the promoters for the foundation of the European 
Mathematical Society.

We were with Sir Michael Atiyah in the French city of 
Brest on 10 July 2014, immersed in a conference on real 
vector bundles organised by the Centre Henri  Lebesgue. 
This theme has its origins in a seminal paper of Sir Michael  
from more than 50 years ago.

Michael, since your work has produced fundamental 
chapters in the mathematics of the 20th and 21st centu-
ries that are very well known, I think it would be nice 
if we could speak about the people that you have met in 
your mathematical career.
Yes, sure. I like talking about people.

Yes, your memories and recollection of some of these 
people. I’d like to start with your supervisors when you 
were at university, or even school – I mean your men-
tors, but especially your supervisors Todd and Hodge. 
What can you tell us about them?
Yes, well, I went to school in Cairo – it was an English 
school – and also in Alexandria. I had my teachers there; 
I had quite a good mathematics teacher (but a bit old-
fashioned and not very sophisticated). I mean, I got a 
good education but nothing special in mathematics. I was 
always the youngest in the class, by two years actually. 
I was the small boy in the class. When you’re at school 
and you’re two years younger than everybody else, what 
happened was that I would help the older boys with their 
homework and in return they would defend me. So, I 
had powerful friends; they were big but they were not so 
clever so I would help with their homework and in return 
I got bodyguards [laughs], which is important if you are 
small, you know. At school you can get bullied if you’re 
small and everybody’s older. So that was very good. 

In my last year at school in Egypt, in Alexandria, we 
had a mathematics teacher who was old-fashioned. He 
was quite good. In fact, he hadn’t trained as a mathemati-

Interview with Sir Michael Atiyah
Fields Medal 1966 and Abel Prize 2004
Oscar García-Prada (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, Madrid, Spain)

cian; he had trained as a chemist but he was a good teach-
er: very severe and disciplined. I have vague memories of 
a teacher who had a French education in a very different 
style. I think he was Greek (his name was Mouzouris). I 
remember he actually gave me some books on modern 
analysis that he had studied in France. That was the first 
time I met such things but it didn’t make very much im-
pression on me. 

Then, afterwards, I went to school in Manchester in 
England. There, I went to a very good school. Well, my fa-
ther asked how to prepare for university; he asked what 
was the best school for mathematics and everybody said 
Manchester Grammar School, which was a sort of intel-
lectually elite school – we had a very dedicated maths 
teacher. He had been in Oxford in 1910 or something – 
old-fashioned but very inspiring in a way. So, I worked 
very hard there because we were working on fairly hard 
examinations to get into Cambridge, which was very 
competitive. So I worked harder there than at any time 
in my life, probably.

How old were you then?
Seventeen. I went there at the age of 16/17 and we were 
all very well trained so we all got scholarships into Cam-
bridge. I arrived in Cambridge with a very good back-
ground. Of course, you don’t know when you arrive at 
university how good you are compared to everybody else 
because everybody is the best person of their school. At 
the end of the first year, I came top of the university so I 
realised I was good from that point of view and I had a 
lot of friends who were very good mathematicians. Many 
of them became quite famous afterwards, not only in 
mathematics but in other fields. So it was a good environ-
ment. I went to Trinity College, which is famous for Isaac 
Newton and many other people: Ramanujan, Hardy, 

Sir Michael Atiyah the day of the interview.
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Little wood – so there was a strong mathematical tradi-
tion in the college. Eventually, I came back as the Master 
of the College 50 years later [laughs]. 

So, I had very good training. The lectures were rather 
average, with one or two very good lecturers but most 
rather nondescript, and one or two very bad lecturers. 
But there were one or two very good lecturers; then I did 
the courses and I did accelerate. I went to many lectures 
to progress very fast and published my first paper as a 
second year undergraduate. I went to some courses by 
Todd. There was a nice problem in classical geometry; I 
made a little contribution and he encouraged me to pub-
lish it. Just a two-page note, you know, but I was a second 
year student and it gave me tremendous pride to publish 
a paper! I am probably more proud of this paper than 
anything else. So, that was a good start and then, after 
that, I did my graduate studies. I had to select a supervi-
sor for my PhD. I had been taught as an undergraduate 
by Todd, who was a good mathematician but very shy. 
He didn’t speak when I would go to see him; he would 
discuss the problems but then nothing else. So I had to 
go along with a long list of extra questions to ask him to 
keep the conversation going. 

I decided not to work with him but to work with 
Hodge, who was much more famous for his work and 
had an international reputation. I was impressed by him. 
I thought he would have a bigger vision and he did but he 
was also a very different person to Todd. He was a very 
gregarious, extrovert, friendly person. If you met him, 
you’d think he wasn’t a mathematician; he looked like a 
grocer running a shop. In fact, I discovered afterwards he 
came from a family that had grocer shops! Grand shops 
[laughs]! He was the only one who went into mathemat-
ics; all the others were doing business in their shops and 
so on. But he was very affable and very friendly so he 
had a big influence on me and gave me good direction. 
So it was a good start to my career and I was lucky to 
arrive at a good time. I had good fellow students and the 
mathematical world was just changing after the war. New 
things were happening in Paris and in Princeton. I used 
to go to the library every week to see the latest issue of 
the Comptes Rendus: new papers by Serre, Cartan. And 
Hodge had contacts in Princeton, I would hear. So I was 
quite quickly in touch with these movements. This helped 
me get started and I went to Princeton.

What was the mathematical problem that you tackled 
in your thesis? Was it Hodge who suggested this problem 
to you?
Well, I did two quite separate things in my thesis. One, I 
picked by myself. It was to do with what geometers call 
ruled surfaces. These are surfaces which are families of 
lines arising in classical geometry. I got interested in them 
from one point of view, relating them to vector bundles 
and sheaf cohomology methods. I used modern methods 
to start a classification but these were the early days. It 
became a big industry afterwards. I wrote the first paper 
on the subject in 1953–54 and wrote it more or less by 
myself. In my second year of research, Hodge, with whom 
I had been working, saw how to use modern methods to 

attack the whole problem he had been interested in in 
algebraic geometry integrals. So, he gave me the idea to 
start with, which I developed, and then we wrote a joint 
paper together on this, which became quite well known. 
So, I did two quite separate things in my thesis. One was 
entirely my own work and the other was really in con-
junction with my supervisor. By the end of the second 
year, I had more or less finished.

Where did Hodge come from mathematically? 
Well, Hodge was a Scot and Scotland has a very good 
tradition. He graduated from Edinburgh University, 
which is actually where I am now. He went from there 
to Cambridge to finish a degree and so he had a good 
background in mathematics and physics, which was actu-
ally relevant to his work (Hodge theory). Then, in Cam-
bridge, he was in a very strong school of geometry (old-
fashioned geometry) and he forged his own way, away 
from this feeling of ideas. He was very much influenced 
by Lefschetz, who was revolutionising algebraic geom-
etry by using topology methods. He wasn’t present – it 
was action at a distance; he followed Lefschetz’s books 
and works and eventually he met him. So, by entirely his 
own choice, he made his name without wanting to and, 
of course, he was young and went to Princeton. Interest-
ingly enough, when he first met him, Lefschetz refused 
to believe that he had proved what he had proved. He 
kept arguing he was wrong and it took Hodge a long 
time to persuade him he was correct; eventually, he used 
Lefschetz’s ideas in a more complicated way. Lefschetz 
had a very strong personality and when he was finally 
persuaded that Hodge was right, he reversed himself and 
became a strong supporter. From being a strong oppo-
nent, he became a strong supporter and he got Hodge 
a chair; he was a great support. At first, you know, it was 
all rubbish. Then, after a while: ‘Ah! Magnificent!’ He 
was a very colourful personality. I met Lefschetz when 
I first went to Princeton because I was Hodge’s student, 
and he was very aggressive. By that time, he was doing 
other things but he looked at my paper with Hodge and 
he said: “But where’s the theory? Come on, tell me.” He 
was sort of aggressive, trying to say there was nothing in 
the paper of importance. I think it was a matter of style, 
anyway. We became good friends later on but he was a 
very strong personality.

Of the people you met after your thesis in Cambridge 
when you went to Princeton, is there anybody you would 
like to mention? 
Yes, I went to the Institute for Advanced Study. There 
were a lot of distinguished permanent professors but I 
arrived just too late to meet people like Hermann Weyl, 
von Neumann and Einstein. They all died more or less 
just as I arrived. Besides the permanent professors, they 
had a large number of brilliant young people that came 
as post-docs and, because it was just shortly after the war, 
there was a large backlog of people whose education had 
been changed by the war – many generations were sort of 
compressed together. So, there I met Hirzebruch, Serre, 
Singer, Kodaira, Spencer, Bott – all of these – and I spent 
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a year and a half at Princeton. That was the time when I 
really met most mathematical talents. I learnt things I’d 
never heard before, like Lie groups and topology.

They were all in Princeton?
They were all in Princeton Institute, yes, exactly. Kodaira 
and Spencer were respected professors and the others 
were all post-docs. We spent a year or two together and 
some of them had been at Princeton before, so it was a 
very good meeting place for young people. We learnt a 
lot from each other. We didn’t go to lectures together at 
university. I’d learnt by myself from the French school of 
mathematics in France, and while I was at Cambridge, 
but at Princeton there was personal contact and the in-
fluence of people. I’d say I got very friendly with them 
all. I learnt a tremendous amount in just over a year. It 
was like reaching adulthood; suddenly I became a sort of 
professional mathematician. We learnt new ideas; it was 
one of the top places in the world and there were all sorts 
of things happening and new advances every week: new 
theories, characteristic classes, cohomology. It was an 
ideal time to come in and I made my own contributions. 

I got to know Hirzebruch and then, when he came 
back to Europe, I carried on meeting him and meeting 
people in Bonn, that sort of thing, so it was very good. It 
was the ideal time to arrive at Princeton, in that period, 
and then come back to Europe. Things were happening 
there too. You know, the war finished in 1945 and I went 
to Princeton in 1955 (enough time for things to settle 
down) but many of my colleagues had been not exactly 
fighting in the war but had been called up. Singer served 
in the US Navy. Bott was trained and about to enter the 
war. Hirzebruch was in the German army as a young man 
and was captured as a prisoner of war by the Americans 
but only for a few months; he was 17 and he escaped. So I 
was just on the tail-end. The people who were caught up 
in the war were older and there for a long time as well. 
By the time I went to Princeton, it was ten years over. 
People had recovered and so it was a very good time. 

And you came back to Europe after two years, right?
Yes, I had a year and a half and then I came back. I had a 
job in Cambridge. I came back to a job and I spent a few 
more years in Cambridge and then I moved to Oxford.

So why don’t you say something about your students, 
both in Cambridge and in Oxford?
Well, in Cambridge I didn’t have many students because 
I left Cambridge young but I had a couple of students I 
had inherited from Hodge, my supervisor. He had taken 
on students and by this time he was a very busy man. He 
didn’t have time; his own career had been sort of spoilt by 
the war. He had become famous when still young before 
the war and then during the war he’d had to stay in the 
college and do a lot of administration. By the time the war 
was over, he was a bit out of touch so he took students 
but he passed them onto me. So, my first two students 
were handovers and they were OK. They both did their 
theses with me. It was good preparation for me; I had to 
learn how to handle students. It’s not so obvious and, of 

course, you realise after a while that some students teach 
themselves, some are independent, but many need a lot 
of help because they come with many different levels of 
ability. Some are very strong, some are rather weak. So, I 
had these two students who were with me before I went 
to Oxford. In Oxford, I was there for very much longer 
and I gradually got more students over time. When you 
are young, you wonder why they would want to come and 
work with you, you see. You have to become a bit older 
and a bit more famous and then students come. I had a 
large number of students, altogether around 50 students. 
Well, it’s difficult to count students because the face of a 
student is not so well defined – or somebody else’s stu-
dent is really, de facto, your student – but between 40 and 
50 students over a period, over a lifetime. At a given time, 
I would have five or six students doing their PhDs with 
me, two in each year, and so that was good. Then, I went 
to Princeton as a researcher and had four students there. 

You mean that while you were in Oxford, you went to 
Princeton again? 
Yes. I went to Oxford first in 1961 and in 1969 I went to 
Princeton. So I was in Oxford for eight years and then I 
went to Princeton for three and a half years and then I 
came back to Oxford. One advantage at Princeton was 
that you could invite people to come and work with you, 
so you had some choice. One person who came with me, 
originally from Oxford, was George Luzstig, a very young 
man from Romania; he was a brilliant student. He was 
my student in Princeton. And I could also invite people 
as my assistants so I had Nigel Hitchin as my assistant.

He had already been your student in Oxford, right?
He had been my student (or de facto student). He had 
been officially working for somebody else but he worked 
as I suggested and I kept in touch with him. So, he was re-
ally my student as well. Before that I had Graeme Segal. 
He had been another student of Hodge for a year. 

Hodge sent him to Oxford?
Well, I think he sent himself to Oxford [laughs]. He came 
to Oxford to work with me. By that time, I was collect-
ing students. In Princeton, I had a few and when I came 
back to Oxford I got a large number of students because, 
by this time, I suppose, I was better known. I got many 
students from Cambridge, many students from abroad, 
several from India. Ah! Patodi was a very young Indian; 
he came and worked with me as a de facto student. Then, 
later on, I had some very brilliant students: Simon Don-
aldson and so on. It frightens me; I went through a period 
where I was thinking I’m not getting very good students. 
I’m not doing very well. Maybe I should stop taking stu-
dents. I’m no longer sufficiently active. And then some-
thing changes and suddenly you find half-a-dozen bril-
liant students and it’s very much, sort of, a chance event. 
Of course, you learn from your students, the very good 
students. Donaldson was there. He gave some lectures 
after a while. I went to his lectures, even when he was just 
barely doing his PhD. So, yes, you learn quite a lot and 
with so many students you give them some thesis to work 
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on, you encourage them, you tell them which direction 
to go, you give them various degrees of help and some-
times they do everything themselves, sometimes you do 
the work for them and sometimes it’s a collaboration. So, 
it’s a very positive experience and I enjoyed that. When I 
went to Princeton Institute, I didn’t really have students; 
there was no formal university, you know. For Oxford 
university students, some were local and some would 
come from outside to do PhDs (specifically with me or 
some by themselves) and then there were some from 
countries like Australia (like Graeme Segal), America, 
India, yes, quite international. 

So, you collaborated with some of your students, like 
Nigel Hitchin.
Yes, I collaborated, usually after they had finished their 
PhDs, as colleagues, junior colleagues. But, because they 
had worked with me, they worked in the same area. So it 
was natural that I continued together on joint papers with 
Nigel Hitchin and Graeme Segal. Usually, I liked to have 
my students working in slightly different areas: some in 
differential geometry, some in algebraic geometry and 
some in topology – so they weren’t all in the same field. 
So, I would collaborate with them and they would also 
have their own individual personality and mathematical 
tastes – they would be different. They would be going in 
slightly different directions, which is very good. You get 
to broaden – some more with analysis, some geometry, 
some more with topology – and that way you learn with 
these 20-year-old students because they become more 
expert. Segal became more expert in homotopy theory, 
Hitchin became more expert in differential geometry… 
So, it’s a way of learning. When you start off, you learn 
something, but when you’re teaching, you don’t have 
much time to go back and study so you have to learn 
in a different way and one way to learn is through your 
students, in collaborating with your students.

Perhaps you can say something about the main collabo-
rators you have had throughout your career.
Yes, among my main collaborators (senior collaborators, 
my age or older) there was Hirzebruch, who was just two 
years older than me. He seemed older than me; I went 
into the army and did two years there – he didn’t do that. 
He got promoted very young. He was a professor when I 
was just finishing my PhD but we were quite close in age 
really so we collaborated for quite a long time because I 
used to go to Bonn. Work developed there; it was natural 
that we should write papers together. Then, the other two 
people I worked with were Bott and Singer. They were in 
America, in Harvard and MIT, and I used to meet them 
in Princeton or I would go to MIT, or they would come 
to Oxford. We spent a lot of time together. We all wrote 
papers together. We all had common interests and had 
different strengths. Hirzebruch was very much close to 
me in many ways but I learnt from him. He was an ex-
pert in characteristic classes and algebraic topology. Bott 
was more into differential geometry and Lie groups and 
things like this, and Singer was more from an analytical 
background and functional analysis and Hilbert space 

theory. So, they all had slightly different areas of exper-
tise but they all overlapped and so we had a lot of com-
mon interests, which was very good. I was able to write 
many papers. They were experts – well, not only were 
they experts but they knew the real experts. Singer had a 
lot of good friends who were leading figures in differen-
tial equations and so on, and Bott knew a lot of people in 
topology and he knew a lot of people through Bonn, so 
they all had very wide intellectual networks of contacts 
and students. Smale and Quillen were students of Bott, 
so this gives you a good network. 

I’m very gregarious. I like to talk, you see [laughs] 
and I love mathematical discussion. We would get to the 
blackboard and we would exchange ideas and I like this. 
It is very stimulating. After we talked, we would think 
and we would go back and discuss again. So, it’s a very 
social process and so you make good friends too. A work-
ing relationship is very intimate in that sense. So, they 
were my main collaborators. Then I had younger col-
laborators like Graeme Segal, Nigel Hitchin and, later, 
younger ones like Frances Kirwan. I wrote quite a few 
papers with Hitchin and Kirwan. This was a similar rela-
tionship just inverted because I was the teacher and they 
were the students. We had common interests and, again, 
their interests were paralleled by the interests of some-
one older. They were quite a new generation with new 
ideas, so it was a very good network.

You also had very good friends in the physics commu-
nity, in particular with Witten, right?
That was later, yes. I remember meeting Witten when I 
went to America in the early 1970s. We had just realised 
then that there was some overlap between what the phys-
icists were doing and what Singer and I were doing. So, 
I went and had a meeting with a group of four physicists 
from MIT – these older people and one young chap sat 
in the chair and, at the end, after the discussion, I realised 
he was a really bright guy. He understood much more of 
the mathematics I was trying to explain – and that was 

From left to right: Henrik Pedersen, Nigel Hitchin, Nedda Hitchin, Sir 
Michael Atiyah, the author of the interview, Graeme Segal, Jacques 
Hurtubise and Jean-Pierre Bourguignon (10 September 2016 at the 
celebration of Nigel Hitchin’s 70th birthday conference in Oxford).
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Ed Witten. He was a junior fellow. After that, I invited 
him to Oxford for a few weeks; I got to know him well. 
So, I’ve known him since he was a young fellow at Har-
vard and he was always tremendously impressive. I learnt 
an enormous amount from him and I tried to read almost 
every paper he wrote. He writes an incredible amount 
and I think that one of my main contributions was to in-
troduce the mathematical world to the ideas coming out 
of physics through people like Witten and his collabora-
tors. In the early days, a lot of mathematicians were sus-
picious of physicists. They said physics was nothing to do 
with mathematics: ‘They don’t prove theorems’, ‘It was a 
doubtful business.’ So, I got a bad reputation for mixing 
with bad company, you know [laughs]! I think that even 
with Witten mathematicians were sceptical but they un-
derstood he could do things they couldn’t do – he opened 
up many doors and got the Fields medal. So, following 
his development was really part of my education and, in 
the end, I became like his graduate student (but this was 
many years later). I spent a term with him in Caltech and 
it was a bit like being a graduate student again. I would 
go and see him in the morning, we would have an hour 
discussing each problem and then go away and think 
about it for 23 hours, before coming back. Meanwhile, 
he would do everything else. I would come back the next 
day and we would carry on the discussion. I had to work 
to keep up with him…

You wrote a paper.
Yes, a 100-page paper. I wrote parts of it. He decided we 
should work on this, probably because it had some rela-
tionship with what I had done before. But he had ideas 
about it. He pushed and he was so good that we would oc-
casionally have arguments about the mathematical side 
of the results and he would usually be right [laughs] and 
I would be wrong, yes! It was quite an experience, usu-
ally; by this time, I was already getting old, well, advanced 
in years anyway, but it was like being a student – really 
exciting. Even now in Edinburgh, among the people I 
collaborate with there are many physicists, mathematical 
physicists – physicists of the new generation. I do more 
and more mathematics in connection with physics.

Going back in time, you also interacted a lot with  Roger 
Penrose.
Yes, well, Roger Penrose was my fellow student. He came 
as a student from London and started his PhD the same 
time as me, as a student of Hodge, but he didn’t get on 
very well with Hodge; his interests were different and so, 
after one year, he switched to Todd.

The reverse thing that you did.
Yes, well, I had been taught by Todd. It was ironic be-
cause Todd was doing more algebra and geometry. We 
lost touch when he finished Cambridge and went else-
where. So, then he became seriously interested in physics. 
We met again when he came to Oxford as a professor of 
mathematical physics, after I came back from Princeton. 
Then we managed to rebuild our connections. We had 
this common root in algebraic geometry and he was able 

to explain to me what he was doing and, after a while, 
I realised the modern ideas of sheaf theory were really 
what he needed. I introduced his group to new ideas in 
physics and that went off very well. I wrote a paper with 
one of his students, Richard Ward, so that went very well. 
Interestingly enough, when I was at Princeton at that 
time, before going back to Oxford, I talked with Free-
man Dyson and we discussed Roger Penrose and he said: 
“Oh! Roger Penrose did some very good things about 
black holes, which I always admired, but he did some 
very funny things about twistors. I didn’t understand, so 
maybe, when you go to Oxford, you’ll understand what 
twistors are.” And he was right, exactly right [laughs]. 
That was the connecting link.

It was connected to your common background in alge-
braic geometry, right?
Of course, we learnt about the Klein representation of 
lines and Grassmanians. We knew classical geometry 
well, so it was a good relationship and we got on well. He 
had a large number of students; he worked with a team 
of students and he met Hawking when he was a younger 
man, so I had good links with that group of physicists and 
I learnt a lot – also through Singer. Both Singer and Bott 
had degrees outside mathematics originally. Bott trained 
as an electrical engineer and Singer trained in physics. 
They got into mathematics after. Singer went into phys-
ics and then decided physics wasn’t rigorous enough, 
you know. But Bott was trained as an electrical engineer 
and got into mathematics through Hermann Weyl, who 
pushed him in the right direction, in a way. Yes, they came 
from different backgrounds because, in those days, math-
ematics wasn’t really a profession. Your father didn’t 
think you should do that; you should train in a job, like 
engineering, that would give you some money [laughs]. 
To be a mathematician wasn’t regarded as an occupation 
where you could get a job. Of course, it has changed a bit 
now but in those days it was very much so. 

Singer and Bott knew Chern very well. Chern was a 
very good friend of Yang because he had taught them 
in Chicago. They were both Chinese so there was a link 
– Yang, Lee, Jim Simons and Chern, and Singer – and 
that gave us entry into modern physics at the same time, 
when things were happening. But it was coincidental. It 
was very funny. At Princeton, they had this big School 
of Mathematics and Natural Science, which had origi-
nally been one and then had been broken up. The first 
appointments in Princeton were all big figures: Hermann 
Weyl, Von Neumann, Gödel – people like Pauli were also 
there. Ah, but later on, mathematics became a different 
kind of mathematics; they were rather Bourbaki type, 
rather pure mathematics and physics. They just drifted 
away from physics so when I arrived, they were totally di-
vorced; they didn’t talk to each other. Dyson could have 
been a link because he started life as a mathematician 
and became a physicist, but physicists and mathemati-
cians had, by that time, gone down different paths. They 
were pursuing different things, it may be said, and math-
ematicians were not very sympathetic to physics. They 
thought physics was a messy subject, not really rigorous, 
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and the physicists themselves had similar views about 
mathematics. Modern mathematics was very abstract, so 
they really had no link. By the time things had changed 
and Witten came on the scene, it was totally different. It 
was more interactive; they had some seminars together 
but they still kept some distance.

But, if we go back to the 1950s, was it really an accident 
that physicists were developing Yang–Mills theories and 
mathematicians were simultaneously developing the 
theories of bundles, Chern classes, connections and all 
that? What was the connection?
Well, it’s a very interesting story. I mean, the lynchpin 
would really have been Hermann Weyl. He was the per-
son who introduced gauge theory to physics. He wrote 
the first paper on how to use gauge theory methods. He 
was the grand man of mathematics and he was at the in-
stitute very early on. But he died in 1955, the year I ar-
rived. Yang–Mills theory was developed, more or less, by 
that time. I met Mills, who was there as a visitor. One 
would think that Yang and Hermann Weyl would have 
spoken while Weyl was still interested in physics.

They overlapped in Princeton but I believe they never 
had a chance to discuss.
Well, by this time Weyl was a bit older and his interest 
in physics had been 20 years before. Modern physics had 
moved in very different directions; he was doing quite dif-
ferent things. New particles had been discovered and he 
wasn’t much into that. But he was the grand old man and if 
they had just talked to Herman Weyl, he would have told 
them all about connections and about Lie groups. So, it 
was just an accident of age and time that he didn’t and I re-
ally find it mysterious that he and Yang didn’t make some 
contact. So that opportunity was missed. Simultaneously, 
by the way, one of my contemporaries in Cambridge, Ron-
ald Shaw, wrote his thesis on this. He independently dis-
covered the theory but his superior said it was “not worth 
publishing” – poor chap, he never published it. But, at that 
time there were physical objections to the theory, which 
made it not so popular, so it was dropped. It was some 
years later when people re-looked at it. They still had to 
make some use of it, a proper physical use, and then it 
became popular. But it was probably 15 years later, in the 
1970s, that it was taken up again and, in those intervening 
years, they were chasing different things. They were chas-
ing symmetries, particle representations, classifications… 
They were doing quite different sorts of things and Yang–
Mills theory was left behind. When it resurfaced, that was 
the time when Singer and I got involved and interested 
because we were doing mathematics that was related. But 
Hermann Weyl knew it all, the physics and the mathemat-
ics, and he was there before the physicists. But the physi-
cists never emphasised the geometrical side.

But one gets the feeling that there is a missing link that 
makes it more mysterious, that they were developing 
similar objects and they took time to realise this. 
Well, you see, the story is that Hermann Weyl used gauge 
theory in order to unify magnetism with Einstein’s theo-

ry of relativity. When he writes his paper, it was pointed 
out by Einstein that it was physically nonsense because 
what Weyl was doing was working with real line bundles 
where the change of scale took place. Gauge theory was 
to do with scale and his idea was that if you went round 
a path in a magnetic field, you would alter the length and 
scale of things. Einstein said this was nonsense. If that 
were the case then all hydrogen atoms would not have 
the same mass because they would have different histo-
ries. Despite this, the paper was published; this is what I 
find interesting. The paper was published because Weyl 
insisted he was still right, and Einstein’s objections ap-
peared as an appendix. So, Weyl knew about it but it 
was only a few years later, when quantum mechanics 
appeared, that they reinterpreted the length of a phase. 
Then, the physical objection disappeared and the theory 
became standard, a modern standard. By that time, Weyl 
had left the subject, he had gone off, so he wasn’t actually 
doing that any more. But he knew, of course, that it was 
all his theory, although the non-abelian version didn’t 
take off until after his death. If he had lived longer, he 
could have been the main missing link.

But it’s also interesting that in the mathematics commu-
nity the non-abelian theory was being developed.
Yes, but that’s almost inevitable. The point is that the 
theory of bundles is an offshoot of Riemannian geom-
etry. That was all developed by Riemann and the Ital-
ian geometers – differential geometry, parallel transport. 
That was for the tangent bundle, for the metric, not for a 
super-structure of bundles, which is actually easier. The 
case of a metric is more difficult. 

When Einstein presented the theory of relativity, 
there was a great deal of interest from differential ge-
ometers. That gave a big spurt to differential geometry. 
Parallel transport was all part of general relativity, so 
this was very natural. What was new was taking vector 
bundles on top of the space. This was excellent. But the 
whole notion of parallel transport was familiar to geom-
eters and, shortly after that, Chern and Weil brought it to 
bundle theory and characteristic classes. In maths, they 

Sir Michael Atiyah (right) and the author of the interview the day of 
the interview.
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had been doing this for a long time. They had been doing 
it ever since Riemann and Betti in differential geometry. 
Einstein’s relativity theory tagged onto differential ge-
ometry and Yang-Mills came into it for bundle theory. 

This was all part of mathematics. What happened is 
that Singer and I made links to the Dirac equation, dif-
ferential equations of the kind familiar to physicists: spin, 
spinors and so on. That was a new bit of mathematics 
that hadn’t been done before, not seriously. Who knew 
about it? So, I think mathematics was always there. The 
physicists had just touched on it here and there and then 
became seriously interested later. Then Hermann Weyl 
died. It is an interesting story but, like most things in life, 
the development of the facts is not what you expect, not 
what you reap if you do it retrospectively. You’d have 
done it differently. It’s a bit accidental. It depends on 
the fashions of the time, the people of the time and their 
personalities. So, it’s very interesting, you know. It’s not 
predictable. It’s not automatic. It’s a bit by chance. 

The panorama of theoretical physics has changed enor-
mously after those exciting years, your contributions 
and those of your collaborators and your school. For 
example, moduli spaces are now ubiquitous in physics. 
Yes, we started off with that and, of course, they came 
under algebraic geometry, and I knew about those. So, 
physicists then got seriously interested in string theory 
and became much more mathematical, and they took 
over large amounts of mathematics that had been done 
by everybody else. My students got drawn into Donald-
son theory so the interaction increased enormously after 
that episode in the 1970s and has been enormously in-
fluential (and still is). Physics and mathematics are still 
feeding off each other.

I wanted to ask you about that. How do you feel about 
things currently? Are there exciting things that you feel 
are happening? 
Yes. As you get older, of course, you get a bit out of touch 
with what is happening. I get to hear a bit about it indi-
rectly. I read some of the new papers written. There are 
some developments in Chern–Simons theory. As part of 
the story that I was interested in, there is knot theory 
and so on, and I try to follow it to some extent, although 
less now. The mathematics often gets more sophisticated. 
There are more abstract things, like derived categories 
– things that older people don’t like. But the interaction 
is still very close and there’s a whole generation of peo-
ple who are now into both mathematics and physics. It’s 
very hard to distinguish if they are physicists or math-
ematicians; they are a mixture, hybrids, which means that 
they have some problems because physicists don’t regard 
them as physicists and mathematicians don’t regard them 
as mathematicians. So, it’s difficult for them to get jobs 
sometimes. I mean, who is going to give you a job if you’re 
neither a fish nor a fowl. But I think this is something that 
is very healthy and there are some centres where they en-
courage these hybrid ideas, like string theory. So, there’s 
no question it’s still a very active area. Exactly what does 
it mean to physics? Physics and mathematics have a close 

relationship but there are differences: physics is looking 
for a unique solution to the universe while mathematics 
is exploring all possible universes or possible theories. So 
we get a lot of ideas. Some of them die in physics because 
they prefer new ideas, but for mathematicians: they can 
work on everything so it’s a different sort of relationship. 
You never know with physics. 

I have my own ideas. I follow what’s going on but I 
try to be a bit independent. I think there’s no point in 
trying to follow exactly what the young guys are doing. I 
like to have some thoughts that are a bit more out of the 
box, so to say, or a bit more original. I play with new ideas 
that are a bit unorthodox. I am working on some things 
that are different from what other physicists are currently 
doing. I mean, nobody knows in physics whether there 
is a final theory or if we’re close to the final theory or 
whether, in fact, they’ll be totally different views in five 
years time, or whether the series will evolve and there’ll 
be quite radical changes. Some of the ideas at present will 
be absorbed, some of them will be kicked out, some of 
them will change but mathematics will benefit from it all, 
whether it’s good physics or bad physics. It has mathemat-
ical content and mathematicians have learnt a lot. Mirror 
symmetries and string dualities are ideas that came from 
physics. So there’s a lot. I think it was Witten’s propagan-
da which said that string theory is a branch of mathemat-
ics from the 21st century accidentally discovered in the 
20th century. So, it’s now coming into its own and it’s not 
quite clear what this is a theory of, but it is bringing new 
ideas which are transforming mathematics. We’re in the 
middle of a sort of maelstrom of ideas, like swirling winds 
all around. You don’t know what’s going to happen. It’s 
hard to predict and you don’t want to predict because I 
always say that if you can predict it’s uninteresting. Inter-
esting things are the new developments and if you could 
predict them they wouldn’t be so exciting. So, you have to 
be prepared for surprises. You have to look for surprises 
and every now and again there is a surprise.

I’m astonished at how dynamic you are in the confer-
ence we’re having here. You’re still thinking and produc-
ing work. Tell me, what is it that occupies your days, 
nowadays?
Well, unfortunately, at the moment, I’m getting old and 
my wife is also getting older. She has a lot of problems. I 
have to spend a lot of time looking after my wife. It hap-
pens to us all, in one form or another. So, she occupies 
75% of my time. When I come to conferences like this, 
it’s rather a rare event. I get a holiday talking about sci-
ence. When I’m at home, I just barely survive and I have 
physics friends I meet once or twice a week to discuss 
my ideas. For the last year or two, I’ve been busy writing 
biographical articles about Hirzebruch. I’m also involved 
in one for the London Mathematical Society and one for 
the Royal Society (it’s not finished but it has taken up a 
lot of my time). It was obviously a priority: I had to do it 
while I am still here. 

Outside, I have these crazy ideas that I’m trying to pur-
sue. I talk with younger people because you need young 
guys to follow it through and so on. And some of them… 
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well, this year’s conference is a bit of an accident because 
I was into some of these ideas a long time ago and I didn’t 
realise so many people were working on real vector bun-
dles. So, I came in and I found I could follow some but not 
all of it. And much of it is derived from a paper I wrote 50 
years ago. It’s a funny experience, you know. I have this 
experience now. I go to a conference, a big lecture theatre 
like this. I sit at the top because it’s very easy to get in and 
out. The young guys are at the bottom and they’re talking 
busily about me and my work from 50 years ago. I feel as 
though I’m living above in the sky, looking down on my 
past. I’m floating up, closer and closer to heaven. It’s a 
very bizarre experience sometimes. The guys there don’t 
ever know I’m there [laughs]. Also, when you look back 
on your own work 50 years later, you know, it’s a funny ex-
perience because you have difficulty following your own 
papers. When you’re a young man, you’re very quick and 
fast. I try to read my own papers and they’re quite hard, 
you know [laughs]. Even though in principal I know them, 
I’ve forgotten some of the technicalities and I wouldn’t be 
able to do it now. There are some terrible problems with 
signs you have to watch out for. So, it’s a funny experience 
looking and it’s quite gratifying to find things I did finish 
years ago that are still alive, you know. Many times things 
move on and what people do is forgotten, but some of the 
things I did 50 years ago are still being used and rediscov-
ered or redeveloped by young guys and being pushed in 
new directions. So, that’s very encouraging. I can’t say I 
follow all the stuff but I can see that it’s going in a good 
direction and trying to progress things.

It’s been quite nice coming here to this particular 
event – a small scale event, I mean. I go to other meet-
ings too but I don’t have so many chances. I go, of course, 
to lectures and seminars. I recently went to a festival in 
Italy. The Italians like festivals, where they have music, 
poetry and mathematics; it’s very nice, sort of a mixed 
culture. The Italians like this sort of thing. They do a lot 
of it. Renaissance ideas! I’ve been to Rome, Milan… The 
last one was in the south of Naples and I met interesting 
people. I think it was the one in Rome where I met Boris 
Spassky – you know, the chess player. We talked about 
chess and things like that. And then I also met Nash, the 
mathematician, who got the Noble Prize for Economics. 
He was there and he was interviewed. I knew him a little 
bit in Princeton when he was a bit crazy but now he’s re-
covered remarkably well. But, of course, he’s an old man 
– older than me now. [When this interview took place 
Nash was still alive.]

Did you have a chance to talk?
Yes, He was interviewed, for example, about his life and 
about the film they made of his life, and I was there. It 
was interesting but it’s a sad case, of course. At least he’s 
recovered from his years of illness. So, you meet interest-
ing people at these events. I met a chap when I stayed at 
another hotel: Paolo Coelho, the Brazilian writer. He was 
very famous. He happened to appear on the same stage, 
in the same performance as me. He didn’t care about 
mathematics. He was a big figure. Yes, so you meet an 
interesting mixture of people: musicians, poets…

You have recently written a paper on relations between 
mathematics and beauty, right?
I have a friend of mine who I collaborate with. He’s a 
neuro-physiologist. But he’s Lebanese, like me. He’s of 
Lebanese origin so we do Lebanese food together and 
we meet and, for some time now, we have had discussions. 
He’s interested a lot in art. He’s written a book about 
art and vision, comparing what painters try to achieve 
with art and what processes happen in the brain. He does 
scanning and so we got into this question of mathemat-
ics. I asked him, you know, when people think about 
mathematics what happens in their brain. And we wrote 
about it. So, we had some previous work. The most recent 
one was about beauty. When mathematicians talk about 
beauty they know what they mean but is it the same kind 
of beauty as you see in art and music? Is it the same phys-
iological phenomenon? And, basically, the experiments 
he did with his team show that, yes, there is a common 
part of the brain that lights up, whether you’re talking 
about beauty in mathematics or in art or anything else. 
Of course, other parts of the brain light up depending on 
the context. There’s a common part. So, the abstract no-
tion of beauty is built into the brain and, whether talking 
about mathematics or painting or music, it is a common 
experience. So, it’s correct to use the word beauty. 

So have you experienced this link between mathematics 
and other art?
Well, we all know what we mean by beauty. We appreci-
ate it through music and art. We also know how to appre-
ciate it in mathematics and I think they are the same but 
you don’t know if this is very objective. Now there is a 
proof, a scientific proof that it isn’t subjective. The notion 
of beauty is physiologically based on the same kind of 
experience. So, when we wrote this paper it became im-
mediately famous worldwide. There were articles in the 
New York Times, the London Times and one in Madrid. 
Everyone could understand what it said. So it became in-
stantly quite famous. We originally had difficulty getting 
it published because for the orthodox guys these sorts of 
things tend not to be so acceptable. For the general pub-
lic, of course, it’s fascinating.

So, do you think people can get as moved seeing or 
proving a beautiful theorem as listening or playing a 
wonderful piece of music?
Yes, absolutely. I mean, obviously they’re different but 
if you compare music and painting, for example, they’re 
not the same; there’s a big difference between them but 
there’s a common aspect to the appreciation of art, I think.

But it’s more difficult with mathematics, isn’t it?
It’s more difficult, yes, but that’s the whole point. We were 
unsure if the word was correctly used but as mathemati-
cians we know what we mean by beauty and I think the 
beauty in mathematics is comparable to the beauty in mu-
sic. They’re not the same but they are comparable, there’s 
no question about it. We know what a really beautiful 
theorem is [laughs]. It’s a subjective feeling but it’s true. 
Now, Hermann Weyl made the following quote: “Most of 
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my life my two objectives were searching for truth and 
beauty but when in doubt I always chose beauty.” Now 
people think this is ridiculous but why should you be wor-
ried about the truth? In fact, I argue this, you see: truth is 
something you never reach; you find other things while 
searching for the truth. What you have at any given mo-
ment is an approximation of the truth – partial truth. It 
may even be an illusion. But beauty is subjective, an im-
mediate experience. You see beauty, you know. I’d like 
to say that beauty is the torch that guides you towards 
the truth. You can see it. It throws light. It shows you the 
direction. You follow that and experience has shown that 
beautiful things lead to true results. So, I think it is a very 
interesting connection between truth and beauty. I think 
Hermann Weyl would’ve agreed with that. People say it 
was a joke but I’m sure that he meant it.

Talking about beauty, we have dinner very soon.
Yes [laughs].

A light dinner. So I don’t want to take up more of your 
time. Thank you.
Okay. Good. Thank you very much.

I really thank you for this. I enjoyed enormously listen-
ing to you. 
Yes, I also enjoyed talking about all this.

Thank you very much, Michael.
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doctoral thesis2 was also related to Piatetski-Shapiro’s 
question. It concerned the Selberg conjecture about 
arithmeticity of discrete subgroups, so-called lattices, in 
semisimple Lie groups. Piatetski-Shapiro was interested 
in this problem but he did not manage to solve it, al-
though he had some results in this direction. I developed 
a theory of hyperbolic reflection groups, which permitted 
me to construct many counterexamples at rank one. Af-
ter that, Margulis proved his famous theorem for higher 
rank, answering affirmatively the Selberg conjecture. My 
work on hyperbolic reflection groups had two sources: 
one was Dynkin’s theory of simple roots, which is tightly 
related to finite reflection groups; and the other was the 
theory of automorphic forms for lattices in semisimple 
Lie groups, which was a favourite subject of Piatetski-
Shapiro. So in a sense I continued studying some ques-
tions they posed to me (both Dynkin and Piatetski- 
Shapiro). In 1966, there was the International Congress 

Discoveries, not Inventions – 
Interview with  
Ernest Borisovich Vinberg
Alice Fialowski (University of Pécs and Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary), Joachim Hilgert (Paderborn Uni-
versity, Germany), Bent Ørsted (Aarhus University, Denmark) and Vladimir Salnikov (Luxembourg University, 
Luxembourg) 

Ernest Borisovich Vinberg received the Distinguished 
Speaker Award in 2016 from the European Mathematical 
Society. He delivered his talk at the 50th Sophus Lie Semi-
nar in Będlewo, Poland. On this occasion, we asked him 
to give an interview for the EMS Newsletter. The interview 
took place in Będlewo, Poland, on 27 September 2016.

Professor Vinberg, we are very happy that you came 
here to this 50th Seminar “Sophus Lie” and we would 
like to ask a few questions. 
To begin with, who got you into your research?
In fact, I had two advisors: Evgeny Borisovich Dynkin 
and Ilya Iosifovich Piatetski-Shapiro. They were both 
distinguished mathematicians. Dynkin was a brilliant 
lecturer, attracting a lot of young people, but Piatetski-
Shapiro posed the problem which was kind of a chal-
lenge. This problem concerned homogeneous bounded 
domains. The question posed by Élie Cartan was wheth-
er any such domain is symmetric, and Piatetski-Shapiro 
gave a counterexample in dimension 4. Then a problem 
arose to give a classification of homogeneous bounded 
domains in complex spaces. And this turned out to be 
related to classification of homogeneous convex cones 
in real vector spaces, which was the subject of my PhD 
thesis.1

And when was it?
I entered the graduate school in 1959 but I began my 
scientific research some time earlier. My first published 
paper was my diploma work on invariant linear connec-
tions in homogeneous spaces, which was fulfilled under 
the guidance of Dynkin in the academic year 1958/59.

Did you continue working with Dynkin and Piatetski-
Shapiro? Tell us something about your two advisors.
I never really worked with Dynkin because he had com-
pletely switched to probability theory by that time. I 
continued to work on homogeneous Kähler manifolds 
with Piatetski-Shapiro and another of his students, Si-
mon Gindikin, up to 1965. After that, I turned to other 
problems. Some of them were influenced by my previ-
ous work, some of them not, but I became more or less 
independent at the age of about 27. But the topic of my 

1	 Кандидатская	диссертация in Russian.
2	 Докторская	диссертация	in	Russian	–	roughly	equivalent	to	

habilitation	in	some	countries.

Ernest Borisovich Vinberg, Będlewo 2016. (All photos in this article 
by Janusz Grabowski.)
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of Mathematicians in Moscow and I gave two talks there. 
One of them was related to our common activity with 
Piatetski-Shapiro and Gindikin, and another was about 
hyperbolic reflection groups. 

The Moscow school at that time was really famous. 
Who were your colleagues from the same generation?
Yes, it was a really remarkable time; some people call it 
the Golden Age of Moscow Mathematics. And especially 
our course was very strong. Many people from our course 
were hired to teach at our mathematics faculty in 1961. 
It was an initiative of academician Kolmogorov. Among 
them, apart from me, there were Kirillov, Arnold, prob-
ability theorists Shur and Tutubalin, topologists Arkhan-
gelski, Pasynkov and Ponomarev, and some others. I was 
very happy that this happened.

How do you choose a problem to work on? I mean, how 
do you decide if the problem you think of is worth your 
time? You are known as having solved many different 
problems; you are not a researcher who goes in one di-
rection only. What do you need to like in a problem to 
get started?
Yes, I worked on different problems but they were some-
how related. All the areas of mathematics are related. It 
is difficult for me to say how I choose a problem. If some-
thing is interesting for me and I feel that I can do some-
thing in this direction, I try to do it. If it is not interesting 
for me, I don’t try to do it. 

Can you give something like a criterion of what makes 
it interesting for you?
I think there are two types of mathematical results: in-
ventions and discoveries. I realise the importance of 
inventions but I prefer discoveries. Sometimes, when I 
obtain a result, I have a strong feeling that I am discover-
ing something existing in nature. And I don’t have such a 
feeling with respect to some other works and mathemati-
cal results; they seem to be more inventions – creations 
of the human brain – rather than something really exist-
ing in nature.

What is your favourite discovery?
I hope I have not made it yet.

If you have to choose among those you have discovered 
already?
I think these are, first, the theory of hyperbolic reflec-
tion groups, second, my development of invariant theory, 
which I call the “effective invariant theory” (related to 
graded Lie algebras) and maybe also my work about 
invariant orderings on semisimple Lie groups. Quite 
recently I began to study the so-called Chevalley-type 
theorems. There is a famous theorem of Shephard-Todd-
Chevalley about the criterion for the algebra of invari-
ants of a finite linear group to be free. It says that it is 
exactly the case when the group is generated by complex 
reflections. The same question can be posed for infinite 
reflection groups and the natural setting is to study com-
plex reflection groups in symmetric domains, namely in 
complex balls and so-called future tubes, which are the 
only symmetric domains admitting reflections. Recently 
I obtained some results in this direction, together with 
Osip Schwarzman, my former student. Maybe it will be 
my favourite result for the moment. 

You’ve conducted a very famous seminar for several 
decades, together with Onishchik, and produced a book 
out of it. Can you tell us more about this seminar?
Yes. It was, in fact, a continuation of the famous semi-
nar ran by Dynkin – our common teacher – after he 
had switched to probability theory. He was a student of 
Kolmogorov – a famous probabilist and the creator of 
axiomatic probability theory. And he started with some 
work in probability theory. But after that, he attended a 
seminar of Gelfand, and Gelfand suggested he prepare a 
talk on the classification of simple Lie algebras. Prepar-
ing this talk, Dynkin discovered his famous simple roots. 
At that time, he was a student in the fourth year (it was 
during the war in 1944). After that, Dynkin got interested 
in the theory of simple Lie algebras and produced his 
famous works, which made him a classic in Lie theory. 
About 1955, he switched to probability theory and even-
tually became a classic in this theory, too. By the way, it is 
interesting that several years before his death in 2014, he 
did some joint work with my student Andrei Minchenko 
on simple Lie algebras. 

Coming back to your question, our seminar started 
in 1961, when we were both young teachers in our de-
partment. First, we tried to study all mathematics, start-
ing from Cantor’s set theory. But soon we realised that 
we had been quite naive and concentrated on Lie group 
theory. At that time, the famous Chevalley seminar was 
available and the Chevalley monograph “Theory of Lie 
groups” appeared. We understood that we should study 
algebraic groups in connection with Lie groups. 

There were many enthusiastic young people attend-
ing our seminar. Everything was going on in the follow-
ing way: we (me and Onishchik) presented some theory, 
mostly in the form of a series of problems. All the partici-
pants – there were about 25 of them – split into several 
groups, discussing the problems and the solutions be-
tween two sessions of the seminar, and the most interest-
ing solutions were presented at the next session. Then we 
continued presenting some new theory.

Interviewing Ernest Borisovich.
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As a result of this study, our book Seminar on Lie 
Groups and Algebraic Groups appeared (in the English 
translation, “Seminar” was omitted). First, it was pre-
pared with the help of some participants of our seminar, 
who wrote down what we told them and the problems, 
and so on. Then me and Onishchik rewrote all this, ed-
ited it, and in this way our book appeared. It retains the 
style of the seminar. The theory is presented in a series 
of problems, which the reader is supposed to try to solve 
on his/her own, but there are some hints at the end of 
each chapter. There are also some exercises. This book 
was used by several generations of students and graduate 
students of our department. 

After that, we switched to invariant theory. We stud-
ied it together, the leaders and the participants. As a re-
sult, some of us became experts in this theory and made 
some contributions. During this period, V. Popov joined 
me and Onishchik as a leader of the seminar.

Apart from these, many other topics were also pre-
sented at our seminar. One year we studied supermath-
ematics. Perhaps you know that one of the founders of 
supermathematics was Berezin, who was our elder scien-
tific relative, a student of Gelfand. And also some other 
topics appeared, e.g. discrete groups and applications of 
Lie theory in mathematical physics. Dmitry Alekseevs-
ky, one of the participants of our seminar, understood 
mathemetical physics very well and he presented a series 
of talks. 

The seminar lasted in this way for about 50 years. 
But these days, Onishchik is not able to help with this 
anymore and there are new leaders: my younger students 
(nowadays colleagues) Timashev and Arzhantsev. Unfor-
tunately, this is going on in a much worse way because 
fewer students come to study mathematics. The younger 
generation is less motivated in this and this is quite sad… 

You were the founder of the Journal “Transformation 
Groups”. Could you tell us about the first steps?
We founded this journal together with my former stu-
dent Vladimir Popov, with active participation and help 
of Ann Kostant, the mathematics editor of Birkhäuser at 
that time, and have been running it (I hope, successfully) 
for 20 years. The first managing editors were (apart from 
me and Popov) C. De Concini, G. Margulis, A. Onishchik, 
G. Schwarz and M. Vergne. The whole editorial board 
consists of more than 30 mathematicians and is gradually 
being renovated. At different times, the managing editors 
have been M. Brion, P. Etingof, E. Frenkel, V. Ginzburg, 
W. Goldman, M. Kapovich, A. Kleshchev, I. Mirkovic, 
H. Nakajima, A. Premet and A. Zelevinsky. We reject 
more than half the submitted papers.

As was written in the preface to the first issue, the 
concept of a transformation group reflects the symmetry 
of the world, which is perceivable so far as it is symmetric 
(but we do not know why it is so remarkably symmet-
ric). All my personal work is related to different kinds of 
transformation groups.

I first knew you as a teacher – during my first years at 
the Mathematics Department in Moscow. So my ques-

tion is: do you have any teaching philosophy, any prin-
ciples that you would like to share?
My first principle is that it is not so important what to 
teach but the most important thing is how to teach. Be-
cause it is clear that most of the theorems that we teach 
to our students will never be needed for them when they 
graduate from university. But we have to teach them the 
right thinking. The second principle is that one should 
try to avoid tedious calculations, replacing them with the 
ideas that permit getting the same result without calcula-
tions. 

And Mechmat 3 is not the only place where you can 
learn mathematics in Moscow. 
It used to be essentially the only place. But then the In-
dependent University appeared and, in recent years, the 
Faculty of Mathematics of the Higher School of Eco-
nomics has appeared. 

Would you like to say something about the Independent 
University?
The Independent University was a very important and 
useful project. But I would like to say that it is not re-
ally independent. I know only one person (Valentina 
Kirichenko) who graduated from the Independent Uni-
versity and did not study at the Maths Faculty of Moscow 
State University. The Independent University is rather a 
system of advanced courses: they do not teach elemen-
tary algorithms. But I think it was very important for sev-
eral generations of young people and also for talented 
mathematicians who could not go to teach at Moscow 
State University for some reason.

You have supervised a lot of students: more than 40 
PhD theses and several habilitations. Do you have any 
strategy? What is your approach to advising students?
Well, I have no special strategy. I just try to make them 
get interested in mathematics. I try to find some interest-
ing problems, which they can solve. But I’m afraid I don’t 
pay enough attention to my students.

During the interview.

3	 Faculty	of	Mechanics	and	Mathematics	of	MSU.
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You have been an excellent teacher and an outstanding 
researcher for all your life. And you are one of the peo-
ple who stayed in Moscow…
Yes, I never considered the possibility of emigrating. I 
stayed in Moscow. But over the last 20 years, I have vis-
ited Germany, namely Bielefeld University, every Sum-
mer, for two to three months. They initiated this, nomi-
nating me for the Alexander von Humboldt Prize, which 
I won in 1997. After that, they continued inviting me in 
the framework of their SFB (Sonderforschungsbereich). 
By the way, this university has successfully nominated 
many Russian mathematicians for the Humboldt prize: 
Alexander Merkurjev, Sergei Adjan, Vladimir Platonov 
and others. In Bielefeld, I collaborated with local math-
ematicians J. Mennicke, H. Helling and H. Abels, and also 
with other guests from all over the world. Visiting Biele-
feld University is sort of my second life. Being in Mos-
cow, I am always quite busy with many things; many peo-
ple disturb me and want something from me. And when 
I go to Bielefeld, I relax and reflect on problems that I 
am interested in, I talk to my colleagues and so on. So my 
life is divided into two different parts, each of them being 
very important for me.

You told us before that right now you are working on 
complex reflection groups. Could you share some other 
things that you currently find interesting, that you are 
working on at the moment? Some projects perhaps? 
Your current activities?
I am always working simultaneously on two to three top-
ics. For the moment, I am working on complex reflection 
groups as you said and on some “non-abelian gradings” 
of simple Lie algebras, on which I am going to talk to-
morrow at this conference. I am also reflecting about 
some problems of equivariant symplectic geometry, con-
tinuing my previous results.

And we’ve heard that you are also involved right now in 
teaching as always. What classes do you teach?
The course of algebra for the second year undergradu-
ate students and the advanced course in invariant theo-
ry for students starting from their third year. I am also 
running two seminars: one research seminar we have 
already discussed and another one for students, which 
is called “Algebra and Geometry”. At the latter one, we 
try to show relations between algebra and geometry. For 
example, for several years we studied relations between 
algebraic invariant theory and the theory of automor-
phic forms. Namely, due to Torelli type theorems, auto-
morphic forms can be studied by means of geometric 
invariant theory, realising arithmetic quotients of sym-
metric domains as the moduli spaces of some classes of 
algebraic varieties.

And nowadays, how many students attend those semi-
nars, since you said there are fewer interested students?
Yes. Unfortunately, only a few students attend our re-
search seminar in Lie groups and only 10–12 students 
attend our seminar “Algebra and Geometry”. But, from 
time to time, I still have talented students coming to me, 

who are interested in doing mathematics and not busi-
ness, and some of them are not even going to emigrate.

Thank you very much!
Thank you for your interest!

P.S. Off the record, Ernest Borisovich told us about two 
of his interviews with Dynkin in the USA in 1992 and 
1999. A huge collection of interviews of Dynkin with 
many Russian and Western mathematicians who came 
to visit him in the United States, is now available at the 
online library of the Cornell University: http://dynkincol-
lection.library.cornell.edu/.

Alice Fialowski is professor of mathematics 
at the Institute of Mathematics, University 
of Pécs, and at the Eötvös Loránd Univer-
sity in Budapest, Hungary. Her research 
interests are Lie theory, cohomology, repre-
sentation and deformation theory, with ap-
plications in mathematical physics.

Joachim Hilgert is professor of mathematics 
at the Institut für Mathematik at Paderborn 
University, Germany. His research interests 
are harmonic analysis, representations of 
Lie groups, symplectic geometry, and super-
manifolds.

Bent Ørsted is professor of mathematics 
at the Department of Mathematics, Aarhus 
University, Denmark. His research interests 
are harmonic analysis, representations of 
Lie groups, conformal geometry, spectral 
geometry.

Vladimir Salnikov is a senior researcher in 
mathematics at the RMATH, University of 
Luxembourg, Luxembourg. His research 
interests are graded and generalized geom-
etry, dynamical systems and integrability, 
applications to theoretical physics and me-
chanics.

E. B.Vinberg delivers his EMS lecture.

© Noel Tovia Matoff
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Bringing Good Maths Books
to Children
Nguyen Tien Zung (University of Toulouse, France)

This article is about the Sputnik Bookcase, a project that 
I founded with some colleagues to bring inspirational, 
high-quality, educational books in mathematics and oth-
er subjects to children in Vietnam (with an idea to ex-
pand internationally). From February 2015 to October 
2016, we printed 25 books, totalling about 100,000 copies, 
with many more books in the pipeline.

Why do children and adults hate maths?
Vietnam is a poor country with a GDP per capita of just 
2,000 USD (PPP) but it often ranks in the top 10 in Inter-
national Mathematical Olympiads (IMOs), higher than 
France and Germany, for example. This result does not 
mean that Vietnam has a better mathematical education 
system than Europe but, somehow, reflects the fact that 
the education system in Vietnam is too exam-oriented: 
children waste a lot of time on learning by rote, trying to 
memorise formulas and solutions to typical problems in 
order to get high scores in exams and competitions. They 
often go to additional private classes many times a week 
and repeat lessons until very late in the night. 

While exam-oriented learning may be good for get-
ting high scores in exams, it is very expensive in terms 
of time and money and has detrimental long-term con-
sequences: students become passive, lack creativity and 
critical thinking, do not really understand what they 
learn and even risk depression due to lack of sleep and 
physical activity. 

Since this kind of maths education is mostly discon-
nected from the real world and does not show children 
how joyful and useful mathematics really is, a majority of 
them naturally come to hate mathematics. When asked, 
most adults would say that high school mathematics is 
useless for them, especially the more advanced topics 
like integrals  and complex numbers, and many people 
think that such topics should be deleted from the pro-
gramme. This opinion about the uselessness of maths is 
widespread not only in Vietnam but probably in many 
other countries as well, including France. 

Maths books to make learning joyful and useful
In their exam-oriented learning, most children and stu-
dents in Vietnam only use textbooks and exercise books. 
Maths notions in these books are often introduced in a 
formal, unintuitive and even dogmatic way. For example, 
instead of saying that a rational number is the quotient of 
two integers, they give the following definition: a rational 
number is a decimal number whose expression is either 
finite or infinite periodic. 

One notorious professor who had a lot of influence in 
Vietnam bragged that he could teach higher mathemat-

ics to young schoolchildren. How did he do it? As an ex-
ample, he taught group theory by making children learn 
by heart all the axioms of a group and then check that 
these axioms are satisfied on some finite sets with given 
tables of multiplication, claiming that the children “knew 
group theory” after these formal lessons. Needless to say, 
education reforms proposed by such professors were a 
disaster.

In our opinion, maths notions should not be intro-
duced formally but naturally and intuitively, with a lot 
of motivation and explanation about how and why they 
were invented and what they were invented for. And it’s 
not enough to have textbooks and exercise books; chil-
dren also need other kinds of interesting maths books, 
e.g. maths novels, history of maths, applications of maths, 
recreational maths, etc., books that can inspire and show 
them how natural, joyful and useful maths really is. 

The birth of Sputnik Education
I live in France but am very worried about the situation 
in my native country. I have written numerous articles 
advocating political and educational reforms in Viet-
nam but, as usual, they have fallen on deaf ears. I also 
wanted to do more concrete things and so I founded a 
small education company in Vietnam in 2014 together 
with five friends, two of whom were business-oriented 
(Phan Thanh Do and Hoang Thi Thai Thanh) and three 
of whom were reputed mathematicians: Professor Ha 
Huy Khoai (formerly Director of the Hanoi Institute of 
Mathematics), Professor Do Duc Thai (Head of the De-
partment of Mathematics at Hanoi National University 
of Education) and Dr Tran Nam Dung (a famous trainer 
of mathematical Olympiad teams). 

Later on, some other key members joined, who now 
form the new management of the company (I’m not an 
official manager, just a founder and the informal ‘Editor-
in-Chief’).

We needed a name for our company and, after much 
thought, chose “Sputnik Education”. Why Sputnik? 
Firstly because this is the name of the celebrated artifi-
cial satellite that marked the beginning of a new era of 

Nguyen Tien Zung, Tran Nam Dung, Ha Huy Khoai & Do Duc Thai.
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humanity. Secondly, the Russian word “sputnik” means 
“companion” and our company is a “companion for joy-
ful learning”. Thirdly, the Russian maths education sys-
tem is one of the best in the world and five of the six 
founders of Sputnik Education happened to have stud-
ied in Russia.

The first purpose of our company is to produce the 
Sputnik Bookcase, a series of high-quality educational 
books. When the company was formed, we had five 
books ready. They are (Vietnamese translations of) The 
man who counted by Malba Tahan, Three days in Kar-
likania by Vladimir Levshin, Combinatorics and induc-
tion by N. Ia. Vilenkin, 169 interesting maths problems by 
Tran Nam Dung and my book Maths lessons for Mirella. 

The current laws of Vietnam prohibit private publish-
ing houses and we need to make contracts with state-
controlled publishing houses (who charge us a fee) in 
order to print our books. After many months of looking 
around, our first five books finally appeared in early 2015. 

Living on a shoestring
Since none of us were rich, our “garage-based business” 
started with less than 40,000 euros of capital and we used 
a room in one of our houses as an office and warehouse. 
In theory, we could raise more capital but then we would 
risk losing control of the company to get-rich-quick peo-
ple who do more harm than good to the education system.

That small amount of money was enough to print 
about 10 books (3,000 copies per book) and we had to 
employ a few people (even though most of the work was 
originally unpaid and carried out by ourselves) and op-
erate in a very bleak market. Looking at official figures, 
the whole book market of Vietnam was only 90 million 
euros in 2015, i.e. about 1 euro per person. Add to that 
the very low book prices (equivalent to about a fifth of 
the international prices), widespread pirating, closures of 
bookstores, etc., and many book companies end up losing 
money. We needed profit in order to survive whilst main-
taining high quality so we had to follow a set of criteria 
for choosing books:

- Correctness. The book should be scientifically sound, 
without serious errors or inaccuracies.

- Attractiveness. The book should be clearly written,  
easy to understand, attractive and inspirational for the 
reader.

- Diversity. Besides textbooks and exercise books, we 
also want maths novels, maths in real life, maths mod-
elling, recreational maths, maths and logic puzzles, his-
tory of maths, etc. 

- Profitability. Our books should be easy to sell and not 
too expensive to make. We have to avoid, for example, 
very good university-level books because most stu-
dents in Vietnam have other priorities and don’t buy 
books –they just make photocopies of the books that 
they need.

Other barriers to be overcome
The language barrier. “Traduire, c’est trahir.” With ridicu-
lously low book prices, publishers in Vietnam cannot af-

ford to pay translators well enough. As a consequence, 
it is very difficult to find good translators and too many 
translated books contain serious errors on every page. It 
often happens that after someone translates a book, we 
have to re-translate it to correct the errors. For some “dif-
ficult” books, it is not possible to find a translator at all. 
For example, over two years we gave Abbott’s Flatland 
to four different translators and they all gave up after a 
few months. 

The copyright barrier. Copyright fees themselves are not 
the problem; instead, it is more about making contracts 
with foreign authors. This is because no one is experi-
enced in this matter in our company and we can’t afford 
to hire someone just for that. Therefore, we are losing a 
lot of time and energy on it. For example, after more than 
a year, we could not finalise a contract for the Vietnam-
ese version of Wendy Lichtman’s book Secrets, Lies and 
Algebra. We wish we could buy the publishing rights as 
easily as buying food from a grocery store. We are also in 
contact with some other authors, e.g. Ian Stewart for his 
popular maths books, and hope that things will go more 
smoothly. In some lucky cases, when the authors don’t 
ask for royalties, things are easier for us and, in those 
cases, we give books to charities instead of royalties.

Accounting mess. Even with a small company like ours, 
accounting can be a serious problem. We had a part-time 
accountant from the beginning but things were not done 
properly and so we recently had to hire an external expert 
and pay him well to help us with accounting and tax filing.

Bestsellers to the rescue
Fortunately, we had some (international) bestsellers that 
kept us afloat, despite all the troubles we had faced. Here 
are a few of these bestsellers:

The Man Who Counted (in Portuguese: O Homen 
Que Calculava) by Talba Mahan (real name: Júlio César 
de Mello e Souza (1895–1974), “the only Brazilian math-
ematician who was as famous as a soccer star”) is a maths 
novel for children that sold more than 2 million copies 
in Brasil alone. We printed it twice and sold about 5,000 
copies.

Kiselev’s Geometry (I: Planimetry; II: Stereometry). 
Leonid Polterovich (Tel Aviv) and Alexander Goncharov 
(Chicago) recommended this book to us and Alexander 
Givental (UC Berkeley) gave us permission to use his 
English version (2006). People are probably right when 
they say that Kiselev’s Geometry is still the best geom-
etry textbook: the presentation in the book is extremely 
clear, precise and still very modern for a book written a 
century ago. Our first print of Kiselev’s Planimetry sold 
out in four months.

Around The Rotations by Waldemar Pompe is anoth-
er extremely interesting elementary geometry book. It 
shows how to use symmetries to arrive at very elegant so-
lutions to many difficult problems in planar geometry. It 
has been recommended to us and translated from Polish 
to Vietnamese by Nguyen Hung Son and Nguyen Sinh 
Hoa, who are professors in Warsaw.
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Vladimir Levshin’s Trilogy: Three days in Karlikania, 
Black Mask from Al-Jabr and Fregate of Captain Unit. 
This trilogy is a wonderful and gentle introduction to 
elementary arithmetic, algebra, geometry and scientific 
thinking in general. As a child, I somehow got hold of 
the book Black Mask from Al-Jabr and it was because 
of it that I enjoyed learning equations. These books had 
been translated from Russian to Vietnamese before and 
sold very well in Vietnam. However, the old translation 
contained many inaccuracies so we decided to make a 
new one.

A Day’s Adventure in Math Wonderland by Jin Akiy-
ama and Mari-Jo Ruiz. Jin Akiyama is one of the most fa-
mous maths popularisers in the world and he has found-
ed a mathematical museum in Hokkaido (Japan), called 
“Math Wonderland”. This book is an exciting virtual ex-
cursion to his wonderland. It has been recommended to 
us and translated by Vuong Hoa, a young lady who hap-
pened to know Akiyama while studying at his university. 

Maths and Arts (in Vietnamese: Toán ho
˙
c và nghê

˙
 thuâ

˙
t) 

by Nguyen Tien Zung. In May 2016, I gave a public lec-

ture and then wanted to write a book about the relations 
between mathematics and the arts (including the visual 
arts, music, prose and poetry), in memory of my late fa-
ther. The book came out in August 2016 and quickly sold 
about a thousand copies over the first month. Two news-
papers/journals printed review articles about it (written 
by readers who liked the book), which was a first for 
Sputnik Bookcase. 

Reputation and advertisements help
One of the challenges for us is to build up a good dis-
tribution network, which is still weak at the moment. 
Nevertheless, all of our books are doing well, thanks in 
part to our good reputation. Many readers like Sputnik 
Bookcase so much that they buy the whole series – every 
book in it. 

Of course, good advertisements also help. Recently, 
we started buying advertisements on social networks 
and saw the number of customers (at least those buying 
books directly on http://shop.sputnikedu.com) increase 
significantly. We have also participated in many science 
popularisation activities (e.g. maths open days, STEM 
fests, public lectures and exhibitions) and charity pro-
grammes (e.g. the UNESCO-prizewinning programme 
“Books for the rural area” by Nguyen Quang Thach, 
where we donated hundreds of books), which of course 
helped the children and, at the same time, enhanced our 
reputation.

What next?
We have many ideas on how to grow Sputnik Educa-
tion into a major education company. One of them is, of 
course, to continue to publish many books, not only in 
mathematics but in other subjects as well, keeping our 
high quality standards. Other ideas include: educational 
toys, online interactive education, international expan-
sion, etc.  For example, there are now many video lectures 
available online but they are often of low pedagogical 
quality. Whatever product or service we make, we want it 
to be of high educational value. 

In the book market, textbooks form the most lucra-
tive niche: they often sell by hundreds of thousands of 
copies. This niche has been the monopoly of the Ministry 
of Education but they have decided to open up the mar-
ket next year. So, we will have the opportunity to publish 
modern maths textbooks, which fit our philosophy of joy-
ful, meaningful and useful education.

Nguyen Tien Zung was born in Vietnam in 1970 and grad-
uated from Moscow State University in 1991. He defended 
his PhD thesis in Strasbourg in 1994 on the topology of 
integrable Hamiltonian systems and worked as a “chargé 
de recherches CNRS” in Montpellier from 1995 to 2002 
before becoming a professor at the University of Tou-
louse in 2002 and being promoted to “professeur de classe 
exceptionnelle”(distinguished professor) in 2015.

The first 20 books of Sputnik Bookcase; cover of “Maths and Arts”; 
journal “Buddhist Culture”, which contains a review article of the 
book “Maths and Arts”.
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The second online library is the archive of the Ex-
perimental Physics and Elementary Mathematics Bulletin 
journal, which was published 24 times a year from 1886 
to 1917. This journal was a pre-revolutionary analogue of 
the famous magazine Kvant, which was organised under 
the guidance of the eminent scientists I. M. Kikoin and 
A. N. Kolmogorov in 1970 and still exists to this day. The 
magazine Quantum, published in the US from 1989 to 
2002, consisted of selected materials from Kvant. 

It is surprising (taking into account that a century 
has passed since then) how many interesting materials 
on mathematics and the other sciences can still be found 
in these books and journals. These materials remain use-
ful for the popularisation of both science and education. 
(Unfortunately, the last two projects are only available 
in Russian.)

“Mathematical Essence”
For the first 13 years, the team of the Laboratory showed 
up mostly on the internet, even though they also delivered 
hundreds of lectures for schools and university students, 
and teachers and educators in various regions of Russia. 
It should be emphasised that these lectures were all based 
on the multimedia content created in the Laboratory.

However, in 2015, the Laboratory found it necessary 
to prepare a book called Mathematical Essence. Its publi-
cation was supported by the Scientific Council of Steklov 
Mathematical Institute. The Russian title of the book is 
not easy to translate adequately into English, giving sev-
eral possible alternative English versions: “Mathematical 
Component”, “Mathematical Feature” or “Mathematical 
Constituent”.

The fact that mathematics is the language and an im-
portant tool of science and technology is well known to 
any reader. The experienced reader will know that math-
ematics plays a great role in physics, in the implementa-
tion of space flight, in the taming of atomic energy and in 
the computer world. The importance of mathematics in 
other fields such as medicine or linguistics is less known 
to the general public.

But even the reader who has heard about the signifi-
cant mathematical “component” in various spheres of 
human activity is often not aware of the degree of de-
pendence of these sciences on mathematics. The main 
reason for such ignorance is the complexity of math-
ematical tools designed particularly for a given applica-
tion. Verbally recognising the role of mathematics, peo-
ple usually do not ponder the mathematical “filling” of 
the objects and phenomena surrounding us. Sometimes 
they simply do not notice it.

Mathematical Etudes: Evolution from 
Multimedia to a Book
N. N. Andreev, N. P. Dolbilin, S. P. Konovalov and N. M. Panyunin (Steklov Mathematical Institute, Moscow,  
Russia

An exceptional feature of mathematical popularisation 
in Russia from its very beginning has been the main 
role always played by leading scientists. The popularisa-
tion movement started from extracurricular clubs called 
“mathematical circles”, which appeared in Leningrad 
(now Saint Petersburg) in the early 1930s. This maths club 
activity was accompanied by the first Russian citywide 
Mathematics Olympiad for high school pupils, organised 
in 1934 by the prominent mathematician and popular-
iser Boris Nikolaevich Delaunay. In the post-war period, 
the maths circles and mathematics Olympiad movement 
became a mass phenomenon. Many outstanding math-
ematicians (including A. N. Kolmogorov, P. S. Alexandrov, 
I. M. Gel’fand, D. K. Faddeev and V. I. Arnold) were en-
gaged in this activity: giving lectures, writing popular sci-
ence books for children and organising Olympiads. It was 
understood (and this fact also became Russian tradition) 
that to awaken a child’s interest in some occupation, it 
had to be taught by leading scientists. 

Following these Russian traditions in popularis-
ing mathematics, the Steklov Mathematical Institute, 
through the initiative of its director academician V. V. 
Kozlov, launched in 2010 a separate Laboratory of Popu-
larisation and Promotion of Mathematics (though pre-
paratory work preceding its creation began in 2002). This 
Laboratory became a pioneer in the promotion of math-
ematics in Russia, setting new standards in the populari-
sation of mathematics and stimulating the development 
of this field. 

During the first years of the Lab, several multime-
dia projects were established that are now well known 
in Russia. A list of these projects is presented in more 
detail below.

- Mathematical Etudes (ME). This is a series of more 
than 60 movies, made using modern 3D computer 
graphics, devoted to some solved and unsolved math-
ematical problems.

- Mechanisms by Tchebyshev. This is a set of movies and 
other materials on mechanisms suggested and con-
structed by this great Russian mathematician of the 
19th century. 

- Apps for mobile devices with mathematical content.

Several electronic online libraries were also organised. 
The first of them is the archive of the Publishing House 
“Mathesis”, which was the first publishing house in Rus-
sia publishing the best popular science books on phys-
ics and mathematics printed in Europe and Russia from 
1904 to 1925. 
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The main purpose of the book Mathematical Essence 
is precisely to bring to the surface the mathematical “es-
sence” of some of the greatest achievements of our civili-
zation, as well as to manifest the mathematical “content” 
inside usual, everyday things.

There is one more problem in modern day life that 
should be taken into account by popularisers of math-
ematics: information overload, resulting in an almost uni-
versal unwillingness to learn anything that is not related 
to a daily necessity. From this point of view, presentation 
of mathematics as a necessary and essential part of world 
knowledge may produce a “personal” interest in the po-
tential reader for studying mathematics.

The authors of the book are well known as actively 
working mathematicians. It is very important that the 
reader obtains all the scientific information from “the ta-
ble” of leading scientists. A popular descriptive style of 
presentation (with minimal use of formulas) is specially 
designed for a wide range of readers.

It was clear to the editors that the publication of such 
a book was absolutely necessary and timely, noting that 
the range of readers prepared to read popular books on 
mathematics has been rapidly decreasing over recent 
decades and we should respond in some way to this sad 
tendency. One of the purposes of the book is to show that 
mathematics is not an isolated science but an essential 
(although sometimes hidden) part of many important 
phenomena and objects of the world. The illustrations 
presented and the Russian website http://book.etudes.ru 
give an idea of the topics collected in the book.

Why did we decide to return to the classical format 
of a book after working for over 10 years on the creation 
of multimedia presentations of mathematical topics? The 
main reason is that all the Laboratory materials were de-
signed for a thinking person and it is much more conven-
ient to think while reading a book rather than clinging to 
the monitor screen.

There is another psychological advantage of a book 
compared to multimedia and interactive sites: a reader, 
looking through the contents of the book, gets an imme-
diate idea of   the book as a whole. 

And finally, to illustrate one more reason for the evo-
lution from multimedia to a book, one could say that the 
difference between a website and a book is the same as 
the difference between a young and a vintage wine. The 
contents of a book (and the authors themselves) need to 
mature before a decent publication. 

In Russia, “Mathematical Essence” has become very 
popular and has won a prestigious prize for popular sci-
entific literature. We hope that the potential translation 
of the book into other languages   will expand the circle 
of its readers.

Computer tomography
(by A. G. Sergeev).

Geometric crystallography  
(by N. P. Dolbilin).

Kidney stone treatment (opti-
cal properties of an ellipse).

Sound wave propagation 
(by M. V. Feigin).

Parabolic antenna (optical properties of a parabola).

The musical scale (geometric progression).

Railway wheel sets (properties of a cone).
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“Mathematical Etudes”
More than 60 movies on different topics in pure and 
applied mathematics have been created throughout 13 
years of the main Laboratory project “Mathematical 
Etudes” (http://etudes.ru). Some of the movies are based 
on purely mathematical ideas; the others deal with its ap-
plications to technology and engineering. There are also 
movies that describe the historical context of a discovery 
and present the scientists and engineers who made cru-
cial contributions. Each movie is accompanied by a short 
popular description of the problem and appropriate ref-
erences and links. The main goal is to attract viewers to 
mathematics, to show its intrinsic beauty and present 
ideas for a deeper understanding of the world.

This project differs from the other, more traditional 
forms of popularisation by the intensive use of modern 
tools in the presentation. The main tool is the use of 3D 
computer graphics, which has been chosen not only be-
cause it makes the mathematical ideas easier to under-
stand but also because it is much more attractive for to-
day’s young people.

Some highly experienced computer professionals 
have gathered together for this project: the 3D graph-
ics were produced by Mikhail Kalinichenko, and Roman 
Koksharov created the 2D graphics, as well as designing 
and programming the websites (not only for this project 
but also for our other projects).

Distance to the horizon (the Pythagorean theorem).

Volume of oranges (properties of the volume of a ball).

Kaleidoscope (reflection groups).

Cubist parquet (nets of the cube). And this is a net?! (the theory of 
nets of polyhedra).

Cycloid (the brahistohrone 
problem).

The folded rouble (V. I. Arnold’s 
problem).

Drilling of square holes (figures 
of constant width).

Lipkin inversor (how to draw a 
straight line with linkage).

A ladder to infinity (the diver-
gence of the harmonic series).

Contact numbers (the theory of 
coding).

The invisible (construction of 
invisible bodies).

With a single cut (cutting out an ar-
bitrary polygon with one incision).

The sandwich problem (the 
Bolzano–Cauchy theorem).

Angle trisection (the theory of 
linkages).
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“Mechanisms by Tchebyshev”
An extensive and important topic, designed as a sepa-
rate subproject, is “Mechanisms by Tchebyshev” (http://
tcheb.ru). All 33 planar linkage mechanisms devised by 
the great Russian mathematician P. L. Tchebyshev (or 
Chebyshev in modern writing), as well as various other 
mechanisms based on these, are demonstrated, explained 
and modelled using computer graphics. These devices in-
clude the world’s first walking machine (called a “planti-
grade” machine by Tchebyshev), a “sorting machine”, a 
“wheelchair” and a “paddling” mechanism.

Some of these devices and mechanisms are stored in 
the Polytechnical Museum of Moscow, the Museum of 
History of Saint Petersburg University, the Museum of 
Arts and Metiers of Paris and the Science Museum of 
London. By agreement with these museums, the Labora-
tory has created computer realisations of these mecha-
nisms based on precise measurements of the original 
models. Preserving the size of the models, as well as other 
details of the mechanisms, makes it possible to manufac-
ture (in principle) exact copies of Tchebyshev devices. 
Mechanisms that appeared to be lost have been recon-
structed according to archive documents.

The movies of the project demonstrate both how the 
mechanisms operate and where they originate from (i.e. 
their mathematical background). In particular, the idea 
of an approximation of a desired curve (a line segment, 
an arc of a circle, a full circle and so on) by a linkage 
curve played an important role in Tchebyshev’s discover-
ies. He started from a problem, posed by James Watt, of 
how to construct a linkage between the circular motion 
and the straight one. Tchebyshev, however, failed to find 
a precise solution of this problem and then started to de-
velop approximation theory. It is quite remarkable that 
this technical part of Tchebyshev’s activity resulted in 
the discovery of the celebrated Tchebyshev polynomials, 
thus initiating a completely new chapter in mathematics! 
We also hope that the Tchebyshev mechanisms project 
of our Lab will set a new standard of scientific internet-
museums.

We are happy to have a cupboard in our Lab that 
used to belong to Tchebyshev, decorated with Tcheby-
shev’s initials and his family’s coat of arms. We consider it 
a symbolic bridge between the era of Tchebyshev and the 
present time. However, it has not only symbolic meaning 
but also a quite realistic allocation. In his time, Tcheby-
shev used it to keep his mechanisms inside. Now, next to 
the cupboard, we exhibit some of the models described 
below.

Models
In various scientific museums around the world, one can 
see models demonstrating numerous physical, chemical 
and biological phenomena directly and in a natural way. 
However, it is much more difficult to present mathemati-
cal models in the same way due to the high level of ab-
straction of mathematics compared to the other natural 
sciences. 

This makes good mathematical models very signifi-
cant: they demonstrate the essence of mathematical con-
cepts or statements and they show viewers the hidden 
mathematical meaning via a series of impressions and 
sensations, both visual and memorable. 

With today’s low level of general mathematical edu-
cation in schools, a visual model and its accessible expla-
nation may help viewers open the gates to the fascinating 
world of genuine mathematics. 

  In our collection, we have gathered together some 
remarkable models made by a real master: Alexander 
Leshchynskyi. We use some of them in our on-site lec-
tures. Certainly, manipulation with models is a favour-
ite occupation of children and their parents visiting the 
Laboratory.

 Not surprisingly, these models also attract profession-
al mathematicians to the Lab. In particular, during the 
meeting of the Executive Committee of the European 
Mathematical Society held in Moscow, all the members 
of Executive Committee enjoyed the visit to the Lab. 

However, since the Laboratory can only accept a re-
stricted number of guests, we have organised the Models 
Section on the website of “Mathematical Etudes” (http://
etudes.ru/ru/models). In this section, we are also going Plantigrade machine. Sorting mechanism.

Wheelchair. Arithmometer, first model.

Cupboard of P. L. Tchebyshev.
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to create a complete electronic catalogue of mathemati-
cal models, i.e. bring together all available knowledge of 
such models including our own achievements. Each mod-
el should be illustrated by photos, instructions of how to 
construct these models and animated representations 
made using 3D computer graphics. Such animations are 
already themselves a good teaching tool. 

Naturally, our virtual collection should go beyond pure 
entertainment. Its aim is to help the visitor learn some-
thing new from mathematics, to explain mathematically 
what they see or read. The superficial comments are of-
ten the weakest point of modern interactive museums. We 
hope that the development of a public directory of mathe-
matical models will contribute to the appearance of visual 
aids in mathematical classrooms and interactive museums.

AppStore Apps
Mobile devices have become our everyday companions. 
This opens up new possibilities in mathematics for those 
who are still not involved, those for whom the traditional 
ways of teaching mathematics turned out to be ineffective. 
By developing applications for mobile devices, each user 
can become the owner of a permanent “mathematical 
sputnik” – an interlocutor and mentor. We will give sev-
eral examples of the Laboratory’s outcomes in this field.

In Russia, there is a classical book 1001 Problems for 
Oral Calculations that is well known among mathema-
ticians and mathematics educators. This collection of 
fascinating arithmetical problems was composed by the 
outstanding Russian teacher Sergei A. Rachinskii in the 
late 19th century. Rachinskii was a professor at Moscow 
University but left it to teach children in a rural school. 
One of Rachnskii’s former students, the Russian artist 
N. P. Bogdanov-Belsky, painted a rural classroom scene 
(this painting can now be found in the Moscow Tretya-
kov Gallery). It shows Rachinskii teaching the peasant 
students oral arithmetic. A problem is written on the 
blackboard: (10² + 11² + 12² + 13² + 14²) / 365. The peasant 
children are meant to compute the resulting quantity 
without pencil, paper or chalk.

The Laboratory has digitised “1001 Problems” and 
the interactive app for iPhone and iPad has been down-
loaded by more than 2,000,000 users of ru-Appstore. This 
is a significant number for the online store, which is on a 
much smaller scale than its American analogue. Such a 
great number of paper copies would obviously be impos-
sible in Russia – or indeed anywhere today.

There are several other ME applications (the pro-
gramming was done by Anton Fonarev and Mark Pervo-
vskiy) available in all regions of the appstore. The Cryp-
tarithms App is a set of mathematical puzzles containing 
numbers in which digits are substituted by characters. 
The problem is to replace the characters with digits in or-
der to obtain the correct answer. This is a rather popular 
entertainment in mathematical circles. The Four Colours 
app concerns the famous four colour theorem: here one 
can try to colour various given maps of different coun-
tries using only four colours. The Pythagoras App and 
Pythagoras HD App are puzzles where one tries to prove 
the Pythagoras theorem.

The Classroom and Beyond
All the movies are available for free on the “Mathemati-
cal Etudes” website. Some of them are translated into 
Italian, French and English. Others are still waiting to 
be translated (though one can try to use the automatic 
translator). The site is visited by more than 15,000 users 
daily. It is also the entry point to the other Lab projects 
described above. Different parts of our projects have 
been demonstrated in more than 700 popular science lec-
tures for school pupils, teachers and university students 
in different regions of Russia. A standard talk lasts two 
hours. However, the attending schoolchildren very often 
ask for an additional class lesson to accompany this lec-
ture. (We all know that maths lessons in school are usu-
ally considered the most hard and least understandable!) 
The Laboratory quite regularly conducts maths lectures 
on Russian TV based on the Lab products.

Mathematics school teachers in Russia widely use 
materials of our projects in their classes, as well as in 
their additional class lessons, in maths circles, at popular-
science conferences for school pupils and so on.

Though our Lab projects are mainly directed at school 
pupils, teachers, university students and educators, our 

1001 Problems for Oral Calculations.

Cryptarithms.

Pythagoras HD.

Four Colours.
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experience has shown that even professional mathemati-
cians and other scientists express their interest in the con-
tent of projects made in the Laboratory of Popularisation 
and Promotion of Mathematics of the Steklov Mathemat-
ical Institute. We are trying our best to support communi-
cation with all visitors to the “Mathematical Etudes” site. 
We hope that no visitor to this site will be disappointed.

Nikolai Andreev [andreev@etudes.ru] 
heads the Laboratory of Popularisation 
and Promotion of Mathematics at the Stek-
lov Mathematical Institute of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences (RAS) in Moscow. 
He received his degree in mathematics at the 
Mechanics and Mathematics Department of 

the Lomonosov Moscow State University and has worked 
at the Steklov Institute since 2000. His interests involve ap-
proximation theory, coding theory, mathematics populari-
sation and teaching.

Nikolai Dolbilin [dolbilin@mi.ras.ru] re-
ceived his PhD in mathematics under B. N. 
Delaunay from the Steklov Mathematical 
Institute in Moscow and has worked there 
since 1969.  He is also a professor of math-
ematics at Moscow State University. His in-

terests involve geometry (tilings and Delaunay sets, crys-
tallographic groups, quasicrystalline structures, the theory 
of polytopes, including parallelohedra), the Ising model, 
mathematics popularisation and teaching.

Sergei Konovalov [serk@mi.ras.ru] is a sen-
ior scientific researcher at the Laboratory 
of the Steklov Mathematical Institute and 
an associate professor in higher mathemat-
ics at the Moscow Institute of Physics and 
Technology. He is a member of the edito-
rial board of “Kvant”, the popular-science 

journal for scholars and students. His scientific interests 
include function theory, Lie group analysis of differential 
equations and the history of mathematics. His hobbies in-
clude chess and tennis.

Nikita Panyunin [panyunin@mi.ras.ru] re-
ceived his degree in mathematics at the Me-
chanics and Mathematics Department of 
the Lomonosov Moscow State University. 
From 2006 to 2010, he worked at the Scien-
tific Research Institute for System Studies of 
the RAS. Since then, he has worked at the 

Laboratory of the Steklov Mathematical Institute. In his 
spare time, he enjoys skiing, running, backpacking trips 
and playing piano.
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Find and Advertise Jobs for  
Mathematicians at MathHire.org
Daniel Lütgehetmann and Sebastian Meinert (both Freie Universität Berlin, Germany)

The World Wide Web now hosts a new website for jobs 
for mathematicians, launched earlier this year at Math-
Hire.org. In collaboration with professors, graduate stu-
dents and university administrations, a new tool has been 
designed, programmed and tested that smoothly con-
nects employers and jobseekers in mathematics.

We knew about ‘mathjobs’ offered by the AMS and 
other existing websites but we wanted to give the con-
cept a complete overhaul and significantly improve the 
user experience. After months of hard work, we are con-
vinced that MathHire leaves little to be desired: job list-
ings are published in quick time, the job search is highly 
intuitive and the platform is finely crafted with attention 
to detail.

In the current phase, we are primarily focusing on the 
European market but if the tool is well received, we will 
strive to expand our services.

Universities and research institutions may publish 
advertising-only job listings free of charge but the sys-
tem delivers its full strength to employers who accept 
applications through MathHire.org for a fee. Employers 
then benefit from a sophisticated web interface to review 
and evaluate received applications (see https://mathhire.
org/showcase). Letters of recommendation are confiden-
tially managed through MathHire. And last but not least, 
employers may establish a digital hiring committee and 

grant colleagues the right to review and evaluate applica-
tions in teams.

After initial test runs 
and collaboration on cen-
tral features of the plat-
form, the EMS has signed 
a cooperation agreement 
with MathHire to help the 
new website to grow. As 
part of the cooperation, 
the institutional members 
of the EMS receive one 
free listing per year and a 

20% discount on every paid listing thereafter. In order 
to claim these benefits, representatives are asked to visit 
https://mathhire.org/ems and follow the instructions.

Daniel Lütgehetmann [daniel@mathhire.
org] is a graduate student in mathematics 
at Freie Universität Berlin. He is studying 
Teichmüller spaces under the supervision of 
Holger Reich.

Sebastian Meinert [sebastian@mathhire.
org] studied mathematics at Freie Univer-
sität Berlin, where he received his PhD in 
2014. He studied deformation spaces of 
trees, also under the supervision of Holger 
Reich.
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ICMI Column
Jean-Luc Dorier (University of Geneva, Switzerland)

Renewal of the ICMI Executive Committee
The new ICMI Executive Committee was elected during 
the ICMI General Assembly, which took place on 24 July 
just before ICME 13 in Hamburg (Germany). 

This new committee (below) will be in service from 
1 January 2017 for four years.

President: Jill Adler (South Africa)
Vice-Presidents: Merrylin Goos (Australia)
 Luis Radford (Canada)
Secretary General:  Abraham Arcavi (Israel)
Members-at-large:  Xu Binyan (China)
 Jean-Luc Dorier (Switzerland)
 Zahra Gooya (Iran)
 Anita Rampal (India)
 Yuriko Yamamoto Baldin (Brazil)

Moreover, the Ex-President of the ICMI Ferdinando 
Arzarello (Italy), as well as IMU President Shigefumi 
Mori (Japan) and Secretary Helge Holden (Norway), are 
members ex-officio.

Alicia Dickenstein (Argentina), Vice-President of the 
IMU, is the liaison for the ICMI.

13th International Congress on Mathematical 
Education in Hamburg – the biggest ICME so far
About 3,500 participants from 105 countries participat-
ed in the 13th International Congress on Mathematical 
Education, which took place 24–31 July 2016 at the Uni-
versity of Hamburg and the Hamburg Congress Centre, 
making it the biggest congress in world congress series so 
far. ICME-13 was hosted by the Society of Didactics of 
Mathematics (Gesellschaft für Didaktik der Mathema-
tik – GDM) and took place under the auspices of the 
International Commission on Mathematical Instruction 
(ICMI). The German community is the first international 
mathematics educational community to host an ICME 
more than once; as early as 1976, the Third International 
Congress took place in Karlsruhe (Germany). For this 
special event, a thematic afternoon took place devoted 
to describing development over the last 40 years with a 
European and historical perspective. The presentations 
focused on European didactic traditions, German-speak-
ing traditions in mathematics education research and the 
legacy of Felix Klein. 

At the opening ceremony, awards of the ICMI were 
presented to Michèle Artigue and Alan Bishop (Felix-
Klein award), Jill Adler and Frederick Leung (Hans-
Freudenthal award) and Hugh Burkhardt and Malcolm 
Swan (Emma-Castelnuovo award). 

The heart of the congress took the form of 54 topic 
study groups, devoted to major themes of mathematics 
education, in which about 745 presentations were given. 

In attached oral communications, around 931 shorter pa-
pers were presented, complemented by 533 posters pre-
sented in two sessions. A large variety of other activities 
also took place, such as two plenary panels, four plenary 
lectures and 64 invited lectures. Initiated by congress par-
ticipants, 38 discussion groups and 42 workshops were of-
fered. Reflecting specific ICMI traditions, five ICMI sur-
vey teams described the state-of-the-art on their themes 
and three ICMI studies were also presented, in addition 
to six national presentations.

About 230 scholars from less affluent countries were 
supported by solidarity grants, making up a considerable 
proportion of the congress budget. 

In addition, special activities for teachers held in Ger-
man were attended by 250 teachers from all over Ger-
many, despite the school vacation having already begun.  
Before the congress, an Early Career Researcher Day 
was offered, tackling specific themes for this group. A 
large number of early career researchers (450) partici-
pated in this congress, which made it a particular asset 
for ICME-13.  

ICME-13 was clouded by the dramatic political 
events in Turkey; out of 100 registered participants, only 
17 could come. However, about 45 were able to give their 
presentations via video and nine posters were presented. 
At the closing ceremony, the congress participants ex-
pressed their solidarity with the mathematics educators 
in Turkey by adopting a solidarity address.
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ERME Topic Conference: 
Mathematics Teaching, Resources and 
Teacher Professional Development
5–7 October 2016, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany

Stefan Zehetmeier (University of Klagenfurt, Austria), Bettina Rösken-Winter (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, 
Germany, Despina Potari (National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece) and Miguel Ribeiro (Campinas 
State University (UNICAMP), Campinas, Brazil)

Mathematics teaching and mathematics teacher profes-
sional development are areas where research has in-
creased substantially in the last years. For the last ERME 
conferences, a large number of proposals was related to 
this research area (e.g., three topic groups were formed at 
CERME9 in 2015: TWG18 on mathematics teacher edu-
cation; TWG19 on mathematics teaching; and TWG20 on 
resources for teaching). 

In this ongoing field of research, many issues need 
further investigation. We need to better understand the 
underlying characteristics of mathematics teacher edu-
cation and the professional development contexts that 
have a positive impact on teachers’ professional learning, 
even with respect to sustainability. Also, further discus-
sion and research are needed on how to link research 
findings and how to bridge theoretical and methodologi-
cal approaches to mathematics teacher pre-service and 
in-service education.

Studying mathematics teaching goes beyond teach-
ers’ classroom behavior. It encompasses teachers’ ac-
tions and meaning-making as these relate to instruction. 
This includes, amongst others, task selection and design, 
classroom communication and assessment as well as the 
interplay between goals and actions as classroom inter-
actions unfold in the context of broader institutional, 
educational, and social settings. A central question for 
investigation is what kind of methodological and theo-
retical tools are necessary to address this complexity.

In terms of resources, the focus of research for the 
last decades has been on teachers’ beliefs and knowl-
edge. More recently, teachers’ identity, tasks, and teach-
ing resources have received attention. Moreover, math-
ematics teacher educators’ knowledge and development 
has been an emerging field. Aiming at achieving a bet-
ter understanding, characterizing and/or evaluating the 
content of teachers’ knowledge, several theoretical and 
methodological frameworks have been developed and 
discussed. Yet, further discussion seems to be needed 
in order to better describe the content of such knowl-
edge, its relationships with (and influence on) teachers’ 
beliefs, goals and identity as well as with mathematics 
teaching.  

These three strands (mathematics teacher education, 
teaching and resources) are far from being disconnect-

ed. The ERME Topic conference “Mathematics Teach-
ing, Resources and Teacher Professional Development” 
(5–7 October 2016, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, 
Germany) served as a platform for investigating in what 
ways these strands are linked – as regards research ques-
tions, methodologies and theoretical perspectives. The 
International Programme Committee was chaired by 
Stefan Zehetmeier (Austria), Miguel Ribeiro (Brazil), 
Bettina Rösken-Winter (Germany), and Despina Potari 
(Greece). 

The conference focused on exchanging participants’ 
knowledge and experiences, and on networking between 
scholars from different countries and cultures. In sum 69 
scholars (60 from Europe) from 16 countries (12 from 
 Europe) participated in this conference and submitted 37 
papers and 14 posters. All submissions were peer-reviewed 
and a selection was made according to the quality of the 
work and the potential to contribute to the conference 
themes. Finally, 27 papers and 12 posters were accepted to 
be presented at the conference. Pre-conference proceed-
ings were published online on the conference website 
(https://www.hu-berlin.de/de/einrichtungen-organisation/ 
wissenschaftliche-einrichtungen/zentralinstitute/pse/erme/ 
erme-topic-conference). A selection of extended papers 
will be published within the ERME book series. 

Stefan Zehetmeier is an associate professor 
at the University of Klagenfurt (Austria). 
His research interests include teacher edu-
cation, school development, evaluation and 
impact analysis of teacher professional de-
velopment programmes. 

Bettina Rösken-Winter is a professor for De-
sign-Based Research and Mathematics Edu-
cation at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin 
(Germany). Her main research interests are 
related to developing and evaluating courses 
to support and enhance mathematics teach-
ers’ continuous professional development.
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Faculty of Mathematics 
National Research University Higher 
School of Economics 
Sergei Lando and Vladlen Timorin (both NRU HSE, Moscow, Russia)

Despina Potari is a professor in mathemat-
ics education at the University of Athens 
(Greece). Her main research interests have 
been on the development of mathematics 
teaching and learning and teacher devel-
opment at different educational levels. Her 
current research focus is on the research-

practice relation and on the role of different contexts and 
tools in classroom and PD settings.

Established in 2008, the Faculty of Mathematics at the 
National Research University Higher School of Eco-
nomics (FM HSE) has gained considerable international 
reputation in mathematics and mathematical education. 
Not only our faculty members but also our students and 
graduates are starting to become recognised internation-
ally.

In July 2016, the FM HSE moved to a new building in 
a quiet street not far from Moscow city centre. The new 
location has three times as much area as the previous one 
and we finally have room for off-curriculum activities for 
students.

Research and Teaching
The National Research University Higher School of Eco-
nomics (HSE)1 is a national leader in economic and social 
sciences. This was the original intention of the founders 
back in 1992. However, the university’s ambitions extend-
ed much further; HSE transformed into a classical (com-
prehensive) university and has, in fact, outgrown its name. 
In 2007, the HSE administration suggested that the Inde-
pendent University of Moscow2 [2] (a non-government, 
open educational organisation aimed at training profes-
sional mathematicians) should help create a world-level 
department of mathematics. And so it happened, with 
students majoring in fundamental mathematics entering 
the HSE in 2008. As of now, we are called the Faculty of 
Mathematics (despite our smaller size, we have the same 
status as the Faculty of Humanities and the Faculty of 
Social Sciences). The FM HSE now includes two inter-
national research units and three joint departments with 
the Russian Academy of Science. Alongside about 380 
students, we have about 150 professors and research fel-

lows and we offer educational programmes at all levels 
(BSc, MSc and PhD). The concentration of talented and 
highly motivated students is arguably the highest among 
all Russian programmes in fundamental mathematics. 
More than a half of our undergraduates are winners of 
prestigious contests for high school students, including 
the International Mathematical Olympiad. 

In its teaching practices, the Faculty of Mathemat-
ics attributes weight to individual interactions between 
professors and students. There are two mechanisms to 
keep this interaction active: the so-called “mathematical 
practicum” (students individually discuss their solutions 
of special assignments with faculty members and teach-
ing assistants) and coursework (preparation of term pa-
pers) during every year of study. The first two years of the 
4-year Bachelor of Science programme consist mostly of 
core courses, whilst the last two years are spent accord-
ing to individual learning trajectories. Our students are 
engaged in actual research projects and some of them 
produce publishable results. 

Miguel Ribeiro concluded his PhD with 
a research focusing on teachers’ knowl-
edge, beliefs and mathematical goals. His 
research interests include kindergarten to 
secondary mathematics teachers specialized 
knowledge and teacher trainers specialized 
knowledge.

The new building of the FM HSE.

1 https://www.hse.ru/en/
2 http://ium.mccme.ru/english/index.html
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Except for the initial composition of the faculty, all 
faculty members have been hired from around the world; 
active researchers from many different countries com-
pete for positions at the HSE. Fourteen faculty members 
have been invited speakers at International Congresses 
of Mathematicians, including three plenary speakers. At 
ICM 2014 (Seoul, Korea), there were only four invited 
session speakers from Russia and three of them are af-
filiated with the FM HSE or associated laboratories: Al-
exander Kuznetsov (Algebraic and Complex Geometry 
session), Grigori Olshanski (Combinatorics session) and 
Misha Verbitsky (Algebraic and Complex Geometry ses-
sion).

Partners
The FM HSE collaborates with leading research insti-
tutes of the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS) through 
joint departments. These provide an interface between 
researchers of the RAS and students of the HSE (for 
project and thesis supervision, special topic courses and 
seminars). We have joint departments with the Steklov 
Mathematical Institute (headed by Victor Vassiliev), the 
Kharkevich Institute for Information Transmission Prob-
lems (headed by Alexander Krasnoselskii) and the Leb-
edev Physics Institute (headed by Andrei Marshakov).

Two research units, the so-called international labora-
tories, are associated with the Faculty of Mathematics. In-
ternational laboratories unite researchers from the HSE 
with international researchers holding principal affilia-
tions at different universities in different countries. Our 
best students also work in the laboratories as research 
assistants. The Laboratory of Algebraic Geometry and 
its Applications3 was created in 2010 as a centre of ex-
cellence, funded by a mega-grant from the Russian Fed-
eration Government. It is headed by Fedor Bogomolov 
(Courant Institute) and it continues its operation as an 
international laboratory funded by the university. The 
Laboratory of Representation Theory and Mathemati-
cal Physics4, headed by Andrei Okounkov (University of 
Columbia, Fields Medal winner in 2006), was created in 

2015. Both laboratories invite visitors and organise semi-
nars, conferences and summer schools. 

Among international partners of the FM HSE are the 
Universities of Kyoto, Tokyo, Leiden, Nantes and Lux-
emburg, as well as the “Grande Écoles” in Paris. We have 
regular student and faculty exchanges with these uni-
versities and a number of additional cooperative agree-
ments are being negotiated.

International Advisory Board
The International Advisory Board5 of the FM HSE con-
sists of leading external experts in mathematics and the 
ex-officio membership of the Dean. The board evaluates 
the overall performance of the faculty and provides rec-
ommendations for the HSE administration. Until 2015, 
the external members of the board included Stanislav 
Smirnov (Head), Sergei Fomin, Pierre Deligne, Tetsuji 
Miwa and Andrei Okounkov. In 2015, Okounkov be-
came a faculty member and Nikita Nekrasov took his 
place on the board.

In 2012, the FM HSE filed the first report to the In-
ternational Advisory Board. The members of the board 
studied the report, visited the HSE and had long talks 
with the students, the professors and the administration. 
This resulted in the report of the board to the HSE ad-
ministration. The main conclusions of the board were:

- The Bachelor’s programme is on a par with the world’s 
best Bachelor’s programmes.

- Research at the FM HSE is on a level with the top 100 
mathematics departments in the world.

- The postgraduate programmes (MSc and PhD) are 
subject to further improvement that would allow them 
to reach the level of the Bachelor’s programme.

As a by-product of the advisory board visits, HSE stu-
dents have a remarkable opportunity not only to attend 
lectures by Fields Medallists but also to directly commu-
nicate with them. In April 2016, the second faculty report 
was sent to the International Advisory Board.

Cooperation with the IUM
Being an offspring of the Independent University of 
Moscow (IUM), the Faculty of Mathematics retains a 

3 https://ag.hse.ru/en/
4 https://mf.hse.ru/en/
5 https://math.hse.ru/en/experts

Sergei Fomin giving a lecture at HSE. Robin Hartshorne giving a lecture at HSE.
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tight connection with it. Several projects initiated by the 
IUM are continuing jointly with the HSE, the Moscow 
Mathematical Journal and the Math in Moscow pro-
gramme (MiM) among them.

The Moscow Mathematical Journal 6 (MMJ) was 
founded in 2000; as of 2014, it was the leading Russian 
journal in terms of Scopus SJR (the highest rank achiev-
able amongst all Russian journals and not just mathemat-
ical ones). The MMJ is published in English and has an 
international editorial board. The journal is distributed 
by the American Mathematical Society.

The Math in Moscow programme7 is aimed at inter-
national students getting in touch with the best traditions 
of the Moscow mathematical school. MiM is a fee-paying 
programme. Its participants mostly come from North 
American universities. Recently, there have also been 
a number of students from China. Credit points of the 

MiM are transferable. The US National Science Foun-
dation, as well as the Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada, offer several stipends each 
year to cover participation by US and Canadian students 
in the MiM.

Sergei Lando [lando@hse.ru] is a professor 
of mathematics; he was the first Dean of the 
FM HSE, 2008–2015.

Vladlen Timorin [vtimorin@hse.ru] is a 
professor of mathematics; he has been the 
Dean of the FM HSE since April 2015.

6 http://www.ams.org/distribution/mmj/
7 https://math.hse.ru/en/MiM-en

Research in University Mathematics 
Education: The khdm 
Rolf Biehler (Universität Paderborn, Germany), Reinhard Hochmuth (Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany), 
Hans-Georg Rück (Universität Kassel, Germany), Robin Göller (Universität Kassel, Germany), Axel Hoppenbrock 
(Universität Paderborn, Germany), Michael Liebendörfer (Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany) and Juliane 
Püschl (Universität Paderborn, Germany)

The khdm1 (German Centre for Higher Mathematics Ed-
ucation) was founded in 2010. In 2010, there had been a 
call Bologna – Zukunft der Lehre (future of teaching) by 
the German foundations VolkswagenStiftung and Stiftung 
Mercator that intended to provide financial support for 
projects aiming to optimise teaching and learning at tradi-
tional universities and universities for applied sciences. The 
proposal of the khdm was among the few successful ones. It 
was submitted by the Universities of Paderborn and Kas-
sel with Rolf Biehler and Reinhard Hochmuth responsi-
ble. Together with Hans-Georg Rück from the University 
of Kassel, they form the current board of managing direc-
tors. After an intermediate period, where the University of 
Lüneburg joined the khdm, the khdm is now about to get 
the University of Hanover as a third partner university. The 
financial support by the foundations ended in 2015 but the 
centre will continue to operate with financial support from 
the three universities and further third party grants.

The main objective of the khdm is the realisation of 
research and development projects in cooperation with 
mathematicians and mathematics educators. Altogether, 
15 professors from Kassel, Paderborn and Hanover work 
together with about 15 research assistants, most of whom 
are PhD students. 

The starting point was a network of projects that were 
strongly focused on specific needs in various courses of 
study: the education of primary and lower secondary 
school mathematics teachers, mathematics majors and 
future high school teachers (Gymnasium), economists 
and engineers. Further projects focused on e-learning is-
sues, in particular in the context of the secondary-tertiary 
transition. These five domains correspond to five work-
ing groups established within the khdm. 

In order to give an insight into the research carried 
out by the khdm, we will describe two projects in more 
detail.

A first example is a cooperation project between math-
ematicians and mathematics educators. At the University 
of Kassel, this cooperation has led to a modification of 
the first year curriculum of mathematics majors, including 
a newly established course that focuses on mathematical 
thinking and working styles. In addition, the project f-f-u2 
(integration of mathematics and mathematics education 
at university), led by Andreas Eichler, Maria Specovius-
Neugebauer and Hans-Georg Rück, develops teacher ori-
ented exercises for these courses that are appropriate to 
illustrate connections between mathematics at university 

1 Kompetenzzentrum Hochschuldidaktik Mathematik.

2 Vernetzung fachwissenschaftlichen, fachdidaktischen und 
unterrichtspraktischen Wissens im Bereich Mathematik.
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level and school mathematics. These exercises should en-
courage teacher students to learn university mathematics 
with more engagement and motivation because they will 
better see its benefits for their future teaching. It is part 
of a larger project named PRONET 3 (professionalisa-
tion through interconnection) at the University of Kassel, 
funded by the BMBF (the German Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research). 

A second example is a project carried out in coopera-
tion with 14 other universities, the WiGeMath4 project, 
which is a BMBF-financed joint project of the Universities 
of Hanover and Paderborn, led by Rolf Biehler, Reinhard 
Hochmuth and Niclas Schaper and running from 2015 to 
2018 (Colberg et al., 2016). It evaluates different types 
of projects for supporting students in university math-
ematics, including bridging courses, mathematics support 
centres, redesigned lectures and support measures ac-
companying regular courses (e.g. special tutorials or the 
provision of online learning material) in programmes for 
secondary school mathematics teachers as well as regu-
lar mathematics and engineering programmes. One part 
of the evaluation uses a programme evaluation approach 
(Chen, 1994) that aims at reconstructing and evaluating 
goals, measures and their boundary conditions from the 
point of view of the involved protagonists. Moreover, 
some of the intended effects of the projects are investi-
gated by control group designs that follow a quantitative 
empirical research paradigm.

Whereas these projects concentrate on innovations in 
whole courses and effects on the participants of courses, 
a considerable number of PhD students carry out their 
research within the khdm. Many of them study student 
learning processes related to specific topics such as con-
vergence of sequences, derivatives, the vector concept 
and vector spaces, as well as mathematical activities such 
as proving and problem solving. Moreover, research on 
fostering student motivation, interest and learning strat-
egies are the focus of other PhD projects.

Besides doing research and developing teaching, one 
major task of the khdm is to provide specific benefits and 
services for its home universities. Firstly, the khdm pro-
vides a natural context for interdisciplinary and collabo-
rative research studies within and across our universities. 
Secondly, for the PhD students, it provides professional 
development on research methods and design, as well as 
regular forums for the exchange of practical experience 
and results of their research. Beyond that, there are also 
more personal exchanges on individual development 
processes, such as starting as a mathematician with some 
interest in teaching and becoming a researcher in higher 
mathematics education. In addition, the khdm provides 
some service and advisory competence for teaching 
mathematics at our home universities. Rather important 
is that the khdm builds a critical mass for applying and 
getting external funding through grants. 

Last but not least, the khdm is an actor in the Euro-
pean research community that has recently developed. 
The khdm organised a workshop at the Oberwolfach 
Research Institute for Mathematics (MFO Mathema-
tisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach) in December 
2014 under the title “Mathematics in Undergraduate 
Study Programs: Challenges for Research and for the 
Dialogue between Mathematics and Didactics of Math-
ematics” (Biehler et al., 2014). Another conference or-
ganised by the khdm was the international conference 
on “Didactics of Mathematics in Higher Education as a 
Scientific Discipline” in Schloss Herrenhausen, Hanover, 
in November 2015 (Göller et al., in press). Moreover, we 
are planning common activities with our colleagues from 
England, France, Norway, Denmark, Spain and other 
countries in the context of INDRUM, the International 
Network for Didactic Research in University Mathemat-
ics (indrum2016.sciencesconf.org).

Since its beginning, the khdm has been critically and 
constructively accompanied by an international scientific 
board, consisting of Tommy Dreyfus, Willibald Dörfler, 
Daniel Grieser, Lisa Hefendehl-Hebeker (chair), Holger 
Horz, Jürg Kramer and Johannes Wildt. 

More information can also be found at the website 
http://www.khdm.de/en/.
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studied mathematics. Rolf Biehler is a professor of didactics 
of mathematics at the University of Paderborn, previously 
in Kassel. Reinhard Hochmuth has been a professor of di-
dactics of mathematics at the University of Hanover since 
2014 and was a professor of mathematics at the Universi-
ties of Lüneburg and Kassel before. Hans-Georg Rück is a 
professor of mathematics at the University of Kassel. Robin 
Göller, Axel Hoppenbrock, Michael Liebendörfer and Ju-
liane Püschl are researchers at the khdm doing their PhDs 
but working at the same time on the management team of 
the kdhm. Robin, Michael and Juliane joined the khdm af-
ter having finished their diplomas or state examinations in 
mathematics. Axel had been teaching mathematics at school 
level for several years before he joined the khdm.
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enable combined search of metadata and formulae in zb-
MATH two years ago, which allows for refining formula 
search results by terms or subjects.

The main remaining challenge to improve formula 
search is digitisation. Since LaTeX is required, the search 
was initially restricted to zbMATH reviews and abstracts 
that are available in this format. The situation for full 
texts is worse: Even articles of the last decades are usu-
ally only available as pdf (older just as scans). Though 
some approaches for LaTeX conversion exist6,7, the re-
sults often lack the precision required for seamless for-
mula indexing. Publishers could provide a tremendous 
support for math retrieval by making LaTeX sources or 
derived XML data available. 

Fortunately, this is already the case for the arXiv. The 
recent indexing of about 120,000 arXiv full text links8 
within the zbMATH database enabled us to extend the 
formula search considerably. Even this small fraction of 
the 3.7 million zbMATH documents pushed the number 
of indexed formulae to more than 100 million. It is inter-
esting to note that for a sample of frequent formulae, the 
number of search results increased only by an average 
of 30%, indicating that relevant formulae are frequently 
mentioned in the reviews. On the other hand, there is 
now a long tail of rare expressions available for search-
ing which did not show up in the corpus before.  

An interesting aspect of the zbMATH user survey 
conducting during this year’s ECM9 was that formula 
search is among the least frequently used though poten-
tially most promising future features of zbMATH. This 
discrepancy is not surprising: the first reaction of most 
mathematicians encouraged to test formula search is 
that they believe such a system could not work yet. Tak-
ing the mentioned obstacles into account, there may be 
some justification for this; however, the progress made 
during the last years has surpassed our expectations, so 
we believe it is worth to stay up-to-date with this feature 
and experiment from time to time by searching for your 
favourite formula.  

For the authors’ CVs and photos we refer to the zbMATH 
column of the EMS Newsletter No. 99 by the same authors.

Full Text Formula Search in zbMATH
Fabian Müller and Olaf Teschke (FIZ Karlsruhe, Berlin, Germany)

Three years ago, formula search has been introduced in 
zbMATH 1. Formula retrieval is based on three ingredi-
ents: digitisation, content extraction, and a math-aware 
search engine. Our aim is to give an update on its status 
and developments.

The search uses the MathWebSearch engine 2 de-
veloped by the KWARC group 3 at Jacobs University 
Bremen, which leverages a technique called substitution 
tree indexing 4. This method enables high-performance 
structural searching in a large corpus of formulae us-
ing query expressions that may contain free variables or 
placeholders. The latter are denoted by a leading ques-
tion mark and will match arbitrary subexpressions of any 
complexity. When occurring multiple times in the input 
query, they will be substituted with the same concrete ex-
pression for each occurrence. Thus a query like “-?a \leq 
?b \leq ?a” would match the formula “−a ≤ f(u) ≤ a”, 
but not “0 ≤ x ≤ 1”. 

In order to be indexed, a LaTeX document must first 
be converted to MathML, which is handled by the La-
TeXML converter developed by Bruce Miller at NIST5. 
After conversion, the formulae contained in each docu-
ment are extracted by the indexing engine and can then 
be retrieved using an XML-based query syntax. The for-
mula search interface features an interactive preview 
converting the user’s LaTeX input on-the-fly to MathML 
that is then displayed in the browser.

As outlined in1, the resulting indexes are quite huge, 
and processing the vast amount of zbMATH formulae 
requires considerable resources. Hence, it has been a 
non-trivial (though hidden) achievement to transform 
the project prototype into a sustained feature that is 
now updated daily along with the ever-growing inflow of 
documents. Likewise, the integration of new versions of 
LaTeXML went certainly unnoticed, though Bruce Mill-
er’s efforts have significantly improved on capturing un-
derlying semantics supporting a more precise retrieval. 
However, the difficult challenge of extracting semantic 
content from LaTeX information still remains unsolved: 
E.g., searching for ?a^?n + ?b^?n=?c^?n may produce 
results involving Diophantine equations,  a two-dimen-
sion eikonal equation, or norms fulfilling 1/p+1/q=1/r. 
Defining the domain of the variables would help, but this 
is currently not feasible; instead, the more pragmatic ap-
proach of specifying the mathematical area often serves 
the same purpose. Hence, it was a useful improvement to 

1 M. Kohlhase et al., Eur. Math. Soc. Newsl. 89, 56–58 (2013; 
Zbl 1310.68217).

2 https://github.com/KWARC/mws
3 https://kwarc.info/
4 P. Graf, “Substitution tree indexing”, Lect. Notes Comp. Sci. 

914, 117—131 (1995; doi:10.1007/3-540-59200-8_52)
5 http://dlmf.nist.gov/LaTeXML/

6 Infty, http://www.inftyproject.org/en/index.html
7 Maxtract, http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/groupings/rea-

soning/sdag/maxtract.php
8 see F. Müller and O. Teschke, Eur. Math. Soc. Newsl. 99, 55–56 

(2016; Zbl 1345.68267)
9 A detailed report will be given in the next column.
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Book Review

Dan Romik

The Surprising Mathematics
of Longest Increasing
Subsequences

Cambridge University Press, 2015
363 p.
ISBN 978-1-107-42882-9

Reviewer: Manjil Saikia

The Newsletter thanks zbMATH and Manjil Saikia for the
permission to republish this review, originally appeared as
Zbl 1345.05003.

The author has written a wonderful book, both in terms of the
subject matter and the style and presentation. Despite choos-
ing one question on which to base an entire book, the text
is never boring and is a very important addition to the lit-
erature in analytic combinatorics. The author states that the
book is set at about graduate level and graduate level prob-
ability theory is absolutely necessary to understand the con-
tents of the book. However, even with the recommended level
of knowledge, this book is not light reading. The way the top-
ics are introduced makes the job a bit easier for the reader,
with boxed information on some of the topics and references
for further or background study providing enough motivation
for the reader to continue on. A very nice feature is that the
author proves almost all of the results he needs to prove the
main theorem presented in each chapter. This makes the book
more self-contained than is the norm for this type of book.

The main point of interest in writing the book is the
famous Baik-Deift-Johansson theorem, which is the subject
matter of Chapter 2. The theme, as is evident from the title, is
longest increasing subsequences in a random permutation. If
σ is a permutation in S n then we denote by L(σ) the length
of the maximal increasing subsequence of σ. Similarly, D(σ)
denotes the length of the maximal decreasing subsequence of
σ. The object of interest is the quantity

�n =
1
n!

∑
σ∈S n

L(σ),

the average of L(σ) over all permutations of order n. The main
result discussed is the asymptotic behaviour of this quantity
as n grows large. S. Ulam [“Monte Carlo calculations in prob-
lems of mathematical physics”, in: Modern mathematics for
the engineer. 2nd series. New York, NY: McGraw Hill. 261–
281 (1961)] was the first to suggest studying the statistical dis-
tribution of maximal monotone subsequence lengths in ran-
dom permutations. This task was taken up by J. M. Hammer-
sley [in: Proc. 6th Berkeley Sympos. Math. Statist. Probab.,

Univ. Calif. 1970, 1, 345–394 (1972; Zbl 0236.00018)] and
hence the problem is referred to as the Ulam-Hammersley
problem in the book.

The final answer (or at least one form of the answer)
is presented in Chapter 2, which is the famous result of
J. Baik et al. [J. Am. Math. Soc. 12, No. 4, 1119–1178 (1999;
Zbl 0932.05001)].

For each n ≥ 1, let σn denote a uniformly random permu-
tation of order n. Then, for any x ∈ R, as n → ∞, we have
that

P

(
L(σn) − 2

√
n

n1/6 ≤ x
)
→ F2(x).

Here, F2(t) = det(I − A|L2(t,∞)) and A is the Airy kernel.
But, before that, in Chapter 1, the author proves the

first step toward the Ulam-Hammersley problem, namely
the following result, which was proved by A. M. Vershik
and S. V. Kerov [Sov. Math., Dokl. 18, 527–531 (1977;
Zbl 0406.05008); translation from Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR
233, 1024–1027 (1977); Funct. Anal. Appl. 19, 21–31 (1985);
translation from Funkts. Anal. Prilozh. 19, No. 1, 25–36
(1985; Zbl 0592.20015)] and independently by B. F. Lo-
gan and L. A. Shepp [Adv. Math. 26, 206–222 (1977;
Zbl 0363.62068)].

We have the limit
�n√

n
→ 2

as n → ∞. Also, for each n, if σn denotes a uniformly ran-
dom permutation in S n then L(σn)/

√
n → 2 in probability as

n→ ∞.
The distinguishing feature of this book and the range

and depth of subjects related to the problem are very
clear from the first chapter. Even to prove the result
of Vershik–Kerov and Logan–Shepp, we meet Poisson
point processes, the Robinson-Schensted algorithm (the full
Robinson–Schensted–Knuth algorithm also appears later in
the book), the hook-length formula, plancheral measures
(which is an integral part of the book) and limit shapes (pre-
sented in a nice way toward the end of the book). The tech-
niques that are used to prove auxilliary lemmas come from
calculus of variations, probability theory and a little bit of
fractional calculus. The author not only proves the result
mentioned above but even proves a limit shape theorem for
Plancheral-random Young diagrams, which is of independent
interest.

In the proof of the Baik–Deift–Johansson theorem, we get
to meet many different mathematical concepts, like the Tracy–
Wildom distribution, determinantal point processes and the
classical special function, and Bessel and Airy functions. The
book gets difficult at this point and we are given a crash course
on many different objects while obtaining the proof of the
main result. As in the first chapter, the author actually proves
a much stronger result than what is needed. This is a recur-
rent theme in the book and the reviewer feels that this is a

Book Reviews
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nice motivation for the reader to learn a bit more than what is
expected.

At this point, the reader may be a bit worried about what
the remaining three chapters cover if the main result has al-
ready been proved. But, as with a fine dinner, so also with
this book, the latter section (the reviewer here alludes to the
dessert) is as interesting if not more so than what was covered
in the first part.

Chapter 3 is devoted to a special class of permutations
called Erdős–Szekeres permutations. These are permutations
where the longest monotone subsequence is the shortest pos-
sible, thus demonstrating extremal cases. The name comes
from the celebrated theorem of Erdős and Szekeres, which is
also discussed in Chapter 1. The methods that were developed
in Chapter 1 now come in handy in this chapter as well. The
first two sections of this chapter are devoted to characterising
the permutations combinatorially. The rest of the chapter is
focused on limit shape theorems for random Erdős Szekeres
permutations and for random square Young tableaux. It is ad-
visable to read Chapter 1 before reading this chapter, to get a
sense of what the author is trying to accomplish. Sometimes if
one is not careful, it is easy to get lost and forget the main pur-
pose of all the hard work; this could particularly be the case
for non-experts in the field. The chapter ends with a short de-
scription of the so-called Arctic Circle phenomenon, which
appears when some results are interpreted by the asymptotic
behaviour of an interacting particle system. The Arctic Cir-
cle phenomenon for square Young tableau jump processes is
proved at the end of the chapter.

Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to corner growth processes
and their limit shapes (in Chapter 4) and distribution (in Chap-
ter 5). The corner growth process is a random walk on the
Young graph, which is defined by the rule that each new cell is
always added in a position chosen uniformly randomly among
the available places. This is a different type of random walk
than the one already considered in the first chapter of the
book, to which we did not allude earlier. The major focus in
Chapter 4 is a result of H. Rost [Z. Wahrscheinlichkeitstheor.
Verw. Geb. 58, 41–53 (1981; Zbl 0451.60097)] on the limit
shape for the corner growth process.

For a Young diagram λ = (λ1, . . . , λk), let setλ denote the
planar set associated with λ, defined as

setλ = ∪1≤ j≤k,1≤ j≤λi

(
[i − 1, i] × [ j − 1, j]

)
.

Let (λ(n))∞n=1 denote the corner growth process and define the

set ΛCG by

ΛCG =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2 : x, y ≥ 0,

√
x +
√

y ≤ 61/4
}
.

Then, for any 0 < ε < 1, as n→ ∞, we have that

P
(
(1 − ε)ΛCG ⊆

1
√

n
setλ(n) ⊆ (1 + ε)ΛCG

)
→ 1.

Whilst proving this theorem, we are led into interesting math-
ematics about Legendre transforms, last-passage percolation
and exclusion processes. Toward the end of the chapter, some
results on multicorner growth processes are also discussed.

In Chapter 5, the work of K. Johansson [Commun. Math.
Phys. 209, No. 2, 437–476 (2000; Zbl 0969.15008)] on a con-
nection between corner growth processes and longest increas-
ing subsequences in generalised permutations is considered.
This connection is studied via the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth
(RSK) algorithm and this connection might also assuage any
reader who was wondering what the corner growth process
has to do with the subject of the book. Whilst proving the
main theorem of this chapter, the RSK algorithm is discussed,
as well as semistandard Young tableaux and orthogonal poly-
nomials. Random matrix theory rears its head here and this
may be a good motivation for some readers (like the reviewer
himself) to learn a bit more in this area, which is finding an in-
creasing number of applications in mathematics and physics.

The book as a whole is a wonderful addition for special-
ists as well as motivated non-specialists. Although a thorough
background in probability theory is essential for understand-
ing the book, it should also be noted that the book is not for the
faint of heart. There are numerous exercises after each chap-
ter, which adds to some of the things discussed in the book.
The exercises are marked in order of difficulty with coffee
cups, ranging from one to five (five for research level prob-
lems). It should be noted that some of the problems would
probably require many more cups of coffee to solve than is
recommended by the author.

Manjil Saikia [manjil.saikia@univie.ac.at] is
a research fellow at the University of Vienna,
Austria. His research interests are in enumer-
ative and algebraic combinatorics. He runs a
website on mathematics (http://gonitsora.com)
focused on a student audience.
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This book will be of particular interest to historians 
of mathematics and computer science. Those who teach 
undergraduate history of mathematics and possibly eth-
nomathematics courses and who would like to supple-
ment their course with some episodes from the history of 
computer science will also find a wealth of material for 
student projects. For example, students may find it inter-
esting to learn about the Curta, a high quality mechanical 
calculator invented by Buchenwald concentration camp 
inmate Curt Herzstark as a possible gift for the Führer, 
or about the many forms of the slide rule, or abacus, and 
how they were used. This book contains detailed instruc-
tions about how the Curta actually worked.

As a non-expert reviewing this book, I found it both 
surprising and fascinating how many open questions 
there are even about relatively recent (twentieth cen-
tury) history. For example John Von Neumann’s 1945 pa-
per introducing Von Neumann architecture contains no 
reference to Alan Turing’s 1936 paper on the universal 
Turing machine. Was Von Neumann influenced by Turing 
or were these discoveries independent? Von Neumann 
was at the Institute for Advanced Study during the time 
Turing was at Princeton. With whom do the distinctions 
between control unit, ALU, memory, as well as input and 
output devices, originate? Prior to Von Neumann this 
had already been anticipated by Charles Babbage and 
Konrad Zuse. Who wrote the first computer program? 
Ada Lovelace was certainly the first woman programmer 
but whether she was the first programmer is in dispute 
among historians, some of whom argue it was Charles 
Babbage. In chapter 4, at least a dozen such open histori-
cal questions are mentioned.

One topic that I would have liked to have seen but 
which was omitted was a detailed description of Cheby-
shev’s calculating machine. But given the 818 pages as 
well as its stated focus on German lands, perhaps that 
was a reasonable omission. Chebyshev’s machine is men-
tioned and references are given.

This book is a must-have for anyone interested in the 
history of mathematics and computer science as well en-
gineering (especially mechanical and electrical), technol-
ogy and the history of science.

Steven Deckelman is a professor of mathe-
matics at the University of Wisconsin-Stout, 
where he has been since 1997. He received 
his Ph.D from the University of Wisconsin-
Madison in 1994 for a thesis in several com-
plex variables written under Patrick Ahern. 
Some of his interests include complex anal-
ysis, mathematical biology and the history 
of mathematics.

Herbert Bruderer

Meilensteine der Rechentech-
nik. Zur Geschichte der  
Mathematik und der Informatik

De Gruyter, 2015
XXXII, 818 p.
ISBN 978-3-11-037547-3

Reviewer: Steven Deckelman

This review originally appeared in MAA Reviews1 and is 
being published with permission of the Mathematical As-
sociation of America.

This impressive new book by Herbert Bruderer is an 
extensive in-depth scholarly history of mathematics and 
computer science with a focus on computing technology 
in German lands. Computing technology is defined in the 
most general sense. Under this definition can be included 
any tool that facilitates computation. This runs the gamut 
from tallying sticks and bones to fingers, pebble stones, 
pencil and paper, slide rules and to machines, including 
both mechanical, electronic and even quantum devices. 
Also, ideas (algorithms) relating to computation and 
the books that preserved and transmitted them are in-
cluded among these tools. For example, the Liber Abaci 
of Leonardo of Pisa as well as John Napier’s logarithms 
would be included.

As a work by a professional historian, the book poses 
questions, presents evidence (in the form of historical 
machines, documents, drawings and pictures) and pro-
poses interpretations as well as raises further research 
questions. Some of the historical questions include

What kind of device is it?
What was the origin of the device?
How old is the device?
How did the device work?
What technology was the device based on?
For whom and for what purpose was the device used?
How was the device discovered?

among others.
The book consists of 818 pages with 8 chapters along 

with an extensive 225 page multi-lingual biography ex-
ceeding 3000 entries, mostly from the German, French 
and English literature. It is very rich in detailed historical 
references. There are many pictures, tables and timelines. 
The book also includes new primary source material on 
recently discovered computing devices since 2009 and 
of new documents on the relationship between German 
computing pioneer Konrad Zuse and the ETH Zurich 
concerning Z4 and Ermeth (Elektronische Rechen-
maschine der ETH).

1 http://www.maa.org/press/maa-reviews/meilensteine-der- 
rechentechnik
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with an extension to geometries (Euclidean, hyperbolic 
and spherical) on surfaces. The readers learn how to glue 
boundaries of various objects together, to form not only 
surfaces but also three manifolds. The reader is intro-
duced to the concept of higher dimensions and how “life” 
would be in these potential shapes of universes, through 
fictive characters called “A. 3D-girl”, “A. Square” or “B. 
Triangle”. Much of the material and topics of this first 
part is motivated by the book by J. R. Weeks [The shape 
of space. 2nd, revised and expanded ed. New York, NY: 
Marcel Dekker (2002; Zbl 1030.57001)]. The second part 
of the book is an elementary introduction to knot theory 
with an emphasis on knot symmetries (chirality and in-
vertibility) and some knot invariants such as the Jones 
polynomial. The topics of knot theory introduced con-
centrate on topics that are needed in the third part of the 
book. This second part is the shortest of the three parts 
and is just enough to wet the readers’ appetite to study 
the field of knot theory. The last part – which aligns with 
Flapan’s own research – concentrates on applications of 
topology and geometry to molecular biology and chem-
istry. It discusses symmetries and geometrical, chemical 
and topological chirality of molecules. Techniques are 
explained how one can prove that a molecule is topologi-
cal chiral using techniques from knot theory and graph 
theory. Next a chapter is devoted to the topology and ge-
ometry of DNA molecules, covering topics such as the 
linking number, twist and writhe of a DNA molecule and 
how the tangle model can be used to analyze enzyme ac-
tion of site specific recombination experiments that cre-
ate DNA knots. The final chapter discusses the topology 
and geometry of proteins. In particular it explains what 
we mean by knots or Möbius ladders in proteins.

In summary, this is a wonderful introduction to geom-
etry and topology and their applications to the sciences. 
The book contains a unique collection of topics that might 
entice young readers to continue their academic careers 
by learning more about the world of mathematics.

Claus Ernst (claus.ernst@wku.edu) is a pro-
fessor at the Department of Mathematics 
at Western Kentucky University, Ky, USA. 
He received is PhD in mathematics in 1988 
(Florida State University). His research in-
terests are in knot theory, in particular ap-
plications of knot theory to the physical 
sciences. He became a Western Kentucky 
University Distinguished Professor in 2013.

Erica Flapan

Knots, Molecules, and the  
Universe. An Introduction to 
Topology

AMS, 2016
xvii, 386 p.
ISBN 978-1-4704-2535-7

Reviewer: Claus Ernst

The Newsletter thanks zbMATH and Claus Ernst for the 
permission to republish this review, originally appeared as 
Zbl 1343.57001.

This book can serve as an elementary introduction to top-
ics in topology and geometry for students with a minimal 
background in formal mathematics. It touches on topics 
that are recent applications of geometry and topology 
in the field of molecular biology and chemistry. As such 
it can be used to teach a variety of different courses: to 
math majors in their freshman year, to future secondary 
teachers, or as an interdisciplinary course – for example 
an honors program seminar – linking topology and ge-
ometry to physics, biology and chemistry. One could even 
imagine to use this book to motivate gifted high school 
students to enter the fields of mathematics. In this book, 
Flapan and her co-authors have taken a very unique ap-
proach to these subjects, focusing on intuition and on re-
cent applications. Technical details and a more rigorous 
presentation of the material has been avoided to make 
the topics available to a wide audience. Most exercises 
concentrate on specific examples and how to apply the 
results of a given section. Proofs in the text and in the ex-
ercises are avoided – unless a very elementary and short 
proof exists. Many theorems of deep and recent results 
are only stated and their implications are explained while 
the reader is told to take a more advanced course to see 
proofs of these facts. Readers who want to know more 
details and are not at the level of mathematical seniors 
can go to other sources such as C. C. Adams excellent 
introduction to knot theory [The knot book. An elemen-
tary introduction to the mathematical theory of knots. 
Revised reprint of the 1994 original. Providence, RI: 
American Mathematical Society (2004; Zbl 1065.57003)] 
or E. Flapan’s book [When topology meets chemistry. A 
topological look at molecular chirality. Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press (2000; Zbl 0977.92034)] for the 
applications in chemistry and molecular biology. Over-
all Erica Flapan and her co-authors have created a very 
unique book that can serve as an entry into the world of 
modern mathematics while avoiding analytic and alge-
braic arguments that might turn off some students from 
entering the field of mathematics.

Formally, the book consists of three parts. The first 
and the largest part serves as an introduction to the 
question “What are possible shapes of a universe?”. It 
contains an introduction to the classification of surfaces, 
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Deaths
We regret to announce the deaths of:

Javier Cilleruelo (15 May 2016, Madrid, Spain)
Ante Mimica (9 June 2016 , Mimice,  Croatia)
Sibe Mardešić (18 June 2016 , Zagreb, Croatia)
Roman Dwilewicz (29 July 2016, St.Louis, USA)
Ilona Kopocińska (3 August 2016, Wrocław, Poland)
Paweł Domański (4 August 2016, Poznań, Poland)
Asunción Sastre (24 August 2016, Elche, Spain)
Antonio Giraldo (24 August 2016, Elche, Spain)
Emil Vitásek (28 August 2016, Prague, Czech Republic) 
Jean-Christophe Yoccoz (3 September 2016, Paris, France)
Marcel Berger (15 October 2016, Paris, France)
Bolesław Szafirski (6 November 2016, Cracow, Poland)
Eberhard Zeidler (18 November 2016, Leipzig, Germany)

Please send information on mathematical awards and 
deaths to newsletter@ems-ph.org.

Awards

The Austrian Mathematical Society has awarded its 2016 Pro-
motion Prize for Young Scientists to Aleksey Kostenko for 
outstanding achievements in spectral theory and mathematical 
physics.

Ernest Borisovich Vinberg received in 2016 the Distinguished 
Speaker Award from the European Mathematical Society.

Lithuanian Mathematical Society has decided to award the 
Lithuanian Mathematical Society Young Mathematician Prize 
for 2016 to Vytautas Pašku– nas (Universität Duisburg-Essen) 
for his research on p-adic Langlands program.

José Bonet Solves (Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, Spain), 
María Gaspar Alonso-Vega (Universidad Complutense de Ma-
drid, Spain) and María Teresa Lozano Imízcoz (Universidad de 
Zaragoza, Spain) have been awarded the 2016 Medals of the 
Real Sociedad Matemática Española.

In September 2016 Marián Fabian and Vladimír Müller (In-
stitute of Mathematics of the CAS, Prague) received the Hon-
orary Bolzano Medals for Merits in Mathematical Sciences 
awarded by the Czech Academy of Sciences.

The 2016 laureate of the Ramiro Melendreras Prize 2016 from 
the Spanish Society of Statistics and Operations Research is 
Beatriz Sinova Fernandez for the contribution “Comparative 
Analysis of M-estimators and Trimmed Means for Fuzzy Set-
Valued”. This award recognizes the work of young researchers 
in Statistics and Operations Research.

The Royal Society of Sciences at Uppsala has awarded Pro-
fessor Svante Janson (Uppsala University) the 2016 Celsius 
Medal for his outstanding work in combinatorial probability. 

The researchers Roger Casals, Francesc Castellà, Leonardo 
Colombo, José Manuel Conde Alonso, Martín López García 
and Jesús Yepes Nicolás have been awarded the prize Premios 
Vicent Caselles 2016 by the RSME-FBBVA.

The 2016 laureats of the Tullio Levi-Civita Prize of the Interna-
tional Research Center for Mathematics & Mechanics of Com-
plex Systems of the Università dell’Aquila are Mauro Carfora 

(Università degli Studi di Pavia) and Tudor S. Ratiu (École 
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne).
The 2016 Grand Prix en Sciences mathématiques of the Insti-
tute Grand-ducal de Luxembourg / Prix de la Bourse de Lux-
embourg has been attributed to Martin Schlichenmaier (Uni-
versity of Luxemburg).

Tomaž Pisanski awarded in 2016 the Donald Michie and Alan 
Turing Prize for lifetime achievements in Slovenian informa-
tion society.

Marius Crainic (Univeristy of Utrecht) was awarded in 2016 the 
first De Bruijn Prize. This biennial prize is attributing  for  the 
most influential recent publication (or series of publications) 
by a mathematician affiliated to an institute in the Netherlands.

The 2015 SIMAI Prize has been awarded to Paola Antonietti 
(Department of Mathematics of Politecnico di Milano). The 
prize is attributed to young researcher, who has given outstand-
ing contributions in the field of applied and industrial math-
ematics.

Roger Casals (Department of Mathematics MIT, USA) has 
been awarded the José Luis Rubio de Francia Prize 2015 from 
the Royal Spanish Mathematical Society. This award recognizes 
and encourages the work of young researchers in mathematics.

The 2015 Federico Bartolozzi Prize has been attributed to Spa-
daro Emanuele (Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik in den 
Naturwissenschaften, Leipzig).

Erratum
Unfortunately there was a typing error in the paper “Wrinkles: From the Sea to Mathematics” by François Lauden-
bach in the September 2016 issue of the EMS Newsletter (No. 101). The first subtitle on page 15 should read as 
follows: Wrinkles and sailing. 
We apologize for the mistake.
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CARTAN FOR BEGINNERS 
Differential Geometry via Moving Frames and Exterior Differential Systems, Second Edition 
Thomas A. Ivey, College of Charleston & Joseph M. Landsberg, Texas A&M University
Two central aspects of Cartan’s approach to differential geometry are the theory of exterior differential systems (EDS) 
and the method of moving frames. This book presents thorough and modern treatments of both subjects, including 
their applications to both classic and contemporary problems in geometry. Key concepts are developed incrementally, 
with motivating examples leading to definitions, theorems, and proofs.

Graduate Studies in Mathematics, Vol. 175
Jan 2017 455pp 9781470409869 Hardback €99.00

DIFFERENTIAL GALOIS THEORY THROUGH RIEMANN-HILBERT 
CORRESPONDENCE 
An Elementary Introduction 
Jacques Sauloy, Institut de Mathématiques de Toulouse
Offers a hands-on transcendental approach to differential Galois theory, based on the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. 
Along the way, it provides a smooth, down-to-earth introduction to algebraic geometry, category theory and tannakian 
duality.

Graduate Studies in Mathematics, Vol. 177
Jan 2017 279pp 9781470430955 Hardback €99.000

GAME THEORY
A Playful Introduction
Matt DeVos, Simon Fraser University & Deborah Kent, Drake University
Offers a gentle introduction to the mathematics of both sides of game theory: combi natorial and classical. The 
combination allows for a dynamic and rich tour of the subject united by a common theme of strategic reasoning. 
Instructors, students, and independent readers alike will appreciate the flexibility in content choices as well as the 
generous sets of exercises at various levels.

Student Mathematical Library, Vol. 80
Jan 2017 360pp 9781470422103 Paperback €55.00

LARGE DEVIATIONS 
S.R.S. Varadhan, Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
The theory of large deviations deals with rates at which probabilities of certain events decay as a natural parameter in the 
problem varies. This book, which is based on a graduate course on large deviations at the Courant Institute, focuses on three 
concrete sets of examples: (i) diffusions with small noise and the exit problem, (ii) large time behaviour of Markov processes 
and their connection to the Feynman-Kac formula and the related large deviation behaviour of the number of distinct sites 
visited by a random walk, and (iii) interacting particle systems, their scaling limits, and large deviations from their expected 
limits.
A co-publication of the AMS and Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences at New York 
University.

Courant Lecture Notes, Vol. 27
Dec 2016 104pp 9780821840863 Paperback €40.00

Free delivery worldwide at eurospanbookstore.com/ams
AMS is distributed by Eurospan|group



Instructions for authors 
To become an author, we encourage you to submit your manuscript to one of the members of
the editorial board or directly to the publisher at info@ems-ph.org. We offer attractive publish-
ing conditions and attach great importance to careful production including copy-editing and 
printing.

Editorial Board 
Alfredo Bermúdez de Castro (Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, Spain)
Lorenz T. Biegler (Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA)
Annalisa Buffa (IMATI, Pavia, Italy)
Maria J. Esteban (CNRS, Université Paris-Dauphine, France)
Matthias Heinkenschloss (Rice University, Houston, USA)
Alexander Martin (Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany)
Volker Mehrmann (Technische Universität Berlin, Germany)
Stephen B. G. O’Brien (University of Limerick, Ireland)

Previously published in this series:
Matheon – Mathematics for Key Technologies
Edited by Peter Deuflhard, Martin Grötschel, Dietmar Hömberg, Ulrich Horst, Jürg Kramer,
Volker Mehrmann, Konrad Polthier, Frank Schmidt, Christof Schütte, Martin Skutella and
Jürgen Sprekels 
ISBN 978-3-03719-137-8. 466 pages. Hardcover, 17 x 24 cm. 48.00 Euro

The EMS Publishing House is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to the publication of 
high-quality books and top-level peer-reviewed journals, on all academic levels and in all fields 
of pure and applied mathematics. By publishing with the EMS your are supporting the the 
many and varied activities of the EMS for the welfare of the mathematical community.

www.ems-ph.org

The EMS Series in Industrial and Applied Mathematics publishes 
high quality advanced texts and monographs in all areas of 
Industrial and Applied Mathematics. Books include those of a 
general nature as well as those dealing with the mathematics 
of specific applications areas and real-world situations. While it 
is intended to disseminate scholarship of the highest standard, 
authors are encouraged to make their work as accessible as 
possible.

Series in Industrial and Applied Mathematics
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